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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
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County GOP Convention
GRAND HAVEN

Report Calls (or County
Total of $154 Million

convention May 5

Equalization Committee

HP

-

(Special)
More than 100 persons gathered
in the court room of the county
building Wednesday night for the
county Republician convention at
which delegates and alternates
were chosen for the coming state

in

Detroit.

EIGHT PAGES

New

A

^
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Veto

Praises Ike For

The News Has Been

Constructive Booster tor

-

PRICE TEN

CENTS

Budget

City

Lists Increases

Aduh Education

City Council Wednesday night
budget for the
year startingJuly 1 calling for a
total property tax levy of 5469,378.38, an increase of 550,516.24
filed its proposed

Program Aired

Box Elder Tree

County Chairman Carl C. Andreax (Special)
sen opened the convention and EdThe Board of Supervisors will conward Meany of Grand Haven servover the 1955-56 budget.
tinue study on plans for county
By resolution, Council placed the
building units both in Grand ed as chairman. Fred Den Herder
was secretary.
Haven and Holland, it was decid139-page document on file with
Educators,
superintendents
and
Keynoter James Schoener of
ed at the closing meeting of the
City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed
Muskegon, state chairman of the directorsof Adult Education in the
City
April termj Wednesday afternoon.
Young
Republicans, said the Re- public schoolswent on record Wedand scheduled a public hearing
Specifically,the ways and
means committee and the build- publican ,party today faced or- nesday night urging SuperipCity Council passed an ordinance May 2 at 7:30 p.m. prior to final
ganized resistancefrom the Demoings and grounds committee will
tendent of Public InstructionClair
Wednesday that outlaws unsprayed adoption.
cratic party which can be met only
report back at the June meeting
Based on the budget total, the
box elder tries.
by hard work. "Good politics is a Taylor to take a leadership role
with recommendations on buildtax rate for the coming year will
door-to-door proposition in which in encouragingmore districtsto
Effective
date
of
the
new
ordining, plus the possibility of preevery citizen must be contacted participate in an adult education
ance Is May 10. After that date any be 515.067 per 51.000 valuation^or
senting both projects on a single
personally,” he said.
program.
ballot with final decision by the
untreated box elder trees will be an Increase of 51.167 over last
Schoenercalled attentionto acvoters at the fall election.The
The Ottawa - Allegan Adult Edudeclared public nuisances and be year's rate of 513.90 per thousand.
complishmentsof the Eisenhower
prosecutor will be consulted on
cation
Conference
was
held
in
administration,pointing to the end
removed either by the city or the Assessed valuation for the city is
legal aspects. It was suggested
531,152,220,an Increase of 51,018,250
of the Korean war, strengthening Thomas Jefferson School from 4
property owner. Council has the
that the committeevisit new court
over last year’s total of 530,133,970.
of foreign policy under Secretary to 9
t
houses in Marshall and Ann Aroption of either using city funds to
The property tax levy is broken
of
State
Dulles,
easing
of
Israeli
0
Vern Schipper, Adult Education
remove the tree or requiring the down as follows : general,5368, 88Ltension,and fosteringof the GenMayor Robert Visscher of HolDirector in Holland Public
38; library, 535,497; hospital, 330.*
owner to pay the cost.
eva conference.
land felt that a package deal for
In other action, council denied 000; debt retirement,335,000. Util"Inflationhas been halted,social Schools and general chairman of
the two projects would be highly
the applicationof Sam McCoy to ity funds, which have their own
security extended, the Seaway is the conference, welcomed guests
TULIP TIME TRAFFIC
The , thousands of
Time to insure the handling of traffic is a
desirable,an expression in which
move a one-story house from 699 revenues, do not come under the
an accomplishedfact, and prices and introduced speakers.
cars
that
yearly
throng
into
Holland
during
smooth
operation.
Last
week
representatives
many members concurred. It was
State St., to lot 6, block 1, tax levy.
are stabilized. Thank goodness we
Tulip Time are always a big problem. Law ena general opinion of the board that
of the three groups sat down to figure out their
Vlsscher’saddition(East 28th St.).
While taxes would bring in 3368,have a president who can stand Dr. I.J. blubbers, Hope College
the present court house in Grand
forcement officers begin their planningearly
basic plans. Left to right are Sheriff Gerald
City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed 881.38 towards operation of the
on his feet and veto a bill which president,gave a review of a<5ult
Haven should not be remodeled.
to cope with the situation.It is a combined
presented a petition from property city, other revenues are estimated
Vanderbeek,Sgt. Ralph Woldring,Deputy
thinks is bad for the country,” education as expressed at the
A resolution approving terms he
owners In the East 28th St. area at 5560,605.32, for a grand total of
effort by Holland police,Ottawa
Shoener said.
Len Ver Schure and Sgt. Milton Swingle. Seated
Washington
White
House
Conferof the transfer of the Wagner proprotestingthe moving Inasmuch as 3929,486.70 needed for city operaResolutions adopted by the condeputies
and
State
Police.
Several
meetings
are Capt. LeRoy Hunt and Lt. Ernest Bear.
perty near Holland City Hall was
ence.
the house Is of old-fashionedcon- tions. This does not include, hospibetween the agenciesare held prior to Tulip
approved,subject to a condition vention commended President Issues in adult education were
(Sentinelphoto)
structionand has no continuityot tal or Board of Public Works operEisenhower
for his stand on the
that if the county should vacate
design ... and would depreciate ations other than the 530,000alio*
farm
bill veto. "We believe that discussed by Henry J. Ponitz, of
the premises, it would convey $8,surrounding properties on East cation to the hospital. Main other
Dwight D. Eisenhower increased the division of adult education,dePetitions Circulated for
000 to the city of Holland. The city
28th.
revenues are sales tax, intangibles
in
stature
in
the, eyes of the partment of public instruction.
is providing the property on condiconstruction
Appearing on behalf of the prop- tax, BPW transfers, etc.
American people in taking the Arthur
2 School Board Members
tion it be used for a court house
erty owners were Ed Brolin, 669
The total of 3929,486.70 is broken
stand he thought was right. We supervisor of Holland Public
branch. The resolutionpassed 27
Petitionsare being circulated
Columbia Ave., MpOForrest M. down as followsinto estimated exbelieve his signature on the farm Schools, directed a conducted tour
to 1, Henry Slaughter of Tallfor Carl C. Andreasenand Bernard
Gibson, 194 East 28th St, John T. penditures: personal services,
bill would have meant that he be- of the new Jefferson school pointat
madge township dissenting.
Arendshorst for re-electionto the
Hietbrink, 183 East 28th St, and 5449,086.06; other current expenses,
lieved in the theory of 'Anything ing out aspects of a modem eleThe resolution also included a
Board of Education at a regular
Albert Scholten,176 East 28th St 5449,010.64;capital outlay, 3105,for a vote in an electionyear,’" mentary school.
clause directing the committee to
Elzinga and Volkers, Inc., of electionJune 11.
At an election of the Holland High
Dinner was served to the group
Rex Chapman, owner of the 379.70.
the resolutionread. Sen. Clyde H.
file an application with the HolHolland, has started excavation at
Andreasen who was appointed School student body Wednesday house, denied the house was anti- Council estimates transferof
Geerlings
was
chairman
of
the
re- at 6 p.m. by the home economics
land City Board of Appeals for a
departmentunder Lavina Cappon. Holland State Park for th»* new last fall to succeed Margaret De morning, the proposal to change quated and asserted it would not BPW revenue to the city this year
solutionscommittee.
variance to allow such construc526,000 combinationtoilet, shower
Free is seeking a one-year term the constitutionwhereby officers be un sightly or depreciate the will total 3200,000 of which 5100.000
Delegates to the state convention After the dinner break, a panel and laundry building.
tion and use, so that zoning actioh
discussion on the reaction to the
to round out Mrs. De Pree's origvalues ot the other homes in the is put into the general fund and the
are
Alfred
Pytlinske,
Marvin
may be obtained before the June
It will be the same type of archi- inal tet*m. Arendshorst is seeking would be nominated by petition
neighborhood as claimed.
Smith, Robert Bareham, Russell issues involved in adult education
other 5100,000 into a public imsession.
tectureas the building that now is a full four-year term. The board rather than by caucus lost by 96
Alderman Robert Kouw made provement fund which is available
M.
Tague, John L. Van Apple- was presented.
The equalization committee rein
use
at
the
north
end
of
the
park
has seven members.
votes. Reason for the proposed the motion to deny the applicationon loan basis to the BPW for utildom, Mrs. A.H. Loomis, James Howard Y. McClusky, professor
port was adopted, calling for a
grounds. The cne-story structure Petition!for nominationsmust
W.
Scott, Harry Lieffers,James of Educational Psychology and
change was because the auditor- and all councilmanagreed expect ity improvements. Currently,there
county valuation as equalized of
Consultant in Adult Education at will be 54 by 25 feet and should be be filed with Board Secretary
W.
Bussard,
Howard
Rose,
Mathilis about 175,000in the fund. The
ium of Holland High School is not John K. Vander Broek.
5154,358,968or 90 percent of the
ready in time for the heavy campMayor Robert Visscher express- new budget has made provisionsfor
da Moss, William S. Share, Carl University of Michigan, was ing season, according to Park Lester J. Kuyper a month prior to
estimated state equalized value of
June 11. To qualify, a candidate large enough to house the entire ed thanks to the Chamber of Com- salary adjustments in keeping with
C. Andreasen, Alyce Yost, Mariet- moderator.
5169,625,236. Total county assessed
On the panel were John B. Hol- Manager Clare Broad.
must have 50 or more signatures student body for a caucus meeting. merce and specificallyto Secre- a study made by the Public Adminte
Miles, Andrew G. Sail, Ray
valuation is 5115,257,413.
Meanwhile,Broad said Saturday
den,
consultant
on
adult
education
The chapel hour at the school tary-Manager W.H. VandeWater istration Service which will be
of qualified voters in Holland £lty.
Holland city shares 26.64 per- Gemmen, L.C. Dalman, Joan Dan- at Michigan State University; Ed- has been designated as the annual
Petitionsare available from Dr. this morning was in charge for gettinga dredge here to clear completed by May 2.
hof, Yvonne De Jonge, George Van
cent in the county tax levy. The
cleanup day at the park. There
of Miss Clara Reeverts’ first hour the channel at Ottawa Beach io
Kuyper, 73 East 10th St.
Koevering, George Van Peursem, ward Grunst of South Haven, prinThe budget includes such Imwill be about 75 Boy Scouts from
city's assessed valuation is 531,cipal
of
South
Haven
High
School
Bible Class. Karen Lam was chair* that coal and other deliveries could
Fred
Den
Herder,
Corey
Van
provements as new lights tor
150,220; the city’s equalized valuathe area and 40 members of the
man and Roger Kleinheksel led de- be made to the city and Brewer's.
Koevering,Walter Vander Haar, and Edwin L. Taylor, superinten- Tulip City Rod and Gun Club at
Riverview Park, a neto concrete
tion, 541,134,487, and the state
dent of schools of Grandville.
votions. Mary Ellen Steketee,local
On suggestion of City Attorney bandstand at Kollen Park which
Anna
Van
Horssen,
Gerald
Vantiie
park,
setting
out
tables,
clearequalized valuation,545,202,733.
Several
valuable
points
were
a
forensicswinner in original ora- James Townsend, council voted
derbeek, William Wins from, Jane
eventually may be made into a
ing the beach, etc.
Holland township shares 9.85 pertory, gave her-apMoh on "A Pat- to amend the revarter provisions
Lilley; Don Voss and Ruth D. Scott. result of the discussion wWr oiiei^We'Tlod ami EunT^SHtBBi*
band 'shell, some improvementsto
cent; Park township, 5.67 percent;
affecting
Ottawa
County.
A
comtern
for
Living."
Tom
Bos
anin
the
deed
to
the
Wagner
proCivic Center including draperies for
Zeeland city, 5.11 percent; Grand Alternates are Orville Steggerda, mittee of Interested county and will serve a meal to the workers
nounced
the
Bund
and
.Orchestra
perty on West 12th St.
Dorr Garter, Eunice K. Bareham,
at noon and afterwards Broad will
the Green Room, improvementsat
Haven city, 19.07 percent.
formal spring concert to be held
city citizens will be asked to help
Several members of the Waluta
thf ice rink on Fairbanks Ave., an
Chairman Roy Lowing appoint- Pauline M. Tague, Mrs. Leon Hop- provide an adult educationpro- show a film on quail hunting.
tonight
at
8
p.m.
at
the
High
Camp Fire Group . attended the additional cruiser for the police
ed the following additional com- kins, William Jesiefc, Harold gram which is a direct service to
Presidentsfrom 14 of Michigan’s School.
meeting. Introduced by Joan
Swarts, Kent Hastings, Bruce
mittees: permanent traffic safety
Mayor John Stryker read the Mosher, one of the members, were department, some long deferred
industries and businesses as well
Thompson,
Warren
McKenna,
non-tax
supported
colleges
and
improvementsto City Hall includcommittee,William Kennedy, Roresults of the vote on the proposal
Ruth Beukema, Cecelia Crane, as to the citizens of a community.
several officers of the Michigan to the constitutionand asked for Jane Dalman, Carol Kraai, Nancy ing aluminum doors on the 11th St.
bert Visscher, Robert Murray,
School plants should be used as
Cuperus
and
Mrs.
Andy
Dalman,
Robert J. Kammeraad,Agnes AnGerrit Bottema, John Stephenson;
entrance, 55,000 in capital outlay
Colleges Foundation, Inc., will be suggestions relative to this probdreasen, Arthur C. Yost, Hesper much as possibleto utilize 100 perleader of the group.
reappraisal,George Swart, Henry
for recreation equipment
lem.
cent the facilities and the adult
in Grand Rapids, Muskegon, HolVermeer and Lowing; humane Raymond, Peter Lugten, Leona program does this, accordingto
City Manager Herb Holt said he
land, Zeeland, and Grand Rapids,
society committee, Richard L. Postma, Seymour Padnos, Anthony the panelists.
has found Holland’s tax rate, is
Mulder, Clarence Yntema. /
Miss Glennyce Kleis of Holland April 17 through 20 acquainting Bound to Circuit Court
Cook, Lawrence Wade and Henry
lower than average for- 10 ci.es
There have been two major
has been named chairman of the business firms with the work of
Slaughter.
in
the Lower Peninsulain the
trends in education — the Horace
the Foundation.
On Non-SupportCount
The matter of purchasing a
annual
Hope
College
May
Day
to
10,000
to 25,000 population bracket.
Mann elementaryschool idea and
Operatingas a non-profit,fund
seven-acresite just east of HolFor 1955, the average equalizedtax
the Kalamazoo idea — secondary be staged on the campus May 4. raising organization, the FoundaGRAND
(Special)
E.
land for a retail farmers'marrate of these 10 cities was 330 per
or high school and now a third it was announced today by Miss tion is seeking from the State William R. Palmquist. 36, Grand In Circuit
kef was discussed and referred to
51,000, whereas Holland’s tax rate
major trend in developing -- adult Emma Reeverts, dean of women. 5350.000. to help support its mem- Haven, waived examinationon a
the agriculturalcommittee and
was
, -i
education, brought about by autonon-support charge before Justice
GRAND
(Special)
May Day has been an annual e- ber colleges.These are church the buildingsand grounds commitat
mation and the shorter work week
related, four year accredited col- Frederick J. Workman of Spring Carl Pearce, 17, Nunica, pleaded
tee for investigationwith instrucwhich give people more leisure vent at the college since 1935. leges in Michigan.
Lake Wednesday afternoon.
guilty to a charge of nighttime Rev. Homer A. Pontinss
tions to consult the prosecutor on
Throughoutthe day intramural
George E. Wendt, Sr, 84. of Park time to spend on education.
Palmquist had previously deHope
College
in
Holland,
and
legal aspects. Henry Vermeer of T9wnship,route 4, died Tuesday
sports
are
conducted
for
men
and
In additionto the panel, moderaAquinas College in Grand T apids manded examihation when ar- breaking and enteringin Circuit Succumbs at Age o(Sl
the agriculturalcommittee report- evening following a heart attack tor and speakers,those present women. The celebration will be
raigned and was scheduled to Court today and will return for sened the committee has an option suffered at his home. He was dead includedWalter W. Scott, J. J. climaxed by the crowning of the are members of the Foundation.
The Rev. Homer A. Pontius, 81,
Other
members
are;
Adrian, Al- appear Wednesday afternoon. Pre- tence May 2. The alleged offense
to purchase the property for 56,- upon arrival at Holland Hospital. Riemersma, Austin Buchanan, May Queen in the college grove.
of 325 Washington Ave., died Wedbidn, Alma, Emmanuel, Hillsdale, vious to the taking of testimony involved entering the grocery
100. Since the property lies 313
nesday evening at a Kalamazoo
He was born in Frieberg, Ger- Schipper, Robert Slocum, Edward An all-college bonqpet will follow. Kalamazoo, Madonna, Mary- he waived the hearing. His bond of
Miss Kleis, daughter of Prof,
feet west of the bypass in the many. in 1871 and came to this Donivan,Russell Hombaker, Harhospital.
grove, Mercy. Nazareth,Olivet, $200 was continuedand he will store of George Downs in Crockery
vicinity of 10th St., in Holland, country in 1901. Coming to Racine, old Streeter, Carroll Norlin and and Mrs. Clarence Kleis, 96 East
Rev. and Mrs. Pontius moved to
Siena Heights.
appear in Circuit Court June 11. township April 15.
there was some question on pro- Wis., he received his citizenship Verne C. Hohl of Holland; James 15th St. is a senior English-German
Francis VV. Roon, 20, Spring Holland from Hastings about 15
Each of these schools is in- The alleged offense,made upon
per entrances.
Lake, and Jackie Tuller, 18, Grand months ago and had lived with
papers while living there. He. mov- Jacobs, director of adult educa- major who is planning to teach in dependent and raises more than
complaint of his wife, Ruth, allegThe board adjourned subject to ed to Holland in 1910 and for many tion, Grand Haven, Supt. Ralph Ann Arbor next year. She has been
Rapids, pleaded guilty to felonious their son and daughter - in - law,
95 percent of its own funds through edly occurred in Grand Haven
the call of the chair.
years worked as a landscape gar- tfan Volkinburg, Grand Haven, active in the Chapel Choir, Womdriving
charges and will return Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Pontius.
tuition, gifts from alumni and township between Dec. 1, 1955
dener at the Gold residence on Supt. C.W. Lubbers, Plainwell, en’s Glee Club, the YWCA and the other sources. The extra help
May 2. The pair was arrested lie was a minister in the Church
and Feb. 27, 1936, when he has
of God for 45 years before his reLake Macatawa. He was a forester Supt. Lloyd Shaffer, Reeth-Puffer Elementary TeachersClub. She is
which these colleges receive from failed to support his wife and their March 17 after allegedly "horsing tirement and had served a numin Germany before coming to School, Muskegon, Harold Fisher, a member of Kappa Beta Phi soaround"
several
Grand
the Michigan Colleges Foundation six-year-oldson, Russell.
America and was influential in the Grand Haven and «6upt. Julius rority and is vice president of the
streetsat high speeds and disre- ber of pastoratesin southern Michvery
often keeps them operating
Women’s Athletic League board.
organization of the West Ottawa Schipper, Zeeland.
garding stop streetsand the like. igan and northern Indiana.
in the black.
Surviving are the wife, GerSoil Conservation district back in
Howard Scholten,21, route 3,
If the donor wishes to give his
trude; two sons, Leroy of Holland
1938 when he cited his reasons beHudsonville,
pleaded
guilty
to
two
contribution to a specific college
and Reuben of Elsie, Mich.; a
fore the state committee hearing Mrs. Ethel M. Cain
counts, forgery and uttering and
or colleges, the Foundation wul
daughter, Mrs. Ruth Salisbury of
Holland’s Junior High Orchestra and convinced them that tree
publishinga check, for 540.53. The
Succumbs
at Age 59
distributefunds as requested. Of
Marion, Mich.; two daughters-inreceived the only first division planting could eliminate a deploralleged
offense
occurred
in
Zeeland
the undesignated funds 60 percent
law. Mrs. Hazel Pontius of Esrating in the AA Junior Orchestra able condition in the west section
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
city Feb. 29.
are distributedequally among the
condido, Calif., and Mrs. Robert
of
Ottawa
county.
classification Saturday at the state
Mrs. Ethel M. Cain, 59, Circle Dr.
D
and
C
Stores,
Inc.,
Grand
colleges;the remaining 40 percent
Iseler of Port Hope, Mich, also two
He was a member of Zion Luth- Spring Lake, died Tuesday noon
music festivalin Muskegon.
A name for the newly-formedHaven, Floyd Bates, manager, brothers, Clarence of Charlotteand
Appointment are divided among the 14 memThis is the sixth straight year eran Church.
in MunicipalHospital following a
bers in proportion to their full- Christian Reformed Church which pleaded not guilty to a charge of Allen of East Lynn, Mo.
Surviving
are
three
daughters.
of
Jack
C.
Vandenberg
as
manager
the group has received final
10 year illness. She was bom Ethel
time student enrollment.
holds services• at Beechwood exposing for sale 81 packages con- Funeral serviceswill be held at
ratings of firtt division.Carleton Miss MargaretheWendt, Mrs. Ver- M. Moench, Nov. 12, 1896 in Terre of the Lansing, Mich., bureau of
The
Foundation
which
was
estaSchool was selected at a business taining food with incorrectnet 11
Saturday at Langeuand
Kelch, director,considers this one non (Johanna) Van Oort and Miss Haute, Ind., and married Orville the United Press was announced
blished six years ago. raised and social meeting Wednesday weights. Trial will be set later. Funeral Home with burial SaturWednesday
by
Bert
Masterson,
Ruth
Wendt,
all
of
Holland;
four
of the best orcliestras he has ever
Cain June 10, 1922 in Indianapolis.
5296.000, for its members in 1955. evening in Centra’ Avenue Christ- The alleged offense occurred day afternoon at North Webster,
entered in the competition.Hol- sons, Kurt Wendt of San Francisco, She had been a school teacher in Central Division Manager.
Simon D. Den Uyl of Detroit, ian Reformed Giurch. The new March 27.
Vandenberg,
night
bureau
manInd. Officiatingministers will be
Calif.,
Harry
and
George,
Jr.,
of
land's "arch rival,” the Muskegon
Indiana and a member of First ager of the UP Detroit bureau, president of the Bohn Aluminum church, will he known as Calvin
Holland
and
Arnold
of
Grand
the Rev. and Mrs. Martin J. Raab
Junior Orchestra, received a diviRapids; 10 grandchildren and six Evangelical church of Terre Haute. succeeds Clair M. Hekhuis,who and Brass Corporation, is chair- Christian Reformed Church. Serof
La Porte, Ind.
sion II rating for the first time in
Red Cross Vice President
great grandchildren; one brother, Besides the husband she is sur- resigned to join the Michigan man of the Board of Trustees. vices are held each Sunday at 9:30
Friends may call at Langeland
six years.
vived by three sons, Robert of
George M. Holley, Jr., president a.m. and 6:30 p.m. at Beechwood Dies in Arlington,Va.
Funeral Home Friday from 3 to
Judges were Wayne Dunlap, di- Robert Wendt of Schwerin,Ger- Spring Lake, Orville, Jr., of Madi- Economic Development Commis- of the Holley CarburetorCo., is
many.
School. The entrance is the
sion.
5 and 7 to 9 p.m.
rector of the Plymouth Symphony
HAVEN (Special)
Funeral services will be held son, Wis., and William Charles of
Vandenberg,28, began his news- president of the Foundation. Some Douglas St. door.
Orchestra; Carl Huffman of FonFriday at 2 p.m. at Zion Lutheran Indianapolis;a sister, Mrs. J. C. paper career with the Holland of the local business people leadHolland Classis of Christian Re- Word was received here early
tana, Wis., and Samuel Mages of
Church with the Rev. E.M. Ruh- Reed of Port Allen, La.; three (Mich.) Sentinel and later worked ing this movement include H.M. formed Churches will meet May Wednesday of the1 death of Wal- Man Bound Over
Winnetka, Ml. Competitionwas
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
lig officiating. Burial will be in brothers, Robert Moench of Indi- for the Port Huron (Mich) Times- Taliaferro,president of American 17 to decide on the applicationof ter Weselius of Arlington,Va.,
held in McLaughlin School in Musof Herald and radio station WITH at Seating Company. C.J. Reese, the new church for organization. vice president of the American Carl Reynolds, 52, of 313 East FulPilgrim Home Cemetery. Rela- anapolis, Theodore
kegon with more than 20 teach- tives are asked to meet in the por- Pleasantville, N.Y., and Harold
ton St., Grand Rapids was bound
president of Continental Motors, About 40 families were represent- Red Cross.
Port Huron.
ers, principals and music faculty
ish hall at the church at 1:45 p.m. Moench of Terre Haute; also three
A graduateof the University of B.P. Sherwood, Jr., president of ed at the meeting in charge of
sister-in-law,Mrs. George over to Circuit Court on a charge
members assisting the many or- Friends may meet the family at grandchildren.
of obtaining money under false
Michigan, he served with the Navy the Grand Haven State Bank, and Claus Bushouse. Refreshments Christman. Sr., of Spring Lake,
chestras and bands that per- Dykstra Funeral Chapel Thursday
pretenses, upon arraignment in
The body will repose at Barbier Air Corps from 1945 to 1948. He George Heeringa, president of were served.
left immediatelyby plane for Arformed. The concert program in- from 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m.
Funeral Home- in Spring Lake joined the United Press at Detroit. Hart-Cooley Co., in Holland.
The Rev. John Bratt, professor lington. Mrs. Weselius is the form- Municipal Court this morning. A
cluded the "Eastern Dance" by
In addition to their calls on of Bible at Calvin College, will er Cornelia Glerum of Grand 5500 bond was furnished and he
where services will be held FriWoodhouse, the entire "Symphony
firms, the presidents will appear be in charge of both services at Haven. Dr. James Glerum, Grand will appear in the higher court
day
at
2
p.m.
The
Rev.
Joh
L.
Day-Old Baby Succumbs
in D” by Sammartini and the' Tien Trial Expected
May 2. The alleged offense occurat several service club luncheons. the new church Sunday. Special Rapids dentist, is a brother.
Koert of Bt PayTi Evangelical and
string number "Traumerei anfl
The Pantlind, Occidental, Warm music at the evening service will Weselius died unexpectedly of a red on or about Dec. 20, 1955, in
To Cover Two Day*
Reformed Church of Grand Haven In Municipal Hospital
Romanze” by Schumann.
Friend, and Schuler Hotels will be be a sok) by Mrs. Carol Johnson. heart attack early Wednesday Robinson township and involved
will officiate. Burial will be in
the sale of Christmas trees accordThe orchestra’snext perform- GRAND
GRAND
(Special)
(Special)
the group’s headquartersduring
in his apartmentin Arlington.He
Spring Lake Cemetery.
ance here will be in the massed A jury trial which will probably
Stephen De Garmo, one-day-old the four-day visitationhere.
was associated with headquarters ing to a contract between Reynolds and Edward Bethke, owner
instrumental and vocal all-city last two days opened in the Otson of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard De
Although the Michigan Colleges King’s Kuples Meet at
in Washingtonand was slated for
of the land on which the trees he
concert April 24 at 7:30.
Garmo of Robinson Township, died Foundation was the first gruop of Central Park Church
tawa Circuit Court this morning Blood Donors Sought retirement within two months.
allegedlycut and purchased were
The Junior High Band presented in which OrvilleTien and his next
The Red Cross is seeking donors in Municipal hospitalat 9:30 Tues- its kind to incorporate,there are
-js
‘two concerts in Muskegon Heights friend, Alyda Hen, are seeking for a regular blood clinic at Red day morning. The father who is now 38 states with similar organiThe King’s Kuples ot Central
Junior High School Tuesday at the judgment of 525,000 against Earl Cross headquarters, 6 East Eighth with the Marine Corps, stationedin zations. Michigan,Indiana, Ohio, Park Reformed Church held a re- Driver Issued Ticket
invitation of A. K. Meerzo ot fhe and Harold Barkel all of Holland. St, Monday. ExecutiveSecretary Japan, has been requested to re- and Illinois have been the most gular meeting Tuesday evening at Ivan Ingersoll,28, LaPorte, Ind., Group to Meet
music faculty and Principal Mui^
It is alleged that Orvillesustain- Gladys Aldrich said suppUes are turn to the States due to his wife’s success
;sfnl to date.
the church.
Wednesday afternoon was issued a
Representatives of township
ray. They, played for two school ed permanent injuries as the re- low at Holland Hospital,and some physical condition.The child was
Dick Winter of Temple Time ticket for failure to yield the right boards in Holland area together
assemblies. Soloistswere Jim sult of a fatal accident at 1:30 replacementsare necessary for born Monday in the local hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Kearns. showed slides of work being done of way following a collision be- with members of City Council will
Vande Vusse, Jim Bos and Bruce a.m. June 20, 1953, on Butternut blood used by area persons in
Besides the parents he is sur- 5407 Lake Shore Dr., have returned by Temple Time in the Virgin Is- tween his car and one driven by meet in Council chambers in
Kuiken. Raymond Roth is band di- Dr. while a guest passenger in Grand Rapids Hospitals. Donors vived by the grandparents,Mr. from a vacation in Florida. They lands.
Paul Harms, 18, Waukazoo at Hall at 8
rector. The group traveled by bus a car driven by Earl Barkel who are requestedto call Red Cross and Mrs. Robert Garmo and Mr. stayed at the Wynhoim . in Fort
Refreshments were served by Ninth SL and College Ave. Police further the
and returned to Holland about 4 was driving with the consent of I headquarters at 6-6545 for appoint- and Mrs. David De Verney all of Lauderdaleand also spent some Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Helmink and estimated damage to the two vep.m.
his father. . ^
.
Robinson township.
time in Nassau.
Mr. and Mrs. ^enry Plthuis.
hicles at 5350. •
t
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exceptionof Grand Haven and Holland which already have undergone
Wi such a reappsaisal.
George Swart of Grand Haven,
who introducedthe subject, explained that the board had considered such a program last year but
rf 1
W,
was unable to carry through because it was illegal to use county
funds for such a purpose. He ex
plained that since that time through
•10
State Rep. George Van Peursem
and State Sen. Clyde H. Geerlings,
flfi
a bill has been passed in legislature
j
allowingprofessionalappraisalsfor
CommitteeChoirmen for Diocesan Convention
entire counties.This is known as
Other chairmen and co-chairmen
Final plans for the 18th annual L L. Heyniger, Holland; Mrs. John
the "Ottawa County Bill,” he said.
Diocesan convention of the Nation- J. Hudzlk, Holland; Mrs. Daniel from the Holland Deanery who
Firm opposition came from al Council of CatholicWomen were Conroy, Allegan; Mrs. Joseph W. were unable to attend the meet'/T-Jr
Henry Slaughter of Tallmadge discussedat a dessert meeting Lang, Holland; Mrs. John Bagladi, ing, are Mrs. Louis J. Hohman,
township who said it should be up
\Thursday afternoon at the home Jr., Holland; Mrs. Robert Wyn- Mrs. John F. Donnellyand Mrs.
to the people to decide whether
Thomas Godbum of Holland and
of Mrs. Joseph W. Lang, who is garden, Zeeland.
i
the county should spend some general chairman of the convenStandingleft to right are Mrs. Mrs. Jay Mulder of Zeeland.
$125,000 on such a program.Swart
The convention,*a one-day event,
i"
Dale W. Geiser, Mrs. Hector H.
tion.
said the rank and file of taxpayers
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Richard Stevens
Pictured above are chairmenand Munro and Mrs. Joseph Lepo, all will be held at the Holland Civic
are not familiar with the fine co-chairmen from the Holland of Holland; Mrs. Alex Polityka,Al- Center May 2, following mass at
(Princephoto)
Mr. and Mrs. Carow Kleinheksel
points of appraisals and would not
Miss Edna Grace Sprik and Ken- Mary Gitchel, wore light green
Deanery who head the various legan; Mrs. Rollin Bush, Mrs. Dav- 9 a.m. at St. Frncis de Sales
(Holland Illustrativephoto)
be able to vote intelligently on a committees in coordinating plans id Conkbn, Mrs. Peter Heydens, Church. The luncheon is scheduled
neth Richard Stevens were mar- crystalettegowns and carried yelMr. and Mrs. Carrow Kleinheks^l The bride's mother chose for the
subjectwhich should be decided by
low and white carnations.
for
12:30
in
the
Tulip
Room
of
the
all of Holland; Mrs. Weldon Rumfor the convention.
are now at home at 29% East occasion a navy crepe dress with ried at 8 p.m. Friday, April 6, in
the governing body which has the
Attending the groom as best man
Warm
Friend
Tavern,
with
the
ery,
Allegan;
Mrs.
Edward
HeuSeated left to right are: Mrs.
East Ninth St. after a honeymoon navy and white accessories.The Forest Grove Reformed Church. was his brother. Jack Stevens. Ushauthority.
Joseph Fabiano, Holland; Mrs. velhorst and Mrs. Philip N. Frank afternoon session at the Civic Centrip to Washington, D.C. They were groom's mother wore a charcoal The double ring ceremony was per- ers were Calvin Bolt and Robert
Mayor Robert Visscher of Hol- John Baron, Jr., Saugatuck;Mrs. of Holland.
ter concluding the con vention.
married Thursday. April 5, in the gray taffetadress with black and formed by the Rev. J. Van Dykcn Detwiler.
land Skid Holland City has just
parsorfage of First Reformed white accessories.They had pink in a settingof Ferns, bouquets of
finished its budget study and
Soloist for the ceremony was
carnation corsages.
Church.
among other things a reappraisalof
gladioli, carnations and smapdrag- Theodore Medema, . who sang
The bride is the former Eleanor
"Wedding Prayer" "Through the
the city was considered. The last
A reception for 90 guests was ons.
Geerling, daughter of Mr. and held at American Legion Country The bride is the daughter of Mr. Years" and "God Gave Me You."
time such an appraisalwas made it
Mrs. Henry Geerling of 281 East Club. Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Ter and Mrs. Glenn Sprik of Forest
A reception was held for 200
cost the city $11,000. He said the
12th St. The groom’s parents are Haar served at the punch bowl and Grove and the groom is the son guests at Forest ;Grove Hall.
people of Holland feel the counMr. and Mrs. Julius Kleinheksel Misses Darlene Groters, Arlene De of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Stevens of The newlyweds honeymooned in
cil is in better position to decide
By Randy Vande Water
of 35 East Ninth St.
Florida. For going away, the bride
such matters, and there was no
Feyter and Margaret Hoeve ar- TraverseCity.
Except for the reams of copy
The double ring wedding cere- ranged the gifts. Miss Phyllis The bride wore a princess style wore a beige dress with aqua acthought of going to the people to
announcing the start of the 1956
mony was performed by the Rev. Knithof was in charge of the gown with lace bodice and satin cessories.
ask whether $11,000 should be allobaseball race, a look outdoors and
Raymond Van Heukelom. Bouquets guest book.
The couple will be at home this
cated. He felt *board members
skirt and carried a bouquet of red
a walk up the street would conof white mums, gladioli and snapweek
in TraverseCity, where the
would be shirkingtheir duty if they
roses
and
carnations.
Her
attenDr. J. Harvey Kleinheksel was
Ottawa County CD Director Fred
vince us that we ought to get out
dragons were used as decorations. master of ceremoniesfor the pro- dants, Mrs. Calvin Bolt, her sister, groom is a petroleumdistributor.
did not take these administrative
Hieftje of Zeeland today clarified
the footoball vocabulary.
The couple’s attendants were gram, which featured a vocal duet Mrs. Chester Nykerk and Miss The bride Is a registered nurse.
matters in their own hands instead
And to go along with our think- the position of Civil Defense in Miss Carol Harrington as maid of
of running to the people.
by Mr. and Mrs. Dale Kruithof
natural
disasters
such
as
the
Huding. Michigan and
have
honor and Victor Kleinheksel as and a trumpet duet by Victor
City Attorney James E. Townsonville
tornado
April
3,
following
The opening sessionof the three- started football drills, and the
send of Holland said the county has
best man.
Kleinheksel and Dale Kruithof.
criticismby a Zeeland group which
The bride wore a ballerina-lengthMrs. Kleinheksel accompanied
$100,000 in a special fund and it is day convention of Jehovah'sWit- weather has put the practices in
drafted a resolution stbmittedto
an
autumn
atmosphere.
gown of ice blue taffetafeaturing
up to the board to determine what nesses, expected to attract 1,200
Since we’ve been thinking about the Board of Supervisors in Grand a sweetheart neckline and full them. Rev. Van Heukelom gave
this money should be used for. persons, will be held Friday night
closing remarks and prayer.
Haven Tuesday.
skirt with bustle bow. A matching
Swart explained the last time bids in Holland High School auditorium. gridirons we had some kindling
For going away, the bride wore
The resolution,signed by D. E.
for
our
thoughts with an article
were taken on the c6unty-wide resatin skull cap held her shoulder- a navy blue wool suit with navy
D. E. Stull, districtsupervisor
announcing
that the Grand Rapids Pikaart, A. Stephenson,P. Wolappraisal,they ran $89,000, ' $109,- from New York, will deliver the
length veil. She carried a colonial and white accessories and an orSomb 334 eighth grade students
thiiis,
Hecocks, Charles
000 and $120,000 and one much welcoming address at 7:15 p.m. All-Starshave been purchased by
bouqet of white pompons and carfrom suburban schools of Holland
chid
corsage.
Knoll.
Calvin
Faber,
Jay
Slagh,
a young fellow interestedin returnlarger.
Friday on the subject "Be Rich ing the team to where it was "dur- Otto H. Bosma, Bud Postma and nations centered with a white orMrs. Kleinheksel, a graduate of area took part in annual Visiting
In other business,the board in Right Works."
Day at E.E. Fell Junior High
ing the plush years following Gerard Bouman, criticized Hieftje chid.
heard a report on progress in or- At 7:30 p.m. he will conduct a
Miss Harrington wore a pink Holland High School, is employed School Tuesday. Regular Junior
for not calling out the Zeeland
World War II.”
ganizing a county humane society,
street-lengthdress with boat neck- as a dental assistant Mr. Kleinhek- High students were dismissedat
Theocratic Ministry School session
During those same "plus h Civil Defense unit the night of the
sel, also a Holland High graduate
presented by O. A. Vanden Dooren,
which will feature local and out- years,” Holland had some indepen- tornado, and asked supervisors to line and full skirt and a head- and now a sophomore at Hope Col- noon and the suburban eighth
secretary of the Holland Furnace
band
of pink and white carnations.
graders "took over" the school in
of-town speakers.
dent footoballand in the minds of take whatever steps were neceslege, is an apprentice mortician at an orientationprogram which
Co. He said considerable work had
The conventionwill move to a lot of folks it was the best foot- sary to insure all available aid in She carried a pink and white col- Dykstra Funeral Home.
A potent Plainwell High tennis
been done to organize such a so- the Civic Center Saturday and Sun- ball ever played at Riverview
gave them opportunity to get aconial bouquet.
any future emergency.
ciety and articles of incorporation
quainted with the school itself, the squad took t!.e measure of the
day for additionalmeetingsstart- Park.
Hieftje explained today that he is
already have been filed. Plans are
faculty and school program in pre- Holland Christian netters. Tuesday
The fans got a big boot out or directly responsible to the state
ing at 9 a.m. each day.
under ,way with the aid of Sherparation' for their entering Junior afternoon, on the 21st St. courts.
The keynote address, which will a club called the Holland Hurri- civil defense directorwho is under
iff Jerry Vanderbeek to obtain a
6-1. The match was finished in a
High as freshmen next fall.
be given by Stull, is set for 3 p.m. canes.
Gov. G. Mennen Williams, and that
parcel of land which is strategicaDy
The
program
began
with a gen- snowstorm with the courts com'Canes
stuck
it
out
Sunday. Stull’s subject will be
the Hudsonville disaster w-as classi
eral meeting in th? school gym. pletely wet by the time the lasf
"Consulting God on World Affairs.” for three years and then folded ed as a "natural disaster” and not
Plans call for erection of an The publis is invited to attend First they were operated by one
Miss Bernice Bishop, principal, match was completed.
man-made disaster such as
animal shelter 30, 60 or 90 days
welcomed the group and intro- Coach Harley Pierce has a vetman and later a local service club enemy attack. Civil Defense takes Miss Barbara Bosman of Holland
any of the meetings.
after the land is cleared. A two or
High School and Richard Vukin,
duced Walter W. Scott, superin- eran outfit this season and figures
took them over. Various reasons
over responsibility in the latter situThe Hope College golf team came tendent of Holland public schools, to be one of the powers in the Wolthree-acre site is desirable for a
caused the breakup. One was the
eighth
grade
pupil
at
St.
Francis
ation.
out on the short end of their first who talked to the students about verine League along with Kalamalayout sdmewhat similar to the
gate. Early season crowds were
Hieftje explained he was on the de Sales School are winners of MIAA feet Tuesday, dropping a
animal shelter operated by the
their future in Holland public zoo State High. They showed plengood but a couple of wintry days
scene shortly after the tornado first places in the annual Ameri- closely played match to KalamaKalamazoo Humane Society.
ty of balance as the Dutch were
Mr. and Mrs. John Wiersma late in the year killed them.
schools.
struck and conferred with Sheriff can Legion Auxiliary Essay Con- zoo College 8-7. The meet was held
Vanden Dooren explained that from Sparta spent Friday with Also, the club had to recruit
The students were then divid- able to salvage only Warren Boer's
Jerry Vanderbeek.Dozens of depu- test staged recently in the city.
at the Milham Park Golf Club in
the society would be able to take their sister, Mrs. Clara Tubergen. players from surrounding areas be
ed into eight groups which were as- win in the No. 1 singles. The win
Miss Bosman won in the senior Kalamazoo.
ties, state police, Holland auxiliary
care of 60 to 65 percent of all exMrs. George Ohlman, represent- cause local fellows didn't want tc
signed to home room teachers for was no walkaway, however, as the
police who are a part of Civil De- division with Miss vicaea Farabee
High winds, near-freezing temp- next year. In the home room, the Dutch in their season opener, made
penses and would like some con- ing the Missionary Society and monkey with the risk of playing
fense, National Guard, the Ameri- winning second, and honorable eratures,and intermittent snow
tribution from the county and Mrs. Harry Bowman the Mission And these outsidershad a habit of
youngstersbecame acquainted almost every match a close one,
can Red Cross and the Salvation mention going to Calvin Dykman harassed the players although sevother cities. He asked the board Guild attendedthe Service Pro-, wanting to play in the games but
with their teacher and each other. three going three sets.
Army, and Hudsonville firemen and of Holland Christian High School. eral surprisingly low scores were
to appoint a dog committeeof two ject commission which was held failed to make practice.
Coach Harold Grissen got a good
General information was given and
Diane
Noser
of Junior High School
police
were
on
the
scene
almost
But for those who played it was
to five members to work with the at the home of Mrs. Ben Eding
turned in.
look at .three freshmen who perquestions were answered.
won second in the junior division.
Humane Society.Chairman Roy in Hamilton on Tuesday afternoon. a lot of fun and the Michigan In immediately.
Ray De Does of Hope and Skip Each home room was divided formed well for the first time,
Lowing of Georgetown township Each representive receivedtheir dependent Football League was After conferringwith several Contestants wrote on the theme, Marx of Kalamazoo shared meda- into "guidance groups” of 12 and despite the fact they were defeated
leaders present, it was decided no "The Lamp and Our Doorwaysaid he may appoint such a com- assignmentfor the year to come. mighty fast competition.
list honors with 79's. Bill Holt fol- a teacher assigned to each group in three sets. Arlyn Lanting lost
With Grand Rapids going at it more units were needed that night. the Statue of Liberty.”
mittee in the future and thanked Next Sunday the Reformed
lowed closelywith an 80 while Bill to aid students in completing cn-_ his No. 4 singles match, while Dale
Essays
of
first
place
winners
will
Vanden Dooren and the Holland church will take up a special offer- again full speed and Muskegon Hieftje said all assembled perKr&mer shot an 82 for Hope. Bob rollment forms in elected subjects Dykema and Ron Windemullerlost
compete for honors in the district
Furnace Co., for what they had ing which will be used to help and Montague expected to have in sonnel worked on the scene withBurwitz and Joe Martin soared to they will take next year. They were their doubles match.
contest
which
includes
Ottawa
and
out
sleep
until
the
afternoon
of
the
accomplished up to this time.
those who suffered losses in the dependent clubs, we would certainMatch results are
their highest scores this year with conducted on tours of the building
tornado in the Hudsonville area. ly like to see independent football next day. More than enough Equip- Kent counties. Last year Holland 94 and 99 respectively.
Singles— Boer (HO, def. Gless
by teachers and Junior High Stu
resumed
here.
ment
was
on
the
scene,
he
said. won both firsts in the district conThe Spring Conference of the
(P), 1-6. 6-3. 6-4; Myers (P> def.
Match
results with scopes in dents.
Granted,the boys who played
Hieftje pointed to action taken tests and Monica Donnelly of JunLadies MissionaryUnion was to
During thee afternoon,the group Damstra (HO, 6-4, 6-3; Burd (P)
parentheses
ior High School won a second in
be held today at Overisel Reform- with the original ’Canes are now by the Michigan legislaturethree
DeDoes (H79) def. Urschaltz (K was served refreshments provided def. Van Appledorn(HO. 6-4, 6-3;
the
state
contest
Prizes
in
the
candidates for the bleachers. But days after the tornado in which
ed church.
by the Junior High Student Coun- Hourigon (P) def. Lanting (HO,
86). 3-0;
Th annual Spring Program of there should be many post high lawmakers turned down a request local contest for the senior divi- Marx (K79) def. Kramer (H82), cil.
1-6, 6-3, 6-1.
school athletes around, willing to from the governpr which would sion are $10 and $5 and for the
the Holland-ZeelandChapter of
Doubles— Smith-Harney 'P) def;
These
orientationprograms have
2%-%;
in
throw around a little extra exertion have given him the same emergen- junior division, $5 and $3. Winners
the World - Home Bible League
Holt
(H80)
def. Schram (K82), been successfulin the past in help- Mulder- Weener (HO, 6-2, 6-2
come Saturday night.
cy powers in natural disasters as in the districtcontest receive $6.
will be held this evening at 7:45
ing new students to know the jun- Cowles-Hourigon (P) def. Waldyke2%-%;
Holland Christian’sgolf squad in First Christian Reformed
in the case of enemy attack. The First, second and third prizes in
Winterhalter (K8I) def. Burwitz ior high program, facultyand phy- Dozeman (HO. 6-3. 6-0; Hirschydropped its season opener, Tues- Church in Zeeland. Mr. Ackerman Laann L Hoodie Has
Senate at that time said the gov- the state contest are $100, $25 and
sical facilities.Each student re Cornhill (P) def. Dykema-Winde(H94) 3-0;
day afternoon on the Saugatuck will speak about his trip to Cuba
ernor'spowers to call our state po- $15.
Fletcher’ (K 98) <Jef. Martin (H ceives individual conseling in muller (HO. 6-0. 4-6. 6-3.
Judges in the local event were
course, bowing to a strong North and Mexico. There also will be a 10 th Birthday Party
lice and the National Guard were
choosing the courses which will be
Christian, travels to Muskegon
99), 2-1.
Muskegon crew, 5-0. The match chalk display by Mrs. Wiers.
enough to cope with natural disas- Miss Maibelle Geiger, Mrs. Jay
The
Dutch will meet Hillsdale most beneficialto him, and in this today to take on the Big Reds.
Luann
L.
Moodie
was
honored
at
was a West State Golf League af- Everyone is welcome.
ters without sending Civil Defense H. Den Herder and Mrs. John
April 27 at SaugdtuckGolf Course. way, is given a good beginning to
fair, and the first for the NorseThe annual Men’s and Ladies a party Saturday afternoon at her personnel and equipment into the Kobes. There were 70 local essays
a successful high school career.
home,
830
South
Shore
Dr.,
in
celeentered.
Mrs.
Herbert
Stanaway,
men in the new loop.
area.
Grand Larceny Case
Societies Social of the local
bration
of
her
10th
birthday.
North Muskegon has the same Christian Reformed church was
At Tuesday’s supervisors’meet- of the local American Legion Aux- All Disaster Victims
Present were the following ing, John Stephensonof Zeeland iliary, is chairman of the AmeriBound to Circuit Court
squad back this season which lost held last Tuesday evening. Miss
Couples Club Stages
only once in its regular schedule Nancy Chapell a student at Re- friends: Karen Grotenhuls, Janice moved that a committee of three canism committee which sponsors Are Urged to Register
Anna Mac Dneyer, 19, of 14815
last year. Considering the top formed Bible Institutetold about Haynes, PriscilleKempker, Mari- be appointed to investigate, but the essay contest
Hans Suzenaar of Holland, Ot- Potlackht Trinity
James
St., was bound over to Cirlyn
Koeman,
Marla
Matchinsky,
caliber competition for the first her work behind the Iron Curtain.
tawa County Red Cross disaster
Richard L. Cook’s substitute moTrinity Reformed Church Cou- cuit Court on examinationTuesmatch and the inexperience of his The husbands and wives of mem- Judy Reinking, Roxanne Spaek, tion that the resolution be filed carchairman, said today that more
Camp Fire Group Takes
ples Club members staged a pot- day afternoon in Municipal Court
Eva St. John, Merrilee Timmer, ried.
own team, Coach John Timmer bers of the societiesattended.
than 100 families in the Hudsonluck supper Monday evening at here on a charge of grand larceny,
Elaine
Van
Huis,
Janice
Van
Lente,
of the locals was well pleased. Mrs. John Schutte who has been
ville area have registeredwith the
Train Trip to Lansing
involving $5,000 from Peoples
the church.
Ronelle Vollink and Susan Wojahn.
Timmer has only one vet back ill is
Red
Cross
at
disaster
headquar.
The O-Ki-Zu Camp Fire group of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Meppelink State Bank in Holland.
Grocery
Shower
Given
All
are
fourth
graders
at
Lakefrom last year, Ken Michmerhuiz- The local Christian Reformed
MonteUo Park enjoyed a train trip ters in Unity Christian School in were chairmen of the event, assisDuring the two-hour hearing.
en, a sophomore. The other three church held a special collection for view School.
For Hay Bride-Elect
to Lansing Friday. Leaving the Hudsonville. He said registrationsted by Mr. and Mrs. Myron Van Prosecutor James W. Bussard
Games
were
played
and
the
will
be
taken
through
Saturday
starters consisted of another sopho- the tornado disasterfund last SunGrand Rapids station, they arrived
Ark, Mr. and Mrs. John Percival called as witnesses for the prosegroup was entertained by Ed GallMiss Beverly Breuker was guest in Lansing where they visitedthe and urges all families suffering
more, Wes Nykamp, junior Herm day which amounted to $825.92.
and Mr. and Mrs. Stan Van Otter- cution Clarence Jalving,presidentmeier, local magician. Gimax of of honor at a grocery shower
loss
in
the
tornado
to
register
by
Tula and senior Wade Nykamp. A
The Golden Chain Union meetSenate and Legislature and toured
loo.
cashier of the bank, and several of
his
show
was
the
baking
of
a
birthgiven last Friday at the home of the capital and state buildings.
hat time.
freshman, Jim Hulst, played a ing will be held at Ottawa ReMrs. Bill Slagh was in charge of his employes. Miss Dreyer did not
He said the Red Cross is proMrs. Henry Breuker. The honored Following a shopping tour of the
non counting match in which he formed church Thursday at 8 p.m. day cake for Luann.
devotions and Mrs. Earl Vanden take the stand.
Table decorations were in pink guest will be married May 25 to
'defeated his opponent.
Transportationwill leave the
downtown area, they visited Mich- cessing many cases, but final Bosch sang "Life’s Weaving,” The alleged offense occurred
and
white
gifts
were
presented
to
Henry Tubcrgan, Jr„ at Pine igan State University campus and action on all settlements must be accompanied by Mrs. Jack MarAll league matcher are’ scored church at 7:15. All the young peoMarch 19. The money has been
the honored guest and lunch was Creek Christian Reformed Church.
on a one point per individualmatch ple are urged to attend.
museum. They returnedto Hol- okayed by a citizens committee cus.
served featuring a pink and white
recovered.
of Hudsonville area, none of whom
Games were played and prizes land in the evening.
and a one point for low team total,
The program featureda ques- Miss Dreyer will appear in Cirbirthday cake and pink ice cream. awarded. DecorationsIncluded a
are
applicants
for
aid.
He
said
basis. All of the matches were
Taking the trip were Dianne
tion and answer period with the cuit Court April 25 at 10 a.m. Bond
Mr. and Mrs. Eldon E. Moodie decorated sprinkling can with
close to the end, Timmer reports. Cold Weather Force*
Besko, Virginia White, Tera O’ Red Cross aims to replace needs Rev. John Halns and Dr. Miner
served.
of $1,000 was continued.
streamers.
By mutual agreement,the match Postponement o( Games
Mera, Mary Jane Meyer, Marlene of the family in the way of shel- Stegenga answering a variety oh
ter,
household
goods
and
clothing.
Invited
were
the
Mesdames
was halted after nine holes as the
Sprick, Janet Walker, Diane Goodquestions from club members.
Henry De Ridder, Neal Rus, Wil- yke, Marlene Snyder, Darlene He said national policiescall for
snow reached almost blizzard proThe cold weather and snow flur- South American Leaves
President Bill Venhuizen con- Pair Bound Over
liam Hirdes, George Veldheer, Eschenaur,Mary White and Linda replacing "need” rather than re- ducted the business session.
portions.
ries knocked out several scheduled
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Holland
for
Repairs
Roger
Bartels,*
Herman
Ortman,
placing
i
Christian'sindividual scores spring sports events Tuesday.
Meyer. Accompanyingthe girls
Francis Roon, 20, route 2,' Spring
The South American left Holland Jerold Riemersma, Ron Vander were Mrs. W. Clare Walker, Mrs.
were, Michmerhuizen, 48, Tuls, 52,
Hope College’sbaseballteam will
Lake, and Jackie Tuller, 18, of 609
Wade Nykamp, 52, Wes Nykamp, meet Grand Rapids Junior College Harbor Tuesday night for Manita- Yacht, Jake Smith, Jack Jonge- Rayman Sprick and Mrs. Virgil Board of Appeals Tables
10-Month Old Baby
WashingtonSt., Grand Haven both
57 for a team total of 209. North this afternoon at Richmond Park woe, Wis., where she will be put krijg, Conrad Slagh, Henry Tu- White.
waived examinationon a charge
Muskegon scores were Tom Kamp- if the weather is favorable at game into drydock for cleanup and need- bergan, Sr.,- Jay Breuker, Laverne
Application for Addition Dies at Hospital '
of feloniousdriving,when arraignOverbeek, Sidney Lankheet and
enga, 44, Bob Bond, 47, Don Cilia, time. The game was called off ed repairs.
ed before MunicipalJudge Jacob
ZEELAND
(Special)
Noami
The Board of Appeals, meeting
She is due back li\ Holland eith- the Misses Gladys De Ridder, Fair Condition
48 and Bob Prins, 56 for a team to- Tuesday.
Gross, 10 - months, route 3, Hol- Ponstein Monday afternoon. Roon
GRAND
(Special)
Tuesday,
tabled
the
application
of
Joyce
De
Ridder,
June
' Veldheer,
er
Saturday
or
Sunday.
The
North
tal of 195. In the non counting
Holland High’s tennis and golf
land, died Monday evening in Blod- furnished $400 bond and Tuller was
match, Hulst defeated Steve Koch matches with Benton Harbor and American is scheduled to leave Beverly Ortman, Albertha Ort- Larry De Can, 15-month-old son Ward Hensen for further consid- gett Memorial Hospital in Grand unable to furnishsame. Both are
of th« Norsemen, 52-58.
Muskegon respectivelywere post- Monday night for the same repair man, Betty Smith, Joyce Smith, of Mr. and Mrs. Harold De Can eration. Hansen applied for per- Rapids following a heart ailment. to appear in Circuit Court Thursday
Judie Jongekrijg and the guest of of Spring Lake, was in /air condl mission to construct an additionto
The Dutch entertain Muskegon poned. The netters will play at work.
Surviving are the mother, Mrs. Morning.
tion in Municipal Hospital Monday, the building at 20 West 27th St.
Benton Harbor May 17 and the Officialsof the Chicago, Duluth honor. J
Christian here on Friday.
The
board
set a hearing May 1 Ann Gross; one brother, Charles
following
an
emergency
late
Sungolfers play at Muskegon May 7. and Georgian Bay Transit Co.,
There are more than four million
First American-engraved map day afternoon when he went into for the applicationof Tony Doze- Wayne and the grandparents, Mr.
At the time of the big fire, the
The Holland High baseball game owners of the two boats, said the
tractors
in use on American farms
and
Mrs.
Charley
Keller
of
route
man
for
building
an
addition
to
man
U
her first cruise | of the United States was made in convulsions and was taken to the
of Chicago waa about slated ft Kalamazoo has been post- South will start
today.
3, Holland.
t 138 West 27th St.
hospiUl.
1783.
May 15 and the^torth, May 16.
‘tor*?
poned tntil Monday, April 23.
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Couple Observes 50th Anniversary

2'i A*;.

:

'
:

'

'

Mr. ond Mrs. Williom Hu«sing

On Wednesday, April 18,
18.

I»
|t

EXAMINING 4-H PROJECTS —

Scenes like

predominantin the exhibitionroom
at Holland Civic Center Thursday and Friday
.when judges examine closely more than 250
articles competingfor state honors. The county
- 4-H AchievementDay activities will be climaxed
this will be

Achievement Day

with a style revue and talent contest at 8 p.m.
Friday. An invitation is extended to the public to
view the projects and also attend the program
which is free. Shown examiningclothing at last
year's event are Mrs. Grace Vander Kolk and
M'illis S. Boss, both County 4-H officers.
(Sentinelphoto)

of brilliant tulips and the days are
full of old Holland magic.”

Mr. Mrs.# Huesing's illness it has been

and Mrs. William Huesing observed their 50th wedding anniversary quietly at their home, 225
Wejt 11th St.
An open house had been planned
by the Ladies' Aid Society of Zion
LutheranChurch, but because of

Named

to

cancelled.

The Huesings were married
PhillipBohn.
Spanish

Ottawa County

Space

4-H
By

Ganges

Completed

1

Mr. Huesing is a
War veteran. He is 75

years old and Mrs. Huesing is 74.

Heating Board

Among the Ganges residents who
“Behind the Scenes" column in
have
recently returned to their
the April 20 issue of Look shows
Plans
a picture of Look Photographer homes here from Florida where
they spent the winter are: Mr.
Phil Harrington perched on .a monThe Ottawa County 4-H Achieve- ument checking a camera shot. and Mrs. Frank Clark and son
ment Day activities which will be Phil was a member of a three- Stanley, Mr. and Mrs. Mack Atwater from New Port Ritchey: Mr.
held Thursday and Friday at Hol- man team which traveled 7,200
and Mrs. Harry Stillsonof St.
miles
during
six
weeks
in
Florida
land Civic Center will bring to the
Petersburg; Mr. and Mrs. Walter
photographing
and
writing
a
story
city more than 250 projects which
Studley and Mrs. Bernice Knox,
will be judged for state competi- on Florida for this issue. Phil is Mrs. Eugene Brunson returned to
a
son
of
former
Mayor
Harry
Hartion.
her home in Vichsburg, Mrs. BesStudents from Holland. Coopers- rington.
sie Olsen to Grand Rapids. The
ville and Hudsonville areas will
latter were at Bradenton, Fla. Mr.
display articles which won honors
There is a new three-section and Mrs. Charles Atwater have
in district Achievement Days held sealed kapok cushion with air
returned from a short trip in the
late in March. Judging at Hudson- pockets that has been aporoved
southern States.As have Mr. and
ville took place on April 3, but the this year by the Coast Guara. It's
Mrs. R. Z. Bolles.
style revue and talent program a mighty handy thing to have on
The Ganges Home Club will
were postponed that evening be- your boat.
meet Friday afternoon at the home
cause of the tornado which struck
The Coast Guard hastened to of Mrs. Orran Ensfield, Jr. The
a part of the Hudsonvile area. explain, however, that because it
program on Michigan Water WonHowever the talent program was has approved this new- type, it
derland will be presented by Mrs.
held last night and winners will does not mean it has withdrawn
William Van Hartesveldt.
compete in the county contest approval of other types. Some of
The last family night for the
Friday. Leaders also selectedstu- these older jackets have been apdents to participate in the style proved as long ago as seven or season of the Ganges Baptist
Church was held Wednesday eve-

in

Detroit in April, 1906, by the Rev.

Andrew Dalman, local

furnace
branch manager, was appointed to
the board of space heating examiners by Mayor Robert Visscher at
a meeting of City Council Wednesday night. Dalman will fill the unexpired term of Carl Snyder who
has left Holland, which expires
July 1, 1959.

News

WilliH 8. Boss, 4-H

Gub Agent
The school conservation achievement at Allendale was held last
week and a list of winners follows:

TOP HONORS

as Brand Names Foundation’a
Retailcr-ol-the-Yoar
were awarded to G. Vander
Kooning, left, president of Van's Food Depart-'
ment Stores, Inc., of Holland, Wednesday at the
Brands Names Day awards dinner at the
Waldorf-Astoria
in New York City. A bronze
plaque was presented by Thomas F. O’Neill,
right, president of Mutual Broadcasting System,

and chairman of the foundation’aexecutive
committee. "Conover Glrr Hiske Forsythe took .
part in the presentation.Van’s received the top
honor in food stores,class II, category of the
1055 competition for its outstanding presentation
of manufacturers' advertisedbrands to the public
during 1955.
Inc.,

,

>

The outstanding boy's exhibit
was by James Hoek from Allen-

dale Public School,with Mrs. Vera
Burger as teacher. The outstanding girl’s exhibit was by Wanda
Council reappointed Mayor Vis- Alward from Alward School, with
scher as member of the Board of Ezra Balzer as teacher. These two
Appeals for a four year term. The members will spend a week at
mayor has been a long-time mem- Camp Show in the Upper Peninber of the planningcommission sula, the week of June 25 through
and also has served on the Board June 30.
of Appeals.
Eastmanville School, with Mrs.
Council approvedpaving special Esther Henning as teacher, will
assessmentrolls for the 1956 pav- receive the plaque for the best
ing program involving 12 projects room exhibit.
all in the southern section of the
Congratulationsto these winners.
city at an estimated cost of $166,016.89. Council also passed a lx>nd
All honor roll members in all
resolution, a lengthy document,involvingsale of bonds totaling S147.- winter projects will exhibit at the
000. Bids will be opened May 16 Holland Civic Center, April 19 and

20.
at 7:30 p.m.
On Friday evening at 8 p.m., a
A resolution was drafted instructing the city manager to prepare free program is being sponsored
revue.
eight years.
ning, April 11, at the Ganges the necessary reports for a special by the 4-H clubs. This program
Residents of Holland and surThe question of life jackets came Grange Hall. About 40 were in at- assessment project to improve the includes a style revue and talent
rounding areas are invited to view
up at Holland’s sport show a few tendance. Following the supper alley between Eighth and Ninth show. These also consist of the
the display Thursday evening and
weeks ago. The Coast Guard oper- hour a film on Mission work, “The Sts. running from Central to River winners from the three districts.
Friday afternoon. Included will be ated a booth there.
Bring your family, neighbors, and
Song of the Shining Mountain," Aves.
approximately 104 articles of clothfriendsto the County Achievement
was
shown
at
the
church.
A
contract
was
approved
hieing
ing, 40 handicraft.50 conservation.
Bill Russell, local mail carrier,
Mrs. Joseph Doody entertained Ernst and Ernst for the*post audit days.
33 electricaland about 20 from
Navajo Indian reservations, plus Isolated,
CLOTHING FOR NEEDY
These Lincoln
the 4-H Club “Girl." There also has put a new twist in the man- a group of friends and neighbors for the fiscal year endmgJune 30.
rural areas In the United States, Europe'
school
youngsters
ore
helping
to
lood
139
dog controversy.The other day he at a Coffee Hour at her home 1956, at a cost of $3,000, the same
Mrs, Esther Henning from
will be two Achievement booths.
and Korea. Russell H. Welch, principal of ,
bundles
of
clothing
collected
in all Holland
was
walking
his
dachshund
on
a
Thursday
morning.
,
as
last
year.
The
contract
includes
Coopersville is Leader of the
Highlightingthe public program
Lincoln School, was chairman of the drive.
public schools- this week for the "Save the
A number from here attended provision for an audited summary month. She has been a 4-H leader
on Friday at 8 p.m. will be the leash as he made his rounds.
the Cub and Boy Scout Circus Fri- of the city's financialposition for for 14 years and will be honored
(Penno-Sos photo)
Children Federation" to be distributed to
county 4-H style revue and a talent program when winners of the
in East Lansing in a ceremony on
It's newcomer time again and day and Saturday evening at the publication.
district contests will compete for the city hostess has welcomed 12 Civic Center in Holland. The 'Scouts
April 24. Mrs. Henning was nomstate honors. Mrs. Marie Bosman, new familiesinto Holland area dur- from here took part in the affair.
inated by the 4-H Council and Singing Boys to Give
Mrs. Donald Nye was guest of Mrs. Vink Hostess
president of the Ottawa County ing March.
selectedby the 4-H staff of Michi4-H Council, will annoounce the
gan State University.She will Concert Friday Night
Four new families are associat- honor at a pink and blue shower To Camp Fire Board
program.
make a broadcast and be honored Complete program for the Holed with General Electric.Mr. and held Thursday evening at the home
Willis S. Boss, county 4-H Club Mrs. W. A. Hinkle of Fort Wayne. of Mrs. Alva Hoover. Fourteen
Members of the Camp Fire Board with a dinner in the evening.
looster
Agent, and Mrs. Grace Vander Ind., have built a new home at 17 guests were present two guests met for dessert Monday afternoon Her 4-H leadership has been in land ChristianSchool “Singing
The Horizonettes, ninth grade
Boys” coneert to be given in the
Kolk, Ottawa County
members of Camp Fire, will stage
East 28th St. They have three chil- being unable to attend. Games and at the home of Mrs. Donald Vink. dairy, conservation,vegetables,
Niekerk
Christian
Demonstration Agent, will an- dren. Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Docas contests were enjoyed and the Mrs. Bryan Athey and Mrs. Paul flowers, handicraft and electric.
benefit “Top Tunes” dance
Plans were revived today for
church. Friday night was announce winners in the county "on- and two children of Schenectady, guest of honor received many gifts. Jones were co-hostesses.
She will be accompanied by two
Jefferson
constructing
shell In Friday evening
nounced
today
by
Miss
Albertha
test.
Mrs. Joe Fabiano reported that of her 4-H members from the
School gym, from 8:30 to 11 p.m.
N. Y., are living at 84 East 23rd A two-course luncheon was served
Kollen Park.
Bratt, director. The program, sponPurpose of the event ii to help
St. Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Obbink by the hostess and a social time the committee of awards mfM county.
sored by Die Niekerk Christian A proposal to proceed with the
and four sons of Baldwin, Wis., are followed. Those winning prizes in April 9 with the Leaders Associawork was submitted to City Coun- raise funds for purchase of drapSchool society, is scheduled to be4-H will play a role in the
living at 166 112th Ave. Mr. and the games and contestswere Mrs. tion. Mrs. Jones reported on the
cil Wednesday night by the Hol- eries for the Civic Center recreagin at 7:45 p.m.
Mrs. Paul Dolan and two young Elmer Hutchins and Mrs. John father-daughterJean Teen dinner, Grand Haven Hobby Show to be
land Band and Orchestra Boosters tion room.
Selectionsto be sung by the 23attended by 200.
held in the High School on April
Mrs. Ed Brondyke'igroup will
sons of Berkeley, Calif., are living Bast of Fennville.
Club. The Club said It would undervoice choir are “Panis Angelicus.”
in an apartment in the Temple Mrs. Gertrude Walker was hos- According to Mrs. Anthony 20 and 21. Exhibits will be comtake to raise the bulk of the funds be in charge of refreshments. A
Franck; "Angels We Have Heard
tess to the members of the Ganges Bouwman, the Horizonettes will posed of clothing, handicraft,elecfloor show will be given, featurneeded. *
This area has been through the building.
on High," /French song; “Song of
Bridge
Club
at
her
lakeshore
home
go
cm
their
Yankee
Spring
outing
tric
and
leather
craft.
Clark
School
Council voted to endorse the ing an act provided by each Horifearsome experience of a tornado Mr. and Mrs. Gerard Int’Groen
on Monday, April 16. A dessert May 25. 26 and 27. Horizonettes and the Rosy Mound club tn the Magi,” Holton; "Orchestra project and voted to write a zonette group. David Scobie, a
since the last time this column ap- and two sons of the Netherlands
luncheon was served and an af- also are planning a top tune dance Grand Haven and some clubs Song,” Old Quodlibet; "Carry Me letter of thanks.
teacher, will act as emcee.
are
living
at
430
Pine
Ave.
Mr.
peared in The Sentinel.
Back to Old Virginny,” Bland;
April 20 at Jefferson School.
from Coopersville will exhibit.
•Under
terms
of
the
proposal, Mrs. Anthony Bouwman and
Since the April 3 tornado, * Many Int’Groen is employed by Donnel- ternoon of bridge was enjoyed.
"The Blind P 1 o u g h m a n,"
Orville Cutshow,assistantCounMrs. Paul Jones are general
local residents have had occasion ly-Kelley.
Clarke; "Seek Ye the Lord," set forth In a letter signed by chairman from the Camp Fire
ty
engineer,
was
guest
speaker
at
James C. Crozier,president jf the
to visit some of the devastated Mr. and Mrs. Do^ Bondy and
Roberts and "The King of Love My
club, the structurewould be a Board. Mrs. Lester Schaap’a
areas, and most have returned young daughter of Sturgis have the Ganges Community Grange on
Shepherd Is," Shelley. Mrs. Bert
Friday
evening,
April
13.
A
comoved
to
17
West
18th
St.
Mr.
combination band shell and outdoor group is in charge of tickets and
home with a new set of values on
P. Bos is accompanist.
stage. It would be suitable for publicity; Mrs. Thomas Mcthings often taken for granted be- Bondy is assistant manager at operative supper was served preJim Lucas will also sing two
ceding the lecture and business
Montgomery Ward.
plays, pageants, public forums, Cormick'sgroup, decorations,and
fore.
solos, "Intercessory Hymn,” Gersession.
Mr. and Mrs . Andrew De Kann
and similar activities as well as Mrs. Joe Fabiano's group, proAfter almost two weeks, perhaps
mans and "My Task,” Ashford.
, Mrs. Paul Shekel was hostess to
for instrumental and vocal con- gram.
the most compelling memory of re- and nine children of Edgejton,
Instrumentalnumbers include a
Group leaders and their huscerts.
porters and those working on the Minn., have purchased a home at the members of the J.U.G. Club
cornet duet, composed of Roger
at her home Friday, April 13. A
This proposal dovetails with bands will serve as chaperones.
scene was the attitude the follow- 372 West 21st SJ. Mr. De Kann is
Maxam and David Plasman and a plans of the city to raze the existco-operative luncheon was served
ing day of those persons who had janitor at the Christian school.
trombone* quartet made up of Jerry
followed
by
a
social
afternoon.
ing wooden bandstand this year
tost their homes and belongings Mr. and Mrs. Norman McDonald
Missionary to Speak #
Vande Vusse, Tom Bratt, Douglas
Lee Starringundenvent major
and replace it with one made of
in the twister.Without exception, and six children of Chicago are
Windemuller
and
Jack
Steigenga.
surgey Wednesday April 11, at the
living
at
144
Est
18th
St.
Mr.
Mcconcrete.
The
cost
has
been
estiAt Youth for Christ
the persons digging in the ruins
mated at $3,500.
to salvage a few belongings all Donald is employed by Wolter University Hospital at Ann Arbor.
He is progressing as well as can
Mrs. Lorraine Meiste, missionThe present bandstandis nearly
Cab Scoat Pack Meets
volunteered the thought how thank- Brothers Commercial Fisheries.
25 years old, according to city ary in the Zalanga region of NigerMr. and Mrs. Lawrence Beuke- be expected. Mrs. Starring and her
ful they were that their lives had
At Washington School
park officials, and is in hazardous ia, Africa, will be featured at
ben spared. Such is the apprecia- ma and three children of Grand daughters,Mrs. Arnold Green, Mrs.
Donald
Hutchins
of
Glenn
and
Mrs.
condition. Wrts of It were used in Youth for Christ Saturday at 7:30
Rapids are living at 284 West 10th
tion of true values.
Cub Scout Pack 6 met Tuesday
Leon Fleming of Allegan went to
the bandstandin Centennial Park p.m. at the Clubhouse.
It makes all those other things St. Mr. Beukema is an attorney.
evening at WashingtonSchool.The
Mrs. Meiste is the former Lorin the early ’30's, before Kollen
we bicker over seem so insignifi- Mr. and Mrs. Robert Long and Ann Arbor to be with Mr. Starring.
meeting
opened
with
a
salute
to
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Dornak, Sr.
aine Johnson of Hamilton, who,
Park was cleared.
two daughters of Bryan, Ohio, are
cant.
the flag by den 1. Den 6 showed
Crozier pointed out that if the since her husband's death in
living at. 107 Aniline Ave. Mr. Long have announced the engagement of
a trick.
their
dauughter,
Miss
Geraldine
money to be appropriated for World War II, has graduated from
Among the contributionsreceiv- represents Roto Industry.
Awards given included: Dale De
this project were added to the the missionarycourse at Moody
ed by the Red Cross for disaster Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hallacy of Dornak, to Robert Breed of AlYoung, silver and gold arrow on
legan, son of Mrs. Marion Breed
$10,000 the Band Boosters plan Institute. She left for the Africa
Grand
Rapids
are
living
in
an
relief was one which brught spewolf badge; Fred Moore, silver
of Lake City. Plans are being made
to raise, the sum would be enough mission field in 1951 and is encial pleasure.It was 50 cents apartment in the Temple building.
arrow; Donnie Winter, one silver;
to cover the cost of the shell and gaged in a teaching and evangebrought in by Judy Garlock and Mr. Hallacy has purchasedKnooi- for a June wedding. Miss Dornak
John Leenhouts, two silver; Frank stage.
is a graduate of the Fennville High
listic ministry. She travels exGloria Blackburn,both about 10 huizen Tire Shop.
Boersma and Jim De Pree, one
"For more than 20 years Holland tensively and is her own mechMr. and Mrs. Henry Mullfcrand School and is employed at the teleyears old. They had brought in the
silver. Jimmy Brooks, a new memhas talked about having a band anic when her car needs attenmoney which they raised in a pen- children of Grand Rapids are liv- phone officesin Allegan.
ber, received the Bobcat pin. Each
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Wyatt
of
shell worthy of this community’s tion.
ing at 971 Central Ave. Mr. Muller
ny carnival.
boy was given a button for the
Three levers were weekend guests
Her message will be illustrated
interest in music, but for one reais with InternationalHarvester.
monthly project on birds.
in the home of the latter’s aunt,
son or other the project always by color slides which she took in
Even the newspaper in Brazil,
Boys receivingneckerchiefslides
Mrs. Roy Nye and family. Sunhas been set aside. This is a great the field.
Ind., is anxious to get the Tulip
Our good friend Junius B. Wood day dinner guests in the Nye home
for selling15 circus ticketswere
Musical talent will include pianopportunity for the Holland
Time dates straight. This little of Silver Spring, Md., (suburb of
Forrest Shuck, Benny Phillips,
Band and Orchestra Boosters Gub ist Dorothy Deters, Holland High
item ran in the Brazil Daily Washington, D.C., has sent a most were Mr. and Mrs. Fred Clark
Danny Miller, John Leenhouts,
and daughterJoyce of Allegan.
to cooperate with the rest of the School junior, and Shirley MerryTimes March 19:
welcome collection of tidbits whicly Mrs. Emma Miller has returned
Frank Boersma,Roger Siam, Doncommunity in a major civic Im- man, 14-year-oldvocalist.
“Some people every spring call we expect will find their way into
nie Winter, Greg Kuna,
to her farm home having spent
April is known as anniversary
provement,and we're anxious to
in to get the dates of the Holland various volleys columns. Thanx,
Schutmaat,
Todd. Kurt
the winter in Kalamazooin the
month in Holland Youth for
get to work on it"
(Mich.) Tulip Festival.It is May Junius! Sample:
Hopkins and Tommy Working.
home of her daughter, Mrs. WilIndividuals,churches, service Christ.It is 11 years ago that this
16 to 19 inclusive. We have it
From a nameless professor of lard Cooley and family.
Danny Miller and Roger Siam, who
clubs, schools and business organ- work was started in the city. Gilstraight from the Chamber of Com- botany comes an animal story with
sold 30 tickets, also received the
izationswill be scjicited for con- bert Van Wynen is director. - '
merce secretary,William H. Vande a moral. Two parasites are swimneckerchief.
tributions. Committeesare now beWater. There are more persons ming in the blood stream of a Daettes Club Meets
Den 5 presented bird poems, den
ing appointed to proceed with the
bearing the name 'Van" some- horse. Eventually they come to an
4 led a game and den 2 was in work once the approval of Gty Vander Meulen Speaks^
thing in Holland than there are in arterial branch, and one parasite At Local Church
charge of the closing ceremony.
Council has been granted.
At Maplewood
the Chicago directory."
The Duettes Club of First Resays, “Pm going this way.”
"Don’t,” says the second para- formed Church held its regular
The Maplewood ChristianFellowRepublican
An article in April’sissue of the site, but too late. So the first monthly meeting Monday night.
Bailders Class Has
ship
Gub met Tuseday evening at
magazine Seventeen salutes Hol- swims on into a narrowing passage Vice presidentHarvey Laman
Plan Meet in Allegan
the church with PresidentJohn j
land, Mich., with a special fea- and dies. Moral: don’t change took charge of the business meetBirthday Party
70 YEARS OF MARRIAGE
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Timmer,
Schripsema in charge. Mr. and
ture devoted to the city's annual streams in the middle of a horse. ing. Plans were made for a banwhose home is in Central Park,
fheir 70th
(Special)
Mrs. Ivan Compagner led devoThe
Builders
Gass
of
First
MeTulip Time Festival.
quet to be held in May as the last
wedding anniversaryWednesday, although illness prevented Allegan County Women's Republi- thodise Church met at the home tions and special music was proTitled “FesUval of Tulips,” a
meeting. Eugene Ten Clay read
can Gub will hold its spring pot- of Mrs. Bernice Rotman Tuesday vided by Mr. and Mrs. Joe Tubertheir being together for the observance. Mr. Timmer, who also
feature story describes Holland’s
scripture and Howard Smith led
luck lunchfeonTuesday, April 24, evening for a birthday party.
gen and daughter, Judy.
celebradted
his
93rd
birthday
Wednesday,
is
at
Parkview
four-day celebration of its Dutch Engagement Told
prayer.
at 12 noon in Griswold Auditorium,
Speaker of the evening was
Those celebratingbirthdays were
Convalescent
Home
in
Zeeland,
and
Mrs.
Timmer,
who'll
be
90
heritage, detailingin pictures and
The Rev. Ray Van Heukelum led
Allegan.
Arnold Vander Meulen of the Hathe
Mesdames
Evelyn
Gilcrest
text the costumes, dances, parades,
•rtie engagement of Miss Irene a discussion of "Why We Believe
on July 12, is a patient at a Kalamazoo Hospital. They have
Speaker will be Dr. William Gertrude Fletcher and Bernice ven of Rest Mission who spoke cm
fashion shows and special events. Mae Anderson of Holland to in God,” taken from Dr. Albertus
eigh{ children, Peter of Florida, James, John, Albert, Jr.,
Weber, head of the political sci- Rotman.
the subject "From Crime to
In the middle of May, when the Michael Anthony Mayhew is an- Pieters' book, "The Facts and.
ence departmentat Western MichBenjamin of California,Howard of Holland, Mrs. Henry Karsten
Games
were played with prizes Christ."
tulips start to bloom, everyone nounced by her parents, Mr. and Mysteries of a Christian Faith.”
igan College. His topic will be going to Mrs. Kay Lindsay, Mrs
Refreshments were served by
of Holland and Mrs. Stanley Elferdink of Florida. There are 22
from the tiniest child to the gov- Mrs. Ben Anderson of Gc.and Refreshmentswere served by Mr.
"RepublicanProgram Is for. AH Gurena Anderson, Mrs, Marie Mr. and Mrs.
grandchildren,
33
great
grandchildren
and
six
great
great
ernor himself dons Dutch cos- Rapidj. Mr. Mayhew is the son of and Mrs. Howard Smith, Mr. and
the People."
guestion - answer Scott and Mrs. Rotman. Refresh- Mr. and Mn.
tumes,” says Seventeen."Thou- Mr. and Mrs. Michael Mayhew of Mrs. Eugene Ten Clay anD Mr.
grandchildren. Mr. Timmers home has been in Central Park for
period will follow
ments were served by the hostes- and
sands of visitors admiiythe miles Evansville,Ind.
and Mrs. Herbert Colton, Jit
90 years. He's a former township highway overseer.
Election of officers will be held. ses.
•
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Council Endorses

Benefit Dance

Set for Friday^

Club Plan
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Sunday School
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Christian

Slated Has
Sunday, April

By Raymond E. Wetaa

(Based on copyrightedoutlines
ian Education. National Council of
the Churches of Christ in the
U.S.A. and used by permission.)
The Christian Church met with
The Home of the
persecution early in its history and
Holland City New.
Publishedevery Thuri- it has experienced opposition and
by The Sentinel persecution for centuries.This lesPrinting Co7 Office 54-56 son tells* about the first martyr of
West Eighth Street, Hoi
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1. Faith gives courage. There
was a disagreementin the early

church which led to action. There
The publishershall not be liable were two kinds of Jews in the earfor any error or errors In printing
ly church. The Jews in Palestine
spoke Aramaic: the Jews who
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outside of Palestine spoke
Greek and were called Hellenists.
The Greek - speaking Jews complained that their widows were being neglected in the daily ministration. The Christians were already
doing charity work. To settle the
matter, a meeting was called and
seven Greek - speaking men were
selected to serve as deacons.
Stephen was one of the seven.
All the deacons were "men of
honest report, full of the Holy
Spirit and wisdom" but it is said
of Stephen that he was also ‘‘full
of faith and power" and that he
"did great wonders and miracles
among the people." In every group
of men there are one or. two who
stand out— in this group of dea-
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DISTURBING A BALANCE
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The Board of Public Worki
announced that water reitricr

tions will be in effect again this
the leader: Thia is the first year, and auggeited that local reof two topilca on recreation.Thia sidents plan their gardens and
topic concerna recreation as an lawns accordingly.
The board pointed out that waaid to strengthening our body and
ter restrictionsthis summer will
the topic for next week, recreation
be the last such restrictionsfor
as a means to building friendships.
many years to pome, because at
These topics Nare worth discussing
the end of the year the new water
because we often want to do cersupply system involvinga pipeline
tain things and we do not stop to
to Lake Michigan 'will be in operanalyze the rightness or the wisation.
dom of the things we do. This is
The current well supply b«graduespecially true for youth and recally diminishing,and availablesupi
ply will be even Ini than last sumOutline for Leader's Talk
mer.
Introduction—Most young people
Progress on the new water supare sports minded. We like to enply at present is a little behind
gage in sports apd ipe like to schedule,.
Miss GeorgionneJoyce Tellmon
Miss Lois Mori Lynne Meyers
but good weather may
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Tellman of
Mrs. L. W. Meyers of St. James. watch others take part In sports. somewhat help this situation.In
4456 Lincoln Rd. announce the en- Minn., announces the engagement Sports are fun and they are wholeany event, the plant will be ready
gagement of their daughter, of her daughter, Lois Mari Lynne. some, but in the name of sports we next year.
Georgianne Joyce, to. Kennetli to
Lyryi McAllister, of can engage in things that are
Water restrictions will.be put InHorn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Holland.
harmful. In this topic we \yjJl en
to effect as situations demand. The
Horn of 182 East 16th
A graduate of Mankato Teachers deavor to find the mind of Goa con- board regards its first obligation
College. Miss Meyers is a teacher cerning sports so that we can en
as enough water for life, health
in Anoka. ,Minn Her fiance is a joy the good and have our bodies
and fire protection.
student at the University of strengthened.
Michigan.
A- Our Bodies Must Be Considered
The wedding will, take' place in
1. Our bodies are gifjs of God
August.
i Gen. 2:7). God gave them to us
when He created us. All we have
is a trust from Him. We must use
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Rocreatioa that Builds My Body
I Cor. 3:16.17, 6:18-20.

Acts 6:8-10; Acts 7:51-60
By C. P. Dame
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time to time well-meaning people disturb a balance in
nature • to their sorrow. In
Australia years ago they destroy- cons Stephen and Philip became
ed the enemies of what they call- not only deacons but also evangeled the "dear bunnies." and as a ists— preachers.
result rabbits became a national II. Men of faith and courage
pest In France some well-mean- speak up. In Jerusalemthere were
ing people tried to protect vege- In addition to the temple many
tables from rabbits,and as a re- synagogues. The believersin Je«us
sult the rabbit population has still went to the synagogues. The
almost been annihilated, to the foreign-born Jews from the same
great loss of a French meat sup- part of the world would unite and
ply.
build a synagogue. In one of these
Disturbing a balance may have synagogues Stephen got into an
wider implications.It looks very argument about Jesus and His
much as if well-meaningstates- Messiahship. Stephen explained
men - of England, America and from the Old Testament that the
other countries did that In help- Messiah had to suffer,die and
ing to establishthe new nation of rise again from the dead. His arIsraeli, and the harvest is now guments were so clear that his
being reaped in the volcanic ex- opponentscould not answer him.
plosiveness of the Middle East.
When his opponents could not an-

reation.

Bruce

St.

Ottawa County

our wonderfulbody remembering
not to do anythingto break this
trust.

2.

God

Our

bodies

are Temples of

tl Cor. 3:16-17. 6:19^20,

Cor.

Real Estate
Transfers

Marion E. Mille.- and
6:16i. If we have been saved God
Edwin Pelon and wf. Pt.
has come to dwell in our bodies
NEtt 22-5-16 Twp. Park.
like He dwelt in the Tabernacle
II

wf.

SH

S

Mrs. Horlon

Slenk

(Vogue photo)
Louis Van Rhee and wf. to
and Temple in the Old Testament.
First Reformed Church of Lodi, John and Robert Van Lenten,
This makes our bodies more the Theodore Jager and wf. Pt. Lot 1 N.J:, was the scene of the wedding brothers of the bride, were ushers.
The bride, who was given in
dwelling place of God than our Vander Laan Sub. Hudsonville.
of Miss Margaret Van Lenten and
marriage by her father, chose a
church buildings.This should cerJohn Nykamp and wf. to Gerald Harlan Slenk on Thursday, April gown of lace an nylon tulle oxer
tainly guide our actions.
Groenewoud
and wf. Pt. NEK 12, at 7:30 p.m. The bride is the satin. Her attendants wore orchid
3. Our body is as important as
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John crystalettegowns and matching
our soul — they belong together SWK 13-6-16 Twp. Port Sheldon.
Van Lenten of Rochelle Park, N.J., headpieces and the flower girl was
(I Th^ss. 2:23t. Some people have
John Nykamp and wf. to Gerald
the idea that their souls are saved Groenewoud and wf. NEK NWK and the groom is the son of John dressed in a gown of nile green
and what they do with their bodies and WK SEK NWK 13-6-16 Twp. Slenk. route 6, Holland. and\ the crystalette.
Miss Borbaro Jean Lokenberg
late Mrs. Slenk.
After a reception at "The Canis not so important. Our redeemed Port Sheldon.
Mr. and Mrs. John Lokenberg of
The ceremony was performedby delwick" in Patterson, N.J., the
souls
are
to
guide
ouv
bodies
and
857 South Lincoln Ave. announce
Anna Barents et al to Dorr
both are to be blamelessbefore Kuizema Lot 26 Mountain Beach thel Rev. Cecil Martens. Howard newlyweds left on a honeymoon
the engagement of their daughtec,
Van Wyk was soloist and Mrs. M. trip to Virginia and Washington.
God -inner thought and outer deed. Plat, Twp. Port Sheldon.
Barbara Jean, to Wayne E. PostLocker was organist.
D.C. They will make their home
B. Our Bodies Are To Be
ma, son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Joseph N. D Arcangeloand wf.
In the wedding party were Miss at route 6, Holland.
Miss Eloise Jeon Elenboos
Strengthened.
Postma or route 2. Hamilton.
to> Perry H. Swanlund Pt. Lot 4
Dorothy Locker as maid of honor The bride, a graduate of Lodi
Taking care of our bodies Laug's Plat No. 2 Cooptrsville.
Mr. Postma has just - returned Mr. and Mrs. Gerald R. Elenbaas
and
Misses Wilma Zuidema and High School, has been employed
home from Ihe armed forces, after of 238 East Main St., Zeeland, through physical exercise* is cerAlice E. Gaylord to Edward D. Agnes Earle as bridesmaids. as a commercial teller at Peoples
serving 20 months in the Far East announce the engagement of their ainly important. God has given to Koops and wf. Pt. Lots 5, 6 Blk 54
Gloria Slenk. the groom’s niece, Trust Co., Hackensack. N.J. Ihe
He plans to attend Davenport Insti- daughter. Eloise Jean, to A/2c us the abilityto find out what is City of Holland.
was flower girl. Gordon Slenk at- groom is employed at Chris-Craft
Jonathan Blauwkamp. son of Mr. good for us. The right amount of
Murray A. Hewgill et al to tended his brother as best man and Corp.. Holland.
A
September
wedding
is being and Mrs. Henry J. Blauwkampof physical exercise certainly ii (I Arthur Reenders and wf. Pt. S!i
It was a beautifully idealistic swer him with arguments they reroute 1, Zeeland.
Tim. 4:8 R. V.). We have found the NWK SEK NWK 28-6*16City of
dream, that of establishinga sorted to deceit and made false
way we like best to get this exer- Grand Haven.
modem Hebrew nation on the ciMfrgei.
territory occupied in ancient times
Harry Hulsman for several cise is through sports.
Dick J. Vliem et al to Sieuwke
Stephen was arrested and
Mrs.
by the ancestors of the Jews. But brought before thfe Sanhedrinand
years, supervisor of Heath town- C. Sports that Strengthen the Body M. De Jong and wf. Pt. Lot 5 Blk
1. To qualify as a sport for a B Add. City of Holland.
Miss Edna Boyce and Mrs.
it meant dispossessingArabs who
ship was recently elected chaircharged with having spoken blasA regular meeting of the Wo- man of 'the Board of Supervisors, Christian a sport must strengthen Floyd J. Sttllson and wf. to Mayme Fo^ce enjoyed a yip to
had since occupied the land and
phemous words against the temple
man's Study Club wa^ held at the of Allegan County. The family has the bod/ without harming it. Any Charles Westra and wf. Lot 22 Sault Ste Mane and Escanaba last Tells of
who just naturallythought of Paleand the law. In defense Stephen
stine as their rightful ancestral
been residing in Hamiltonfor many sport which punishes the body Is Ferry Field Sub. Twp. Spring Lake. week.
gave an address in which he traced home of Mrs. Walter Dill last week
not a sport to the Christian.Dis- Erwin Klein and wf. to Wayne E.
home. The methods were different
Mary Margaret is the name of
years.
Family life is a part of the Otthe historyof Israel from Abraham Tuesday evening. Mrs. Donald Ter
from the one used by Joshua and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
D.
Strabbing cuss boxing with the "knockout" Lemmen and wf. Pt. NK NVs NEK the daughter born to Mr. and tawa County home demonstration
to Solomon. In an able manner Avest conductedthe business sesas its aim. Is the sport worthwhile
his armies four thousand years
Mrs. Norbert Wolf of Evansville, program in which husbands as
Stephen showed that all the Old sion in the absence of Mrs. Har- were Sunday dinner guests of their that injures the brain or because 16-8-14 Twp. Polk ton.
ago, but the Arabian nationals are
son's family, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
*%.lle W. Smith to Chester Ind. Mrs. Wolf is the former Mary well as wives are welcome to parTestament propheciesregarding vey Hoop, the vice president,who
no less- convinced that in reality
ticipate. acording to Mrs. Grace
Strabbingand sons. Ronald and of roughnesspermanently injures Mysliwieeand wf. Pt. NEK SEK Olson of Saugatuck.
the Messiah were fulfilledin Jesus. is heading the group since the nethey were dispossessed.
Kenneth
of
Holland
the
occasion another person? Are there arty 34-8-13 Twp. Wright.
Vander
Kolk, home demonstration
David
Plummer
has
returned
In the present confused situa- The Sanhedrinthought different- parture of Mrs. W. R. Broome, marking the fifth birthday anni- other sports besides boxing that Herman Weaver and wf. to from Stuart, Fla., where he spent
ly and hence there was a clash president, to Louisiana. Mrs. Fred
tion it is impossible to know, at
Women all over the country are
versary of Kenneth Lee. The ma- ought to be included in this cate- Elmer H. Kehrwecker and wf. Pt. the winter.
between two differentideas. The Billet was program leader and releast at this distance, who is the
ternal grandparents. Mr. and Mrs gory
Lot 13 Troost’s Sub. Twp. Holland.
Mrs. Tillie Heuer has returned celebrating National Home Demspeech
of Stephen angered the San- lated the early histbry of Hamilton
aggressor. The chances are that
2. Many sports build bodies In a
Earl Gretzinger of Fennville were
Chester Mysliwiee and wf. to to Saugatuck and opened her onstration Week. April 29 to May
both sides are. The only thing hedrin— he said that they had al- and showed several old - times also guests at the event.
wholesome manner. Discuss which Berlin Fair Assn. Pt. SEK 34-8-13 home, "Heuers' Lodge."
5. Believing in the national theme,
we can be sure of is that the bal- ways resisted the Spirit and had pictures of the town and its peo- Glenn Brower, son of Mr. and sports build bodies in ways most Twp. Wright.
"Today's Home Builds TomorClarence
Lynds
and
Mr.
and
ance has been disturbedby the murdered Jesus and that al- ple. A few matters of business Mrs. George Brower was expect- in keeping with the knowledge Hattie Nyenbrink to Alfred J. Mrs. Fred Koning have returned row's World." members totaling
long years of artificial repatria- though they if «ke with pride of were dLscussed before the close of ed home this week from Loredo. about our bodies as God's Temple, Nyenbrink and wf. W», SK SWK from a month's trip to Florida.'
'10.000 in Michigancan look to antion of people from all the na- the law they did not k e e p it the meeting. Roll call response was Texas, after completing four years
other outstanding brogram year
Conclusion— If there are sports 22-6-14 Twp. Blendon.
Maurice
Herbert
and
Harry
tions of the earth, under the spur themselves. Stephen was not al- made by naming a MichiganFesti- of military training,most of it in that build and sports that destroy
James
John
Schmitt
to Harold Newnham attended the 34th an- supported by family life extension
of the sentiment that Palestine be- lowed to finish his address. When val.
do we as a society have any re- Bush and wf. Lots 84 , 85 Evergreen nual banquet of the Holland Fish specialist, Mrs. Lennah Backus.
the state of Texas.
he said, "Behold I see the heavens
The Rev. and Mrs. Ivan Decklongs to them.
Mr. and Mrs. James Koops and sponsibilityto provide opportuni- Park Sub. Twp. Spring Lake.
Lessons offered this past year inand Game club at the Holland
It is entirely natural that the opened, and the Son of man stand- er! arrived last Saturday at the Ben Lohman were local people at- ties for engaging in sports that
Ruben
R. Edman and wf. to Ural Civic Center last Thursday even- clude developing a healthy personhome
of
local
relatives
from
New
Jews who have migrated to Pales- ing on the right hand of God"
ality. family fun. hobby fun. hobby
tending a cooperative supper of the build so that others might not be Sheppick and wf. N!i SK SWK ing.
tine should want to possess the they "cried out with a loud voice, York on the last lap of their jour- Fillmore Home group at the home tempted to participate in detriMr. and Mrs. Zinke came from hunting, living in the world today,
NWK
24-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake.
ney
from
Nigeria,
Africa,
where
and
stopped
their
ears,
and
ran
land. But it is just as natural that
of Mr. and Mrs. George Klingen- mental sports elsewhere?
Eleanor C. Schmitt to Harold near Springfield, Ohio., for the living together in the community,
the Arab people who have been upon him with one accord” and they have served as missionaries berg. Husbands of the members
Bush
and wf. Pt. Lots 84, 85 Ever- weekend to investigatewhether or living with teen-agers,planning
forced out of a homeland that they they cast him out of the city and for many years. Mrs. Deckert Ls were special guests.
green Park Sub. Twp. Spring Lake. not any damage had been done to for the later years, relationships
a
daughter
of
Henry
R
Johnson
occupied for centuries much more stoned him to death. This was a
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Dams and
Joseph Klepac and wf. to Leroy their summer home by the recent within the family, the school-age
and has many relatives in this
,,
,
recently should be just as deter- lynching party.
child at home and your child grows
tornado.
in. Men of faith and courage a™. She „ supported by the local
A meeting of - the PTA of Zut- B. Vermeer and wf. Pt. SWK NEK
mined to keep dut what they look
with relatives and friendsin Iowa.
Mrs. Lilian Morris and son, Rus- socially.
SEK
32-8-16
Twp.
Grand
Haven.
upon as invaders and should want pray. Stephen addressedhis peti- Reformed Church. Mr. Deckert is The son was recently handicapped phen School was held last ThursThe Living with the Teenager
Hanna De Visser to Bernard sell Frehse, were Sunday callers
to drive out those who have settl- tion directly to Jesus — he said. a native of Kansas and they ex- in school attendance by fracturing day evening. Prayer was offered
project was especiallypopular in
at
the
Albert
Nye
home
in
Gangei.
"Lord Jesus, receive fy spirit" pect to leave shortly for that stale a bone in his foot while playing by Henry Edema and scripture Brookema and wf. Pt. SEK SWK
ed there.
Mrs. Maurice Herbert enter- Ottawa County. One homemaker
And countries like America and and then he kneeled and cried to visit his mother and other rela- ball at Holland ChristianHigh was read by John Dekker. Special 16-5-15 Twp. Holland.
tained
a group of 13 ladies at her reported that the lesson helped her
music was given by the Butler Jacob Essenburg and wf. to home Friday evening.
England and France are in the with a loud voice. "Lord, lay not ives for a t’me before returning School.
to realize that there could lie a
Ralph
Brink
and
wf.
Lots
U.
13,
unhappy positionof being forced this sin to their charge. "This to Michigan. His father died a few
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Maatman and family of Forest Grove and H. 14, 18. 19, 20 Rose Park Sub. Twp.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Walter, Jr., greater sharing and enjoyment of
Yntema led the song service. A
to keep the powder keg from ex- prayer reminds us of the prayer months ago.
and Miss Florence Sewers en- activities by family members. Now
Mrs. Harvey Sehipper has re- Linda and Mr. and Mrs. Strabbing talk was given by H. Hoekstra, Holland.
ploding. Nor does it make them of Jesus: "Father,forgive them,
tertained at a family dinner last TV watching is a family activity
attended the April meeting of the
Jacob
Essenburg
to
Dennis
A.
missionary.
any happier to know that they for they know not what they do."
Sunday in honor of the recent at a specific time, rather than one
iln, dalgh
CarMr. and Mrs. James Scholten Auwema and wf. Lot 55 Rose Park birthdays of Miss Sewers and which disperses the family.
themselves helped to place the Among the witnesses of Stephen's
ter. Carol
ners Ass„c,a,, on last Saturdayat announce the birth of a son nam- Sub. Twp. Holland.
powder keg there:
Die choice of , what lessons
death was a young man named
Woodall.
1 Hopkins. After a cooperative supJacob Essenburg and wf. to Jacquelyn
ed, Paul Allen.
should be included in their county
Mr«r
V
Saul. Those who stoned Stephen
Mrs.rF.E.
Force
is
visiting
for
£?'
TiS Per- C. Fleming ot Plaimvell callMr. and Mrs. John De Vries and Annette Bratt Lot 21 Rose Park two weeks at the home of her are made by local members who
laid their clothes at the feet of sisters. Mrs. Henry E. Brower and ,
New Visiting Nurse
Sub. Twp. Holland.
choose topics to fit their needs.
this young man. The death of Mrs Bert Tellman attended the ed fhe *r0UP t0^er for the Salute family of Grand Rapids have movAndrew P. Leenhoutsand wf. to daughter and family, the Janies During 1955. there were 725 home
ed on the farm of Mr. and Mrs.
Stephen evidently troubledSaul iuneraf of Joseph Setopper of|!°
Appointed (or Holland
in unison, followed by a program
Fred Kliphuis and wf. Lot 105 Lambs, of Sharonville,Ohio.
demonstration members in Ottawa
and many think it led to his con- Oveiisel on Tuesday afternoon at of movie reels of the tornado disas- Albert Yonker.
The Ted Moore family made a
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Vander Post's Fourth Add. City of Holland. short trip to Saugatuck Sunday.
Mrs. James Crozier of Holland, version. Stephen was the first Church. "All One Body" and Ihe
William Huizenga and wf. to Ivan
Rev. August Tellinghuizen. form- ter in the Hudsonville area and al- Jagt announce the birth of a
a registered nurse, was appointed Christian martyr.
Mr. Bromley of Chicago spent
so of many places in Europe, such,
DeJonge and wf. Lot 72 Huizenga's
er
pastor,
conducted
the
service
daughter.
visiting nurse for Holland area
1. The Church needs men and
the weekend at his summer home
as Sweden. Denmark and GerSub.
No.
2
Twp.
Holland.
and
burial
was
in
Overisel
Cemeby the board of directors of the women of faith.
on Bridge St.
many. Business sessionsof the Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Van Ess
Holland Visiting Nurses Associa- 2. Spirit-filled leaders are safe tery. The deceased was a promireceivednews of the birth of a
Mr. and Mrs. Olson of Chicago
Men's Group and the Ladies Auxnent
member
of
the
Hamilton
tion Tuesday afternoon.
great
granddaughter
bom
to
Mr.
leaders.
Group II of the Ladies Aid of
Longfellow PTA Hears
spent the weekend at their sumiliary closed the meeting. The latMrs Crozier, the former Mar- 3. It ,s not easy to.be a Christ- Farm Bureau Cooperative, Inc., ter group will sponsor a social and Mrs. Donald Kleinjans of
Second Reformed Church is sppnmer home on Holland St.
having served on the Board
Jenison.
lon Van Huis, will succeed Mrs. ian.
Talk on Social Studies
Robert Olson has returned from soring a "Coffee Break" fr.om 9 to
Angie Van Hoven who is retiring 4. We are summoned to live for Directors for about 25 years and ! mef‘lniv .,or a 8r0U|> of !>at,ent, Friends her* were notified of
Evansville, Ind., Mrs. Olson is 11 Thursday morning in Fellowat the Veterans Administration FaArthur
Guenther,
representative
several years as president of the
June 1 to take over her new duties the faith.
the death of Mrs. Nancy Strick.
ship Hall. An invitationis extendremaining for a longer stay.
| cility near Battle Creek in the near
as co-partner in a convalescent 5. "If Stephen had not prayed, organization.
67. of Moline. Funeral services of a book publishingcompany In the absence of the regular ed to husbands, all friends and
future.
spoke
on
"Teaching
the
Social
Mr. and Mrs. John Haakma and
home in old Zeeland Hospital. Paul had not preached."
were held Saturdayat Corinth Reminister, the Rev. Paul Hinkamp, acquaintancesto be present.
daughters,Sally and Carla, and
Mrs. Van Hoven has been the visformed Church. Burial was in Studies Today.” at the final meet- Sunday morning the pulpit of the Tonight at 7:45 the World Home
ing
of
the
Longfellow
School
PTA
the
Wallace
Kempkers
family
were
iting nurse for four years.
Hope College
Forest Grove Cemetery. Mrs.
Saugfatuck MethodistChurch was Bible League will hold its annual
visitorsat the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Ruth De Neff of Holland Missionary Group
Strick was the former Nancy Tuesday evening.
spring program in First Christian
In this modem approach to the occupied by Paul Reid of the
Mrs. David Westhoff of Ferrys- Netters Record Win
was appointed assistant visiting
Geerling of this vicinity.
speech department of Hope Col- Reformed church of Zeeland. WilHears
Book
Review
study
of
history
and
geography,
burg on Sunday evening and atnurse. Mrs. Crozier had beeri servHope College women's tennis An auction sale wai held on the knowledge is applied to' learning lege. A solo, "Consider the Lilies" liam Ackerman will tell of his
tended the Spring Lake Christian
ing as assistantnurse for several
farm of Herman Kamps last Wedrecent trip to Cuba and Mexico.
Mrs. Donald Elenbaas reviewed
learn defeated Kalamazoo College.
how to live in a democracy, he was sung by Johnson Fox.
Reformed
Church
service with
months.
nesday. Mr. and Mrs^ Kamps and
The next meeting of the Pristhe book, "I Passed for White."
4-3 in a dual match Saturday.
At
the April meeting of the
said. The studies aim to teach coLast January was the biggest
them. They also saw the tornado
family will move to Hudsonville
cilla and Aquila will be held on
at a meeting of the Friendship
Singles results: Braun (Kl def.
operation and understanding of all Saugatuck Volunteer Fire Departmonth in the history of the local Mission Circle in Beechwood Re- disasterarea at Standale near Warren (Hi,J>-0,6-0: Johnson <K) in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jusment last Wednesday evening Wednesday evening. April 25 in
humanity.
VNA with 244 home visits report- formed Church Tuesday night. A Grand Rapids.
def. Van Slageren (H), 6-3, 6-3; tin Kamer and the Ktmer family
President
Paul
Vanderhill con- about 22 members were present. Second Reformed church. At this
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon I/>hman Everet (H) def. Kram (K), 6-0, will move to the Kamps farm.
ed. Robert Notier,president of the
ladies trio of Hamilton Reformed
ducted the business meeting. De- Following the businesssession meeting, a foreign student’s panel
announce the birth of a son, Keith 6-1; Laeghley (H) def. Bamitz
VNA board, presided at the meet- Cnurch sang two selections.
Melvin Scholten underwent a
votions were led by Don Hartge- Fire Chief Frank Wicks presented will be held, representing Europe
ing.
Lynn.
tonsillectomylast Saturday.
(K),. 3-6, 6-2, 6-1 and Hardenberg
Mrs. Elton Van Pernis, presirink. A sixth grade vocal trio- Larry Brooks, who had resigned and Asia, specially arranged
John Smidt, Jr. and Miss Betty (H) def. Goodhew (K), 6-2, 6-1,
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Wynitra of
dent. conducted the business meetcomposed of Barbara Plewes, Be- from the department because of through Hope CoHege.
Mae Hoffman of Holland were unitGrand
Rapids visited Mr. and
At the morning worship service
Doubles: Van Slageren and Waring and Mrs. Morris Buhrer took
Comstock Park Forfeits
verly Poll and Tom Speet sang ill health,with a gold wriat watch,
ed in marriage last Saturdayeve- ren tH) def. Ramsey and Braun Mrs. Leonard Van Ess Saturday
charge of devotions. Mrs. Franktwo selections, accompanied by a surprise gift from the firemen. in Second Reformed church, the
ning. The former spent four years (K), 6-1, 6-0; Yeder and Falk (K)
Track Meet to Zeeland
lin De Vries gave the Spiritual Life
Mrs. Howard Douwstra,vocal inJohn Mallis is getting hit res- Rev. Harold Englund preachedon
in naval service and received his def. Burnett and Dephuis (H‘, 6-2,
topic, "A Definition of a Christian."
structorin the elementarygrades. taurant ready to open for the aea- the topic, "A Faith That Works."
COMSTOCK PARK (Special)
dischargequite recently.
The choir sang the anthems,"The
4-6 and
f (
and also read a poem, "Self." The
Refreshmentswere served from aon.
Doris Bauman Feted
.Zeeland High's track team won a
The Rev. N. Van Heukelom used
Mary Bried is- Hope College
closing prayer was given by Mrs.
an attractive table by Mrs. Howard
Miss Eleanor Koning of Chicago Radiant Morn Hath Passed Away"
meet from Comstock Park Tuesas his sermon theme Sunday coach.
At Bridal Luncheon
Topp. Mrs. Aider Stoner. Mrs. spent the weekend in Saugatuck Woodward, and "Sun of My Soul”Fenna Wehrmeyer. •*
day when the Panthers forfeited bemorning at the HamiltonReformed
Hazen Van Kampen and Mrs. with her parents, the Ira Kbnings. Turner.
Hostesses were Mrs. Marvin Vanccuse of snow and cold weather.
A bridal luncheon honoring Miss Charles Bard.
den Bosch, Mrs. James Vande Church. "All One Body" and the Won’t Be Candidates
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Smeck In the evening Rev. England's
The Chix were leading 43-20 when
evening service sermon theme
Doris Buurman was given SaturMrs.
Isla Van Dyke and Mrs. have returned from their winter »ermon was "Riches, Poverty, and
Wege, Mrs. Donald Dekker, Miss
GRAND HAVEN (Special) day afternoon by her alster, Mrs.
the meet was called.
was "The Man Who Missed EastChristian Joy" and the choir
Grace Doman, Longfellgw teach- in the south.
Jennie De Jonge, Mrs. Gerrit De
The win gives Zeeland a 2-1 Kener”. Special music was provided Louis Van Schelven,member of Edward Lauenbach of Grandville. ers poured.
sang "Blest Are the .Pure in
Ruiter and Mrs. George Lawrence.
Mr.
and
Mr*.
Gordon
Thomas
ewa league mark.
by the Senior and Junior Choirs. the Grand Haven Board of Educa- The event was held at the Arie
and some friend* from Kalamazoo Heart."
Highlight of the meet was Jack
Guest speaker in the Senior Chris- tion for 12 years, president eight Buurman home, 262 West 20th St.
spent Sunday in the home of Dr.
Sneller’swin over Ron Post in a Aid Tornado Fund
tian Endeavor Service was William years, and Paul Oilman, board
An arrangement of daffodilsand Zeeland Woman Injured
First Order Received
Emma Brower, 39, of 331 East and Mrs. Arthur Thomas.
battle of the unbeatens in the 440Th Holland Businessmen'sbowl- Estell of Western TheologicalSemi- member for four years, will not daisies centered the table.
The Holland Sentinel has reyard run. Sneller came home in ing league decided at a league nary who spent three years in seek re-electionin the June 11
Guests were members of Misi Central Ave., Zeeland, was injured
ceived its first order for the an56.7 and handed Post his first set- meeting Tuesday to donate this Japan as short term missionary. election.The announcement was Bum-man’s bridal party and moth- at 1 a m. Tuesday when a car Post Signs Contract
back by 20 yards. Gary Looman year’s prize money to the tornado The Junior High C. E. service fea- made Monday night at a board er* of the bride and groom. At- driven by Angus Brower, 47, same Lynn Poet, co-captainof the 1955 nual Tulip Time edition which will
picked up a Zeeland first in the fund. Normally the money is divid- tured a question box program with meeting.
tending were Mrs. Harry Koop, address, swerved off US-31 near Hope College football team and be published Wednesday, May 16,
IpOyaid dash. ed among the teams.
Larry Kempkers and Marlene RigMrs. Arie Buurman. Mrs. Vernon 24th St and rolled over. Mra. named most valuable player, sign- the first day of the 1956 festival.
terink in charge of devotions and
The giant clams of the East In- Sehipper. Mrs. Garence Pott, Mrs. Brower was treated for back in- ed r contract Monday to coach reKentucky territory was discover- The Young Men’s Christian as- Gloria Top serv^ig as pianist. De- d .-s weigh about 500 pounds apiece. Jack Yeomans. Mrs. Ada Fitzger- juriea at Holland Hospital.Ottawa serve football at Grand Rapids The Alpine tVillow, which does not
by Pere Marquette and Louis sociation was founded In 1844 in votion leader fo{ the Senior group EJch contains about 20 pounds of ald. Miss Shirley Boerman. Miss Courfy deputies estimated damage Lee High School. Post succeeds exceed si| inches in height, is the
smallest tree
free in the United States.
Jack De Waard, who resigned.
around
Londqp.
was Eleanor Reimink.
edible flesh.
to fifc*’’51 model car at 5500.
Buurman and Mrs. Lautenbach.
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Engaged

Zeeland

im

Chix Nine

The First Reformed Church Mission Circle held a regular meeting
on Tuesday evening, April 10. Mrs.
John den Ouden, president,was in
charge of the business meeting
and members reported on several
projects. Mrs. B. Poest was In
charge of the program, and presented three representativesof the
Federation of Women’s Societies of
the Holland vicinity in the interest
of Lepers. They told about a meeting held in a Christian Reformed
Church in Holland, March 28. Mrs.
Slenk, presidentgave the devotions
and offeree^ prayer, giving several
texts on the topic, "Holy Spirit.”
She showed several slides of Dr.
Stauffacher’scolony of Lepers.
This Federation sponsors the care
of 175 Lepers at $40 each. Mrs.
Young sang 2 selections. She was

Miss Witteveen Feted

KoApitnl TLoisA Holland Hospital

Wins

Admitted to Holland

Despite No-Hitter

At Bridal Shower

Hospital

Friday were Brian Kleeves, route
4; Mrs.

N

Menno Edewaard, 65

East

Wednesday evening Miss Marilyn

Included on Year’s

Witteveen, bride-elect of Gordon
Disselkoen,

33rd St.; John Lawson, 91 Coolidge

was complimentedat

a bridal shower at the home

Mrs.

Seven Hope College ora ton and
debaters returned Saturday from
Maple Ave.; Kenneth Van Wieren,
ZEELAND tSpeclal) — Zeeland 222 West 12th St.; David Ten
a week long trip to Grove City,
BIG RAPIDS (Special)
Hope
Highs’ -baseballteam didn't get a
Pa., where they attended the PI
Brink, James St.; Loretta WoudCollege's baseball team exploded $|1
hit here Thursday but managed to
Kappa
Delta (forensicsfraternity)
scohe three unearned runs in the wyk, route 3; Barbara Ann Bauwith a four-run rally in the seventh
Refreshments were served by the convention. They were accompanaccredited
hospitals
In
the
United
first inning and that was enough mann, route 2; Paul W. Brink, 27
inning here Friday and went on to
ied by Paul Ried, director of forto beat Comstock Park In the open- East 32nd St.; Sidney G. Bouma, States, its possessions and Canada. hostess assisted by Mrs. Carl
ensics at the college.
defeat Ferris Institute, 6-3, in the
The
list
Includes
Holland
City
HosReimink.
ing Kenawa league game.
Miss Nell Salm. senior at Hope
312 West 22nd St.
opener for both clubs.
pital, Allegan Health Center and
The 3-0 victory stretched ZeeInvited guests were the Mes- College from St Anne, HI., was
Discharged Friday were Mrs. Grand Haven Municipal Hospital.
The four-run outbursticed the
land’s unbeaten string to 17
dames. Paul Bekker, Cal Kolean,
Clayton De Feyter, 195 132nd St.;
game for the Dutch who were leadThe list shows 3,102 hospitalsful- Gene Gort, Allen Vanden Berg, awarded first place in the wostraightand set the Chix up as the
men’s oratory division. Robert
Mrs.
Charles
Roxema,
458
West
ing at the time 2-1.
ly accredited and 528 hospitals
team to beat again this year in
Main, Zeeland; Mrs. Russell N. provisionallyaccredited.There are Marty Krispell, Jack Witteveen, Winter, junior from Grand Rapids,
Jack Kempker, startingDutch
the Kenawa league.
Simpson and baby, 344 Fourth approximately 6,000 hospitalselig- Hlllis Timmer, Harlow George, took second place in men’s extem' hurler, tripled in the seventh to
Art Klamt started what turned
Ave.; Harold Derks, 402 Lincoln ible for accreditationbut Dr. Melvin Wittqyeen and the Misses poraneous speaking and Miss Carol
« bring home two runs in the big hit
out to be the big inking, gettingon
Ave.; Michael Clark, 213 West Kenneth B. Babcock, commission Sylvia Stielstra, Anna De Weerd, Kuyper of Holland, won third place
‘ of the game. Scoring were Dave
accompanied by Mrs. Vander first after being hit by a pitched 10th St.; David Allen Ten Brink,
Arlene Van Beek. Dorothy Witte- In the women’c divisionIn extem' Woodcock, who had driven in Art
director,pointed out that the veen and Alice Jipping.
Meer. A social hour was enjoyed ball thrown by Comstock hurler James
poraneous speaking.
: Olson with a single, and Wayne
omission of a hospitalfrom th list
and lunch served by Mrs. A. G. Bud Millering.
Don Kroes, senior form MuskeAdmitted
Saturday
were
Mrs.
.
Miss
Mory
Jo
Oonk
Westenbroek,second Hope pitcher,
did not necessarily mean It had
Tom Bos followed with a walk
Pyle, Mrs.-E. Pikaart and Mrs. P.
gon, tied for second In after-dinner
John Holt, 105 East Eighth St.; failed to pass an accreditationsur- Short Change Artist
who had singled. Kempker was
The engagement of Miss Mary Vanden Bosch.
and pitcher Jim Kaat sacrificed
speaking and Kroes and Winter,
Mrs. John Helder, 25 East 21st
• forced home a moment later when Jo Oonk to Terry D. Vande Water
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Bosch were both runners along to second and St.; Nancy and Kathleen Groen- vey. Hospitals with less than 25 At Work in HoUand
Hope debaters, tied for third. The
j Elenbaas,Ferris reliefer walked is announced by her parents,,Mr.
beds are not eligiblefor accredisurprised at their home in Borculo third. Milleringthen hit C o u g hof, 603 Azalea Ave.
discussionteam composed of John
three straight batters.
tation. '
and Mrs. Cornelius Oonk of route on Tuesday evening, April 10. The Wierda to load the bases.
Police Chief Jack Van Hoff VanDam of Holland and Tom
Discharged
Saturday
were
Ralph
‘ Ferris broke the ice in the 1, Holland. Mr. Vande Water is the oceassion was the 45th wedding Ron Komejan hit a grounderto
The accreditationprogram is a
Brink, route 6; Kenneth Van voluntary one and only those hos- today urged all local merchantsto Lubbers from Grand Rapids, both
; fourth combining a ground rule son of Mr. and Mrs. Teno Vande
be on the lookout for a short freshmen at Hope, were rated
anniversary and those present the third baseman,who hobbled it, Wieren, 222 We«t 12th St.; Egbert
double, an infield single and a long Water, 197 East ninth St. Both
were the following brothersarid and Klamt came home. Allen Beekman, 65 River Ave.; Mrs. pitals which request survey are change artist who was reported "excellent.”
fly ball for the run.
young people are students at Hope sisters: George Bosch of Pearline. Riemersma drove a hot smash off
visited. Therefore, some of the hos- operating in at least two local
Also returningfrom successful
John De Graaf, 169 East 16th St.;
Mike Troupe, Ferris chucker, College.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bosch of the pitcher'sglove and while Arthur G. Knoll, 1091 Lakewood pitals not listed may not have re- establishments Saturday.
spring trips were the Hope Symdidn't give Hope a hit until the
Borculo, Mr. and Mrs. (George Millering was looking for the ball Blvd.; Richard Arenas, 370 West quested survey. Further. Dr. Bab- The man’s procedure was simple, phonettesand the Hope College
fifth when Arn Boeve rapped a
cock pointed out, the limited sur- but particularly effective among Chapel Choir.
Petroeljc, Mrs. Grace Raterink Bos came home.,
15th St.; Mrs. Cyrus Hoezee, 220
single between third and short.
W ie r d a came home jvith the West Eighth St.; Mrs. Jkmes vey staff has made it impossible less experienced clerks. He would
and Mrs. Peter De Pree of Zee• Boeve later scored Hope's first Industrial Golf
land. and Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit third run after Mike V a n d en Kammeraad and baby, route 1, to visit all requestinghospitals dur- make n purchaseand pay for it,
run coming home on Dave WoodBosch of Holland. Lunch was Heuvel's hit to short was hobbled. Pullman; Mrs. Marvin Wilson and ing the Commission'sthree years say with a $5 bill. When he would Declines Call
cock's smash off the second baseof existence and thus a hospital receive his change, he would say, GRAND HAVEN (Special)- The
served and a social time enjoyed. And that was the game's scoring. baby, route 1; Mrs. Bill Simetv
man's glove. Westenbroek scored
Lefty Jim Kaat handcuffedthe son, 313 Vander Sluis; Mrs. Harry not listed may have requested sur- "That was a ten I gave you (or Rev. Lawrence Veltkamp of the
Mrs. Mary De Kruif, Mrs. John
the inning's second run on a passed
Packard and Mrs. Gordon Packard Comstock Park battersin chalking Bakker and baby, 754 Myrtle Ave.; vey but not yet have been visited. some denomination higher).” Bethany Christian Reformed
hall after advancing to third on the
The Joint Commission on Ac- Rather than argue, the clerk would Church, Muskegon, has declined
up the shutout. He gave up four
Raymond Scholten,• 3475 Port creditation
Holland's IndustrialGolf League of Ann Arbor, called on Mrs. Delia
Woodcock drive.
of Hospitals is an make the refund.
the call extended him by Second
bits, singles in the first, second,
Veneklasen
this
week.
Sheldon Rd.; Hudsonville; KathFerris got its other two runs in will play again on Thursday nights
Christian Reformed Church of
Mr. and Mrs. David Vereeke fifth and sixth, but helped his leen and Nancy Groenhof, 603 agency establishedby five leading
this
season.
A
total
of
14
teams
the seventh on a single and error.
have returned home after spending cause by fanning and walking only Azalea Ave.; Mrs. Nelson J. health organizations — the Hudsonville Area Jammed Grand /Haven. The Rev. E. J.
Kempker. who moved to center will play each other once for 13
American College of Physicians,
Tanis, present pastor of .the
a three weeks vacation with rela- two.
Kleinheksel, 3354 142nd Ave.
field, after his pitching stint, let weeks, Dick Tobias, league secrechurch, has announced he will reAmerican College of Surgeons, With Scores of Cars
Comstock got a man to third
tives and friends in Pasadena,
Admitted Sunday were Willard
tary, announced today.
a ball get away from him and
tire from active ministry.
base in the first base but the ZeeAmerican
Hospital
Association,
Calif.
Kruithof, route 1; Mrs. George
This is the second year the
two runs scored.
American Medical Association, and
Thousands of curious motorists
Zeeland High School will hold land southpaw retired thp side. Moomey. 91 East 17th St.
league
has
operated.
Matches
are
Coach Russ De Vette used 17
Cast iron pipes for use in a city
Career Day on Tuesday,April 17. The Panthersdidn't get a man
Discharged Sunday were Mrs. the Canadian Medical Association— jammed the Hudsonville area Sunmen, in the game and was pleased played at the American Legion
past
first the rest of the game.
to
conduct
the
hospital
survey
and
water
works were introduced In
day
resulting
in
a
traffic
tieup
Plans are being .made by Mr.
Raymond Boeskool, 136 Glendale;
Country Club
•
with the performance.
Philadelphiain 1817.
In recording the no - hitter,
inspectionprogram initiated by reminiscent of Tulip Time.
Schippor,
Mr.
Lokers
and
memMrs.
Russell
Kempker,
848
GraafTeams entered include two from
"We used four pitchers," said
A dozen Ottawa County deputies
bers of the committee.An effort Millering struck out seven, walked schap Rd.; Brian Kleeves, route the American College of Surgeons
De Vette. "This is the first time I General Electric,three from Hart
five and hit two men.
4; Barbara Ann Baumann, route in 1919. The Joint Commission on were hard pressed to keep the
and
Cooley,
and
single teams from is being made to have local buscan recall our having four pitchers
The Chix showed midseason 2; Mrs.' Marvin Van Zanteu and Accreditation of Hospitals began cars moving as the vehicles lined
Chris-Craft,Baker Furniture, Hol- iness men speak for all the fields.
PHOSPHATE FEEDER
available."
form
playing without an error baby, 644 West 22nd St.; Mrs. Clif- operations Jan. 1, 1953.
up solid on M-21 for a mile.
The Home Economics girls will
Kempker started the game and land Hitch, DeWitt's Hatchery,
while Comstock Park committed
"Accreditation
of
a
hospital
Deputies
said
the
vehicles
were
ford Prins and baby, route 2, ZeeLievense Agency, Dutch Novelty, prepare and serve lunch for the
pitched three innings. He allowed
four costly miscues, including
land; Mrs. Reynold Banger and means,” Dr. Babcock said, "that slowly routed through the tornado
Donnelly-Kelly,Holland Trans- Rotary Club before the tonference.
one hit and no runs. Westenbroek
The Hi-Y club of Zeeland High three in the first inning.
baby, route 4; Mrs. Franklin it has voluntarilysubmitted to a struck area and backed onto M-21.
planter and the Holland - Racine
worked the next three and allowed
Line score:
Most of the cars bore Grand
School enjoyed a swimming party
and baby, route 5; Mrs. survey of its facilities and its paShoe Co.
five hits and one run.
R H E Schuitema
tient care. It is a badge of recog- Rapids license plates with some
John Russell and baby, route 1.
Team
representatives
are
re- at the Grand Rapids YMCA reMert Vander Lind pitched the
300 000 x 3 0 0
Hospitalbirths include a son, nition which the hospitalcan dis- from Kalamazoo and a scattering
quested to attend the May 1 cently.
seventh and eighth and allowed
Comstock
Park
000 000 0 0
^ Joseph Arthur, bom Friday to Mr. play to its community to prove of vehicles from other Western
The Regional Forensic Festival
meeting
at the Country Club at 7
two hits and two unearned runs.
and Mrs. Frederick Grunst, 174 that It conforms to high standards Michigan communities.
will be held at the First Reformed
Jim Stout hurled the last inning p.m. The first meeting'sattendEast 33rd St.; a daughter, Sally of patient care.”
Church
on
Thursday
morning,
and gave up no hits and no runs. ance was poor and so proposals reDr. Babcock said the surveyJo, born Friday to Mr. and Mrs.
garding scoring, prizes and other April 26, at 8:45. The schools parTroupe struck out eight and
vdi
ors,
all physicians,rate a hospital
Robert
Vanden
Berg,
226
Hope
ticipating
in
the
event
include:
league actions still be decided.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Page, route
Elenbaas four. *
on
certain
basic
requirments
such
Ave.;
a
son.
Keith
Lynn,
bom
Holland Christian, Muskegon 1, Allegan, announce the engageLine
R H E
Saturdayto Mr. and Mrs. Vernon as ; a safe physical plant free from
Heights. Muskegon Christian and
ment of their daughter. Phyllis
000 020 400 6 6 4 Mrs. Jesene Kooiman
Grand Rapids,schools. Zeeland has Ann, to Elton Leroy Jones of Fenn- Lohman, route 2. Hamilton; a fire hazards; proper supervision
000 100 200 3 7 3
four first place winners: Wayne ville. route 3. Jones is the son of daughter, Karen Sue. bom Satur- and review by the medical itaff
AT HOME AND AT
Succumbs at Age 57
Tunis, humorous: Ron Beyer, in- Mr. and Mrs. Thomas R. Jones. day to Mr. and Mrs. Bernard of the clinicalwork done in the
THE
hospital;maternal, infant and an-

-
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By Comstock Park

Ave.; Thomas Vander Heyden, 414

St.
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of

Accredited List

Robert Boes, Games were played
and duplicate prizes awarded to
CHICAGO — The Joint Commis- Mrs. Gene Gort, Miss Anna De
sion on Accreditation of Hospitals
Weerd and Miss Sylvia Stielstra.
today published its annual list of

i

Loop Planned Here

i

course.

Zeeland

Fennville

TWO GOOD PUCES

score:
Hope

TO EAT

Ferns

Christian Reformed

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

-

terpretive:Carol Schaap, oratory;

Bouwman, 726

He

Pine Ave.

is employed at Van A son bom Saturday to Mr. and esthetic death rates that are not
Mrs. Jesene Kooiman, 57, of 108 Max De Young, declamation.Mrs.
Churches Collect $11,600 North Fourth St., died at the home Saunders and members of the sen- Hartesveldt'sMarket in Fennville. Mrs. Norman Frelander, route 6; excessivelyhigh; adequate mediIt costs little to InsteN e phosphate
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Johnson
a son, Ronald Lee, bom Sunday to cal records; ethical practices; laof her son, William, in Spring Lake ior class will be host to the visitfeeder in your present weter system
have received word of the recent
Twenty Christian Reformed
Mr. and Mn. John Stegenga, route
churchesof the Holland classis Saturdayevening following a long ing schools. The judges are from birth of a second son to t h e l r
end here deer weter, free from
2;
a
son,
David
Michael,
bom
Sunillness. She was born Jesene Ver East Lansing.
daughter, Betty and husband,Dr.
to date have collected$11,600 for
day to Mr. and Mr«. David CzerDuin Dec. 27, 1898 in Grand Haven
The
FFA
chapter
of
Zeeland
iron end rust end plumbing steins.
tornado relief, listing an average
and Mrs. William Nelson of
kies, 59 East 35th St.; a daughter,
daughter of the late Capt. and Mrs. Hlch School won a gold award
of $4.80 per family, it was anArcadia, Calif. He has been named
Yeur pump & weter supply dealer
Christine June, bom Sunday to
nounced today. TVo churches have William Ver Duin. She married rating and $12 in prizes in the William Edward, Jr.
TOUN HOSTS:
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Raess, 966
Adrian
Kooiman
Oct.
18. 1916 in broiler contest ht the Hamilton
Work is progressingon the buildscheduled offerings later.
PAUL AND EDNA VAN RAAITI
Grand Haven.
Farm Bureau. This organization ing of a new house Py Harry Bluebell Ct.
The Holland classis includes
A son. Kenneth Dale, bom SunShe had been employed as a prac- fed out 125 chicks in their brood- Deters on the corner of M-89 and
ACROSS f ROM ROSTOHICI
Christian Reformed churches in
day to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Gen- The Allegan Ottawa Committee
tical nurse at the iycal hospital er coop on the school grounds. The the Hutchins Lake road.
the immediate Holland area stemfor
Mental
Health
held
its
April
ZEEUND ,
zink,
route
6;
a
daughter,
Cheryl
MFC. A
CO.
ming to East Saugatuck. Hamilton, for about 12 years. She was a mem- birds were found to have an avMr. and Mrs. Leon Wadsworth Ann, bom Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. meeting in Holland at a dinner
ber of First Reformed Church and erage weight of 3.8 pounds in the
Pine Creek. Nordeloos and South
returned home Sunday from their
CLOSED SUNDAYS
Theodore Funckes.95% East 21st at The Mooring Thursday evening.
Rhone 6-6536
its Ladeis Aid and Mission Circle 10 weeks of the contest. The
On M-21
Olive. Zeeland has its own classis.
winter home in Melbourne, Fla.
St.; a son bom today to Mr. and Earl Borlace, guidanceand counand
also was a member of the weight was achieved at the rate
Funds will be sent to the deMr. and Mrs: Frank Osborne and
Business and ProfessionalWo- of three pounds of feed per pound son. Tommy spent the weekend Mrs. Ernest Hemmeke, 803 Pine seling teacher of the Holland Pubnominational treasurerin Grand
Ave.
lic School spoke on the "Michigan
Rapids and distributionwill be in men's Club, the Practical Nurses of gain. Anyone wishing to pur- visiting friendsin Chicago.
Visiting Teacher Program."
associationand the Triangle Club. chase any of these birds should
the hands of a special denominaLawrence Hutchinson of Detroit
Borlace explained that a visiting
She is survived by two daugh- place their order scon. Herbert De
Scrappy says:
tional committee.The Rev. Titus
is speeding a few days in the home Shower Staged lor
teacher is one who has special
ters, Mrs. John Stulp of Muskegon Kleine is ag. instructor.
Heyboer of the South Olive church
of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
additional training in psychology
An electric furnace uses 100% scrap;
and Lois Mae Kooiman of Grand
Tornado Victims
is stated clerk of Holland classis
Hutchinson.
and sociology and at least three
Haven: two sons, William of. Spring
th# open hearth 50% scrap and 50%
and Henry Vander Zwaag, of 447
Mrs. Clyde McNutt accompanied
A shower was given Friday af- years of teaching experience.Such
Lake and Robert of Grand Haven;
College Ave., is central treasurer.
her sister. Miss Kate De Glopper ternoon for Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth a teacher is then qualified to do
pig iron.
three sisters. Mrs/ Evan Van Loof Grand Haven home Monday to
Van Wieren and three children of home visits and counseling with
pik of Grand Rapids, grandmother
spend a few days.
Hudsonville. whose home and be- parents of children who are in
of the Van Lopik twins who recentMr. and Mrs. Carroll Meyers and
longings were completely destroy- academic or emotional difficulties
ly died of leukemia, Mrs. C. T.
always buying
R
material
Given
son. Tommy, have returned from ed by the tornado.
in school. The Michigan DepartZiegler, Muskegon Heights and
a
two weeks visit with relatives
The event, in the form of an ment of Public Instructionthrough
Mrs. E. J. Roossien of Grand RapSAUGATUCK - Principal of in Alabama and Florida.
open house from 1 to 5:30 p.m., its Special Services Division reids; two brothers, Dr. John W. Ver
Mrs. Hazel Rasmussen has re- was given by an aunt, Mrs. Al- imburses local school boards for a
Duin of Grand Haven and C. B. Saugatuck Public Schools Andrew
turned to Chicago Heights, 111., af- bert Buursma, assisted by her pari of the salary of a qualified
120 River
Holland.Mich.
P.
Hahn
Friday
was
on
leave
of
abVer Duin of Cleveland; also five
sence from his school duties fol- ter a few’ days visit with her daughters,Mrs. Harvey Tinholt, Visiting Teacher.
grandchildren.
Borlace explained that more than
lowing adoption of two resolutions daughter and family, Mr. and Mrs. Mr*. Fred Buursma and Mrs. Erby the School Board at a meeting William Thorsen.
win De Vree. at the De Vree home one school board can cooperate in
William Klies Dies
Mr. and Mrs. William Webber on Ottawa Beach Rd.
Thursday.
hiring such a teacher. Committee
SPECIALIZE IN
Hahn,
who
last
week
filed suit and three children of Detroit are
Gifts were presented to the fami- members asked Borlace many
At Home of Brother
staying
temporarily
with
Mrs.
questions
after
his
talk.
The
comagainst six spokesmen of a Citily and a buffet lunch was served
William Klies, 82, died Sunday zens Committee for slander, was Weber's brother-in-lawand sister, from a table decorated with calla mittee felt that the Visiting Teacher Program was an important first
noon at the home of his brother, the object of testimony by about Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Atkins. Mr. lilies.
Henry Klies, of route 6, after a 10 students, and another school Weber has obtained work as a
Relatives and friends attending step toward a good mental health
teacher. Hahn himself also testi- bricklayer and they plan to locate were the Mesdames Leon program in the counties.
lingeringillness.
in this area. Mrs. Weber was for- Witteveen,Andrew Van Wieren,
The committee voted to ask for
Surviving are the brother; a sis- fied before the board.
After considering the testimony, merly Tiny Ungley of Fennville. Calvin Van Wieren, Robert Boes, affiliation of the first county comter, Mrs. Dick Ross, and several
Six-year-oldMichael Simpson re- Ted De Graaf, Jack Witteveen, mittee with the Michigan Society
the board adopted two resolutions.
nieces and nephews.
The first reads that, based upon turned home Sunday from the Hol- Walter Scheibach, Harvey De Vree, for Mental Halth. Such affiliation
its (the board's) investigation,it land hospitalwhere he had under- Bill Van Wieren, Louis Van Wieren, would make the experienceand
does not have "sufficient legal gone major surgery. His mother. Martin Van Wieren, Roger Van staff aid of the Michigan Society
344 WEST I6TH
RHONE 0-6660
cause to terminate Mr. H a h n' s Mrs. Hughes Simpson, Stayed for Wieren, Lester Van Wieren, Rog- available to the local group.
a while at the hospital and her er Naber, Andrew Bremer, Frank
Ronald Sage of the Michigan Socontract and to dismiss him."
The board secondly resolved mother, Mrs. Phila Rawson of Brieve, Jake Terpstra, #Art Van- ciety for Mental Health, who met
that, "in view pf the fact that Battle Creek cared for the other den Brink, Gerrit Van Kampen, with the committee, distributed
:
the board feels that Mr. Hahn two Simpson boys.
Melvin Dekker, A1 Van Kampen, planning kits for local recognition
Our
Milk
i«
Mrs. Ethelyn Cole is spending a Fred Van \¥4eren,Everett Vanden of National Mental Health Week.
would find it difficult to perform
My company aim* to imure
his duties as a teacher in the at- couple of weeks in Chicago visit- Brink, Gen Gort, Richard Scheer- April 30 to May 5. Sage led the
only careful driver*. A* * remosphere preated by this investi- mg her son. Peter Cole and fam- horn, John Van Wieren, Gary discussion on how each member
FRESH.
mit, claim* cost* are lower
galion, the board determines it ily, also friends of her former Smith. Elmer Van Wieren, Harold might get his community to
and the saving* are passed
proper that Hahn be given a, leave home.
Van Wieren, Harold Aldrink, Gair take some notice of Mental Health • We ore proud of tho fact that wo
along to policyholder*in the
Weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Van Wieren. Gil Van Wieren, Allen Week. The Holland members ex- •
of absence for the duration of his
• keep our milk Tom perot uro— Conform of lower cost insurance.
contract period,with pay and with Chester Keag were Mr. and Mrs. Lockman, Henry Van Wieren and plained how a group of volunteer
Tho Bier Koldor offer* many
Find out today i/ you can
Michael
Lambros
of
Chicago.
workers
have
already
been
busy
his consent."
• trolled from the cow to you, ond that
Carl Jordan: also Mr. and Mrs.
tervlcea for your pleasure.
qualify for State Farm Insuro
Mrs. E. E. Leggett, Mrs. "Law- James Slager and Mr. and Mrs. on plans for the Holland area.
Chester Ray. attorney for Hahn,
ance as a careful driver.Ju*t
Tho best In draught and
low
Representatives at the meeting • helps explain our exceptionally
said today, that as the situation rence D. Sackett and Mrs. John Isaac Meyer.
phone me.
bottledbeere end Alnee end
came from AUegan. Otesgo, Martin •2 bacteriacount.
now stands,the board's action wiU Weston entertainedthe Pait Noble
I H pay* fo know your
and PlainwelJ of Allegan County,
have no bearing on the slander Grands club this week Wednesday
ehamptgnee.Alto, eandand Holland, Grand Haven and
suit, which "will be continued." evening at the HospitalityHouse. Highway Intersection
wlchee end enacke. All
STATE FARM Agul
Allendale from Ottawa County.
Hahn
filed the $130,000 slander Followingentertainmenta baked
eorved by trained employeea.
Scene of 2-Car Crash
suit against Stan Smith, James goods sale was held.
Alr-conditloned end open
(and Soda Bari
Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. Johnson Three persons were injured when
Chris»enson, William Gorz, Lorin
Sea Scouts to Plant
noon until midnight
: 671 MICHIGAN AVE.
Ben Van Lente, Agent
PHONE 2137
Shook. Dr. E.J. Nieusma and attended the funeral of Irving two cars collided at the intersec•
177 College Ave. Phone 7133
Arthur Francis. He says they Tucker of Allegan Tuesday after^ fion of US-31 and M-21 at 10:2Q Trees at State Park
charged him (Hahn) with "using noon.
a.m. Friday about a mile east of
About a dozen advanced Scouts
profane language in the classMr. and Mrs. Carl Walter, Jr., the city limits.Both drivers conof the Sea Scout Ship Invincible
room. indecent and improper con- and Miss Florence Sewers of tended each had the green light.
Chester L. Baumann, Agent
of Grand Rapids arrived at
duct toward girls, incompetency in Saugatuckentertained at a family
Drivers were Jack Robbins, 46, Holland State Park Friday for
T3S I. 35th St. Phone 6-0294
teaching and apparently being dinper Sunday for the belated route 2, Spring Lake, proceeding perhaps the first spring camping
ignorant of subject matter birthdays of Miss Se w e r s and south on US-31, and John B. contingent of the year.
Authorised Representative!
‘
JacquelynWoodall. Other guests Holstege, 44, of 517 East Lincoln
The group pitched camp close
The six men named jn the suit present were Philip G. W a 1 e r, St., Zeeland/ going east on M-21. to the caretaker’s premises,and
had been chosen as spokesmen by Mr. and Mrs. William Woodall and
Sam Robbins, 72, of 1712 Jack- Saturday engaged in
tree
the Citizens Committee which Billy Jo, Mrs. Frank Comstock all son St.,, Grand Haven, father of planting program involving small
earlier presented its cast to the of Saugatuck; Mr. and Mrs. one of the drivers, was seriously maples some 8 to 10 feet t&ll in
1UU.
THAT MAKES
School Board.
Richard Jonathtfs and Mr. and cut when his h?ad hit the wind- certain sections of the park.
Mrs. Carl Walter, Sr., of Fenn- shield.He was treated for multi- Manager Clare Broad said the
Twenty - one farmers in Cal- ville.
ple lacerations and shock In Hol- tree planting program is part of
houn, county, Michiganraised their
Jesse Hoggard. locaTstation at- land Hospital,and was discharged a long-range program in which a
For Variety Try Our Cracknet income an average ot $1,144 tendant, remains in a critical con- after treatment. Both drivers also certain number of trees are plant. ad Wheat, Rye and White
from 1953 to 1955 by skillful use dition in Holland hospital where he were taken to the hospital but ed each year.
Bread.
of labor, capital and research find- was admitted last Friday following were released after treatment
The Sea Scout ship is sponsored
ings of the Michigan Agricultural an auto accident on US-31,
In the impadt, the Holstege car by the Ottawa Hills high School
Quality
Experiment Station.
i. The Chappell funeral home is careenedand hit a 1947 car which PTA and Thomas Selby of Grand
undergoingan extensive remodel- was parked on the shoulder. The Rapids is the leader.
Broadcloth was originally a ing program. When completed car was owned by Tony Vanden
silk shirting, so named because there will be a new chapel and a Berg, of 343 WashingtonSt., Zee140 HIVES AVE.
The mail box rivas invented In
PHONE 3496
384 CENTRAL A\
it was woven in greater l-idths large space for parking can off land.
1810 by Thomas frrowni, then govthe street
than the usual 39 inches.
State police investigated.
emor of Florida.
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Guest Instructor

For Hope

Named

Summer School

MSU Alumni

to

Dutch Get Three

Meet Thursday
Michigan

State

University
Alumni Association of Holland will
meet Thursday, April 19, at
Grace Episcopal Church at 8 p.m.
All alumni, parents of students and
Michigan State friendsare invited.
Featuredspeaker will be Dr. A.
Conrad Posz, assistant professorof
communicationskills at MSU. He
has been a member of the MSU
staff since February,1946.
A native of Minnesota, Dr. Posz
received his B.S. degree from
Winona State Teachers College in
ZEELAND (Special) Zeeland Minnesotain 1944, his M.A. from
High’s track team had its best day Iowa State in ' 1946 and Ed. D.
so far and walloped Fremont. 72
to 32 in a Kenawa league dual
meet here Friday.

Chix Ran Over

Fremont 72-32

InKenawaMeet
-

Hie Chix grabbed seven firsts
and the relay in scoring the win
and now hold a 2-1 dual meet
mark.

NEWS, THURSDAY, APRIL 19,

Ottatea

1956

County

Real Estate
Firsts in

Meet
Transfers

American Properties Inc., to
With
Richard L. Clay and wf. Lot 14
MUSKEGON (Special) - Hol- Little Farms Plat, Twp. Wright.
Richard Lubbers and wf. to
land High's track team got a
rough baptismal here Friday James Van Iwaarden and wf. Pt.
afternoon losing to Muskegon S% 'SW% SEU 35-5-16 Twp. Park.
Jennie Kooyers to James Spruit
High, 74% to 3414 but there were

Muskegon

several bright spots in the Dutch
performance.
Holland talliedthree first firsts
and the marks set in the events
were all commendable. • Sherri
Shaffer, picked up where he left
off last year, with a sparkling
4:35 in the mile while A1 Hill tossed the shot put out 43’1H
his best heave, and Jan Robbert
turned in his best high jump effort
with a S’SVi’1 performance.

and wf. Pt. Lot 6 Blk 62 City

of

Holland.

Henry W. Timmer and wf. to
Leonard M. DeWltte and wf. N%
W% E*4 SE% and E% E% NE%
35-5-14 Twp. Zeeland.
Teunis Vergeer and wf. to Neal
Jacobusse and wf. Pt. Lot 1 Blk 67
City of Holland.

Arthur Atikeman and wf. to
Ymke- Lot 5 Peasley’s

Martin

Sub. Hudsonville.

Bert Baker et al to Garrett John
Coaches Dale Shearer and Bill
Hinga feel these lads will carry Lubbers and wf. Lot 40 Baker Huizen Sub. No. 1 Twp. Georgethe bulk of the load this year.

Jack Snellerand Bud Luurtsema
continued their unbeaten ways and
came through for Zeeland in both
the 440 and mile. Both ran their
Ruth Kaoshoek Rus
best times this season. Sneller has
Guest instructor in music for won the quarter mile four times
the Hope College Summer Session and each time has bettered his
June 18 -July 27 will be Ruth time.
Kaashoek Rus, former Holland
Harv Feenstra, participatingin
resident.
the broad jump for t|ie first time,
Mrs. Rus, a graduate of East- won the event and put smiles on
man School of Music with the M. Coach George Van Horne’s face
Mus. degree and a F u 1 b r i g h t with an 18'2” performance.
Zeeland also recorded the best
scholar to the Royal Conservatory
in the H a g u e. Netherlands, in time of the season in the 880-yard
1953-54, will teach piano during the relay with 1 :42.6.
In the day’s closest race, Putsix-week session,according to Dr
Jay E. Folkert, director of the ney of Fremont nipped Gary Looman by half of a tenth of a second
summer school.
Each student taking Mrs. Rus’ in the 100-yard dash. The winning
course will receive one hour credit time was 10.9 and Looman came
toward the A.B. degree at Hope home 10.9:5. He revengedthe loss
by winning the 220-yard dash.
and other schools.
Results in order of finish:
Mrs. Rus has made solo appear120-yard high hurdles — Beyer
ances with the Eastman-Rochester
(Z). Taber (Z) Shermer (Z), Time
Symphony Orchestra, the Grand

The Dutch picked up four sec- town.
Dick G. Elzinga and wf. to
onds and a tie for second and got
Alfred Vruggink and wf. Pt. £%
six thirds.
SE% NEVi 22-6-13 Twp.
Muskegon recorded some good
marks for the first meet. Wood Georgetown.
ring ran the 440 in 53.1; Philius Christian Becker and wf. to
broad jumped 20’3%” and pole Anthony Ten Harmsel and wf. Lots
waylted 11’, tied with two other 6. 7 Blk F R.H. Post’s Park Hill

N%

BEFORE DINNER CHAT — Prior to the
Holland Fish ond Game club dinner Thurs-

Fortney. Looking on ore Marv Wobeke,
banquet chairman, Hine Vander Heuvel,
who presented gifts, and Vern Schipper,
head of the Adult Evening School who
arranged for Fortney's appearance here
earlier as a lecturerin the conservation
series. (See story Page Nine.)

day night in Civic Center, o group of local'
Add., City of Holland.
Big Reds.
club officials chatted with Robert Fortney,
Anthony Ten • Harmsel and wf
Results in order of finish:
center, district fisheries supervisor of the
120 yard high hurdles — Lucas to Frank Bou.nan and wf. Pt. Lots
Michigan Department of Conservation.
6
Blk
F
R.H.
Post’s
Park
Hill
(M), Warner (M), Nienhuis (H).
Neil Bergen (left), club president,greets
Add. City of Holland.
Time 16.5
John
A.
Brieve
and
wf. to Wil(Penna-Sas photo)
Medley Relay
Muskegon.
lard DeJonge and wf. Lot 49 John
Time 2:37.8.
A. Brieve Sub. Twp. Holland.
100-yard dash — Workman (M),
Dr. A. Conrad Pots
James Spruit and wf. et al to
Streichef (H). King (M). Time
Plans to
degree from MSU in 1952. Before
Mayme Den Bleyker Pt. Lot 6
10:8.
coming to MSU, he was a radio
Mile — Shaffer <H>, Stover Blk A City of Holland.
announcer, then a graduate teachClayton Zaagman and wf. to
(M).
Boeve (H). Time 4:35.
ing associate at the State UniverThomas
N.’ Whalen and wf. Pt.
’s
440 - yard mile — Woodring
sity of Iowa and later sales managLots 6. 7 Blk 3 Monroe and Harris
(M),
Dykstra
(H),
Francomb
er of the Farmers Market, PlainAdd. Grand Haven.
Members of Elizabeth Schuyler
IH). Time 53.1.
view, Minn. He is a member of
Bernard A. Kammeraad and wf.
Hamilton Chapter, Daughters of
180-yard
low
hurdle*
—
Bulgaris
18.5.
the Speech Associationof America,
to Gerrit L* Grossman and wf. Lot
Rapids Symphony, and the comthe American Revolution, heard
100-yard dash
Putney <F), National Society for the Study of (M), Robbert (H), Plakke (H). 25 Graves Sub. Spring Lake Beach,
bined Hope -Calvin orchestrasat
an address on Michigan's rtiineral
Looman (Z), Blaukamp (Z). Time Communication,and American Time 23.3.
Building
Twp. Spring Lake.
the Tulip Time concert in 1955.
contributionsby Miss Helen Mar220-yard
dash
—
Workman
(H),
10.9.
Association of UniversityProfesKenneth DeWitt and wf. to GerShe has also appearedin a series
tin of the Michigan Conservation
Mile — Luurtsema (Z), Miller sors. He has been active as a pub- Streicher (H), King (Ml, Time ald E. Kamp and wf. Lot 23 Everof three Bach recitals at the EastDepartment Thursday afternoon.
24.6.
(F), Curths (Z)H Time 5:07.5.
lic speaker.
green Park Sub. Twp. Spring
by
man School, playing the Well- 440-yard dash
The chapter met at the home of
880-yard run — Wickland (M),
Sneller (Z),
The program also will include a
Lake.
Tempered Clavier, Book I; recitals Blandford (F), Groenhof(Z). Time
Mrs. Harry Wetter of Waukazoo.
film describing MSU’s centennial Warren (M), Kibby (H). Time
John F. Rutgers and wf. to
in New York, Pennsylvaniaand 56.8.
Miss .Martin stated that water
2:14.5.
celebrationin 1955.
Julius
C.
Huf
and
wf.
Lots
5.
6
Michigan and also in The Hague
is our first and most important
880-yard relay — Muskegon.
180-yard low hurdles — Rottman
This
Mrs. Bill Gargano, president of
Indian Hills Sub. Twp. Park.
and Amsterdam, the Netherlands. (F) and Nyenhuis (Z), tied for
resource. Water led to the disTime 1:38.
the local alumni group, is general
Nellie B. Vaughn to Florence
She is a native of Holland, the first; Vender Laan (Z). Time 24.
covery of iron and copper which
Pole
vault
—
Philius.
Thomson
..
chairman for the meeting. Mr. and
Vaughn Carroll Lots 61, 62 MacaTen applicationsfor buildingper- gave us the steam engine and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Peter
880-yard run _ Me NeU (F), Mrs. William A. Jesiek and Mr. and Cahill, all Muskegon. Height
v'
mits totaling$51,845 were filed printing press, major contributawa Park, Twp. Park.
Kaashoek, 104 East 21st St., and Mulder (Z) Longcore (F). Time
11’.
and Mrs. Bill Lalley are in charge
Leroy Vermeer and wf. to Neal
this week with Building Inspector
now lives in Bowling Green, Ohio, 2:18.7.
tions to world progress, she said.
Shot Put - Hill (H), Homfeld
of arrangements,Mr. and Mrs.
Ralya
and
wf.
Lot
84
Glueck’s
Lavern Serne in the city engin- When geologists were searching
where her husband,Dr. Louis C.
220- yard dash — Looman (Z), John Bender are in charge of re- (M), Timmer (M). Distance
Sub) No. 3 City of Grand Haven.
eer’s office in City Hall. Die list
Rus, is an instructorin the English Putney (F) Anway (F). Time 24.8.
Michigan for salt, they discovered
43'1%”.
freshments and Mr. and Mrs. Vem
William Nyboer and wf. to Rusincluded four new houses.
Department at Bowling Green
also granite and our huge supply
Shot put — Nyenhuis (Z), Den
Broad
jump
Philius
(M),
S c h i p p e r will act as host and
sell P. Schmelzer and wf. Lot 41
The applications follows:
State University.
Ouden (Z), Berens (Z). Distance hostess.
of limestone from which has come
Rose’ (M) Robbert (H). Distance
Indian Hills Sub. No. 1 Twp. Park.
Dr. Folkert has announced that 39’H%".
20’3%”.
Rev. Jacob Mulder, 74 East 21st glass sand, siliconesand cement
George Wolfert et al to Adrian
MUi Rada Ann Rynbrandt
17 other courses will be offered at
Broad jump
Feenstra (Z),
High jump — Robbert (H), Van Wyk and wf. Pt. SEU 11-6-13
St., enclose front porch. $60; self, for our modem highways, she
The Rev. and Mrs. Abraham contractor.
the session. In Art a course in Ouden (Z), Dragoo. Distance 18 2”.
said. The speaker said that MichiNienhuis (H), Boyink (Mi and Twp. Georgetown.
High jump — Taber (Z), Wissink
drawing and painting will be
Rynbrandt of 133 East 34th St.,
gan was a pioneer in the developHawkins (M) tied for second and
Norman
Bos,
384
West
17th
St.,
Adrian Van Wyk and wf. to
ment of geology as a science.
taught by Miss Eleanor DePree (Z), Carter and Rottman (both F).
third. Height
Karl A. Clarici and wf. Pt. SEU announce the approachingmarri- new house,'30 by 30 feet, frame
with a choice of 2 or 3 hours cred- Height 5’5”.
When statehood was reached, the
and
brick
construction,
$10,000;
11-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
age of their daughter, Reda Ann,
Pole vault — Carter (F), Sherit When weather permits this
first geological survey laws conDonald Gordon and wf. to Laura to John T. Santinga, son of Mr. self, contractor.
tained all the conservation departcourse will be conducted outdoors mer (Z) Wissink (Z). Height 9’2’’.
Gordon
Pt. NEU SWU 22-8-15 Twp.
Arthur
Schaap,
24
West
27th St.,
880-yard relay — Zeeland. Time
and Mrs. Tipiothy Santinga of Kalments still in existence except the
doing landscapescenes or using
remove basement window and inMiss Elaine De Weerd has re- Crockery.
park department. Miss Martin
outdoor models. Students of high 1:42.6.
Holland High's tennis team chalkamazoo.
La
Verne
Berghorst
and
wf
to
stall
basement
door,
$60;
self,
conschool age may enroll for this
urged further efforts to conserve
ed up its 33rd straight win and the turned to her home from Holland
The
marriage
rites
will
take
Henry Van Gelderen and wf. Pt.
tractor.
course which meets daily from Mothers Tea Is Held
Michigan's great heritage of
second this year with year with a Hospital where she underwent an
SWU
SEU
18-5-14
City
of
Zeeplace
at
8
p.m.
the
evening
of
Adam Krenn, 317 West 28th St., water, forests and minerals to
9:30-11:30for 2 hour credit, and
5-2 victory over Muskegon High appendectomy.
land.
June 12 in Maplewood Reformed new house, 26 by 40 feet, frame the end that our contributionto
At Lincoln School
9:30-12:30, 3 hours.
at the 21st St. courts Thursday Mr. and Mrs. Jim Volkema are
Peter Ver Burg and wf. to James
construction. $11,000; self conawaiting the arrival of Mrs.
Church.
In Bible. Dr. Henry Voogd will
man's progress and happiness
afternoon.
Hamilink and wf. Lot 7 H.P.
tractor.
Presentation
of
an
operetta,
Volkema’s
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Miss
Rynbrandt
attends
Hope
teach Philosophy of the Christian
may be perpetuated.
Coach Joe Moran reportedthe
Zwemers
Sub.
Twp,
Holland.
A. J. Cook Lumber Co., 319 West
College where she is affiliated with
The speaker was introduced by
Religion; Education, Garret “Little Red Hen” by the kinder- Dutch were hard pressed in spots, Guider of Birmingham, England,
Marvin
A.
Vanden
Bosch
and
Vanderborgh, History and Phil- garten and a musical program of especiallyin the No. 1 and 2 dou- who will arrive by plane in De- wf. to Gerald L. Van Slalsen and Delta Phi sorority.Mr. Santinga 31st St., qew house and garage, Mrs. Earl Price, chapter regent,
is a junior at the University of 24 by 38 feet and 20 by 22 feet, who also conducteda brief busir
osophy of Educationand John J. America* songs highlighted the bles where the locals were behind troit May 5.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Holder wf. Pt. Lot 26 Essenburg'sSub Michigan School of Medicine. He frame construction,$18,000 and ness meeting. The meeting openVer Beek, Principles of Teaching program at the mothers tea held in second sets, but retaliated to
and son Jack spent Sunday at the Twp. Holland.
is a member of the Phi Alpha $2,000; self, contractor.
in the Elementary School and Ed- Wednesday afternoon in Lincoln score wins.
ed with the Pledge of Allegiance
School gym.
home
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe RisseKappa fraternity.
ucational Sociology.English offerCrampton Manufacturing Co., followed by devotions led by Mrs.
Bill
Japinga,
playing
the
No.
1
lada and family in Grand Rapids. Highway Department
Leading roles in the operetta
ings by the Hope staff include
338 West 12th St., install rest room Ben Van Lente, chaplain.
spot for Holland, had the easiest
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Sikkel and
A social hour followed the proFreshman Composition and a Sur- were played by Susan Eckman,
and toilets,$2,700; Strom ConstrucBridal Shower Given
time of it winning 6-1-6-0 over
Charges Seeley in Suit
vey in American Literature, and Beverly G e e r t m a n and Irene Terry Bravermen of Muskegon. sons, Douglas and Mark, of St.
tion Co. with ^plumbing by gram with Mrs. A.T. Godfrey,
Louis, Mo., were weekend guests
Mrs. F.E. De Weese and Mrs. C.J.
Edward Brand will teach Business Vasquez, trio; Lannie Givens, narModders.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - For Marilyn Witteveen'
Bill Bos, a former Holland resi- at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ted
rator; Stephanie Woods, Little Red
Hand assistingtjie hostess.
English.
State
Highway
Commissioner
Peter
Vande
Wege.
240
West
dent,
is
Muskegon
tennis
coach.
German offerings will be Ele- Hen; Edward Harkema, cat; Billy His team shows a lot of balance De Graaf and attendedthe 47th Charles M. Ziegler has filed suit Miss Marilyn Witteveen, bride- 20th St., remodel kitchen, change
anniversarydinner for their
elect of Gordon Disselkoen, was
mentary German taught by Baker, pig; David Van Ess, frog;
and will be tough to beat as the parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. West- in Ottawa CircuitCourt against G. complimented at a bridal shower windows and install cupboards.
Edward Welters and Intermediate Randy Viening, miller. Miss Elna season progresses.
Palmer Seeley, ousted right-of$400; self, contractor.
Friday evening at the home of
German by Dr. Ernest E. Ellert. Stocker, teacher, was assisted by John Landwehr, playing the No. rate, at the De Graaf home.
way buyer for the department, and
Klaas- Holwerda,West 29th St.,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jake
Waterway
Mrs.
Johnson.
Mrs. Bill Van Wieren
These classes will meet three
Seeley's wife, in connection with
new
house and garage, 32 by 38
4
singles
spot,
lost
one
match
for
celebrated
their
50th
wedding
anniDavid Meek announcedthe musiGames were played and dupli- feet and 19 by 22 feet, frame and
hours a day for eight weeks and
Holland and John Winter and Ron versary and held open house for certain propertiesSeeley purchascal
program
which
included
songs
cate prizes awarded to Miss
carry 8 hours credit
brick construction,.$9,000 and Winners of the 21est annual essey
Bronson, No. 3 doubles team, drop- their friends Thursday evening, ed in Ottawa county.
Dorothy Witteveen and Mrs. Carl
In the field of history, European and folk dances arranged by Mrs.
The
bill of complaint charges that
$1,000; self, contractor.
ped
the
other.
contest sponsored by the Holland
April 5. On Friday evening, they
Elizabeth
Protsman,
teacher,
acReimink.
Refreshments
were
servCivilization, Recent American HisKate Smallegan. 95 East 16th St., Veterans of Foreign Wars AuxiResults: Singles — Japinga (Hi entertained their children and Seeley used “guile and artifice’’in
companied
by
Mrs.
Gertrude
tory, and Recent History of the
obtaining the property for himself ed by the hostess, assisted by cut in window, $75; Bernard liary were announcedat a regular
def. Braverman (M) 6-1, 6-0; grandchildren.
Mrs. Martin Van Wieren and Mrs.
Tar East will be taught by Dr. J. Douwstra.Solo numbers were giv- Roger Plagenhoef (H) def.- Jim
Timmer, contractor.
meeting of the Auxiliary Thursday
On April 20, a benefit night of instead ol for the highway depart- Robert Boes.
Dyke Van Putten and others of the en by Nancy Morgan and Gerald Brammer (M), 6-2, 6-4; Lester
ment.
Purportedly,
Seeley
then
Lloyd
Voorhorst, 207 East 25th evening at the VFW club house.
music
will
be
held
at
the
North
Bergman who sang; Phyllis
Invited were the Mesdames
history staff.
Overway (H) def. Don Dephouse Shore Community Hall sponsored was prepared to sell the proper- John Elzinga, Tom Elzinga, Fred St., new garage, 14 by 22 feet, Winner of first prize at $10 was
Mathematicscourses will be In- Garbrecht, violinist, and Cornelius (M), 6-2, 6-1; Louis Philip (M) def.
ties to the state at a profit to him$550; self, contractor.
Barbara Welvoord and second
by the Waukazoo Guild of HolHarbin, Floyd Hossink, James
termediate Algebra. Integral Cal- Vande Wege, accordionist.
self.
prize of $5, Marilyn De Waard,
John
Landwehr
(H)
8-6, 6-1.
land
Hospital.
David
Meek,
Arnold
Lockner
and
Elzinga,
Louis
Elzinga,
Ken
Walculus and DifferentialEquations to
both Holland High School students.
Doubles — Jim Vande Poel and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Van Wieren The department has offered to
be taught by Dr. Folkert and Dick Van Moerek, dressed as sail- Marshall. Elzinga (H) def. Dan and Mr. and Mrs. Martin Van repay Seeley the sums expended ters, Ted Elzinga, Allen Elzinga,
Phil Damstra of Christian High
or, soldier and> marine, took part
Albert Lampen.
liy him out of his own funds, and Carl Reimink, Bud Poskey, Wed Celery
wen third prize of $2,50. Subject
in the flag presentationas the clos- Wright and Ray Russ (M), 8-6, 7-5; Wieren called on Mr. and Mrs.
Poll,
Len
Schripsema,
C.
Schaap,
Introductory Psychology and Edis asking the court to decree that
for this year's essays was “AmerBill Bouman and Dennis Wiersma Henry Poskey in Jenison on Moning number.
the parcels Seeley holds in trust Ed Everse, Joe Dalman, Thomas
ucational Sociology will also be ofica, Beacon of Hope.” Judges were
(H)
def.
Jack
Burgess
and
Mike
day.
Tea was served by the kinderfor plaintiff be turned over on pay- Elzinga, Jake Disselkoen and Jack
fered.
Mrs. John Steenblik. Miss Betty
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Reimink, Sr.,
garten room mothers from a table Workman (M), 6-4, 9-7; Dave Reck
Witteveen;also the Misses Delia
ment.
Folkert said all instructorswill
Ten Haven and Miss Izxicile JonkandiClyde
Le
Tarta
(M)
def.
John
and
Miss
Lenore
Reimink
visited
be regular members of the Hope decorated in the spring motif. Winter and Ron Bronson (H), 6-4, with Mr. and Mrs. Keith Reimink Seeley was charged with conspir- Disselkoen, Dorothy Witteveen,
man, teachers at Harrington
Pouring were Mrs. Blaine Timmer
acy to defraud and cheat in both Muriel Elzinga, Marilyn Van Rhee
Hudsonville area farmers are in School.
• College faculty except Mrs. Rus.
6-0.
at La Porte, Ind., on Friday.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Mouw.
Ottawa and Muskegon counties and Miss Janet Poskey.
need of 600,000 celery plants, RichAll courses carry three hours credDuring the Auxiliarybusiness
In an extra match Taber of HolThe Waukazoo PTA club stagback in 1954. He was sentenced to
ard Machiele, Ottawa County ag- meeting, the group voted to give
it except DifferentialEquations.2
land defeated- Phyl Osborn of Mus- ed a soup supper and penny carserve a term in Jackson prison
ricultural agent reported Saturday. $60 to the tornado disaster fund.
hours and Integral Calculus, 4
kegon, 7-5, 6-3.
Former Grand Haven
nival at the school last Friday
out of the Muskegon court.
These plants were in green- Several auxiliary members have
hours.
evening. All proceeds will be used
houses destroyed during the April been doing volunteer work in the
Insurance
Man
Dies
Application for admission is to
for equipment for' the new addi3 tornado.
Immediate Relative!
disaster area.
be made to the Director of the
tion to the school, w'hich is pro- Fillmore Home Club
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Golden pascal variety is the first
Mrs. Margaret Eastman, youth
Summer Session.
gressing satisfactorily.
Sale in Berlin, Wii.
Eugene Kenneth Krause, 46, for- choice of the farmers and green activities chairman, announced
The Harderwyk Christian Re- Has Potlack Supper
mer Grand Haven insurance pascal is second choice.
that an American flag has been
Mrs. Paul Wojahn of Holland has formed Church m building an
Brothers Reunited Alter
If any celery farmers, especially presented to a Cub Scout pack in
The Fillmore Home group held agent, was found dead in bed of
i Norma Naber took the lead at received word from an older sister additionto accommodate it< suma potluck supper at the home* of a heart attack Friday morning at those in the Hamilton area, have Hamilton and one at Lakewood
Three Years in Service
the halftime point of the Holland in Berlin, Wis., the town which was mer visitors.
Mr. and Mrs. George Klingenberg the John Dietrich home in Robin- additional plants, information can School.This makes five flags preMr.
and
Mrs.
Nelson
Lucas
and
Archery indoor tournamentin Hol- hit by a tornado the same day .it
Earl Kortering, who has just land High gym Wednesday night swept Western Michigan, stating children were Sunday callers at Tuesday evening. Husbands were son township. He had been ill for be given through letter to the Ag- sented this year to groups of this
some time but death was unex- riculturaloffice in the Ottawa kind.
been graduated from Navy sub- Mrs. Naber fired a 790 on the that all is well with her family, the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jack special guests.
Two new- members were inititiaErnest Kortering showed slides pected. Dr. William Heard of County court house in Grand
marine school at New London, opening night and will be in the although a big timber crashed Witteveenand family.
of his travels in Austria, France, Grand Haven, deputy medical exa- Haven or to Albert Blauwkamp at ted during the evening.
Conn, flew into Holland Saturday driver’sseat when the final night’s through their newly built addiMr. and Mrs. Henry Wendt and
Hudsonville.
It was announced that an 8th
morning to spend a leave with shooting i: completedWednesday, tion, wrecked the roof and the bed- children spent last weekend with Germany. Netherlandsand Italy. miner, was called.
Krause
pursued a hobby of Plants are needed from April 25 district rally will be held in Grand
The followingwere present: Mr.
his family.
their parents. Mr. and Mrs. C.H.
room.
April 18.
and Mrs. James Koops, Mr. and music and in earlier years play- to May 12, Michiele said. The Haven May 19, when the departIt marked the first time he and
Hoffman at Huntington, Ind.
In shooting the first place score,
Word was also received that
Mrs. John Den, Mr. and Mrs. Wil- ed in several dance orchestras.He farmers have substituted onions ment president will make her ofhis two brothers were reunited in
Mrs. Bob Boes and Mrs. Martin
Mrs. Naber set a new record for an cousin and second »cousin of Mrs.
liam
Vandenbelt,Mr. and Mrs. was in the upholstery business and for some of the celery destroyed. ficial visit to the district.The
three years and three months.
end which consists of five flights Wojahn were killed and a cousin Van Wieren entertained at
Bob Lucas, MSU muck specia- next local meeting on April 26 will
Herman
Kortering, Mr. and Mrs. also worked for ContinentalMotors
One brother, Vern, came home of six arrows each. Her score in
and her daughter are in serious bridal shower at the Boes home
list,
has ' made an qppeal to all feature installation of officers.
last January after four years with
Wednesday evening for Marilyn John Kronemeyer, Mrs. John J. in Muskegon before going into in- celery growers in Michigan to help Refreshmentswere served after
the last of three ends Wednesday conditionin a hospital.
surance.He was, a member of,
Boeve.
Mrs.
Joe
Zoet,
Mr.
and
the U.S. Air Force, which includnight was a perfect 270, consisting The letter also cited another Witteveen. Former Girls Society
the meeting.
Mrs. Henry Lee Bonzelaar.Mr. the American Legion and Elks out.
ed 2% years in Alaska.
of 30 consecutive bullseyes.
story. Two sisters in the •neighbor- members were invited. Miss
and Mrs. Ted Vanden Berg and lodge. He was inducted into the
Another brother, Ronald, reHalf of the tourney contestants hood found to their dismay when. Witteveen will be married May 4
armed forces in 1942.
Ben Lohman.
turned home late in March aftef* fired in the 700's on opening night
Hope Golfers Score Win
Personal Shower Given
they returned to their leveledhome to Gordon Disselkoen at Western
Survivingare two sisters and
two years with the U.S. Army, inTheological
Seminary
Chapell.
WTien scores are posted next that a mattresscontaining !1,000
Over
Grand
Rapids
JC
For Miss Margery Knoll
three brothers.
cluding 15 months in Korea and
Radio Station Okayed
week they will be classified as to was gone. By telling ill their neighFuneral services were held
Japan.
WASHINGTON
(Special)
—
The
men's free style, ladies free style, bors, they all began a systematic Marv Wabeke Elected
Hope College’s golf team defeatMiss Margery Knoll was honored
at 2 p.m. Monday from Kinkema
The three servicemen,repre- men's instinctiveand ladies inFederal Communications Commissearch of the territoryand found
Funeral Home with the Rev. Carl ed Grand Rapids Junior College, at a personalshower Thursday
senting three branches of the
sion announced today that the
stinctive.
the mattress with the $1,000 intact. Archery Club President
10-5 in the opening match Friday evening at the home of Mrs. Hollis
U.S. military service, are sons of
Grand Haven BroadcastingCo., Strange of the MethodistChufch at the Saugatuckcourse.
Other scores this week: Gene
Berlin,Wis., was Mrs. Wojahn’s
Halstead, West 29th St. Hostesses
officiating. Burial was in Spring
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Kortering, 144 Hiddinga, 768; John Lam, 762;
Marv Wabeke was elected presi- has received a license to operate
childhood home town.
Bill Kramer of Hope was medal- were Mrs. Paul Drooger, Mrs. ConLake
cemetery.
East 24th St. They have a younger
dent of the Holland Archery club a radio broadcastingstation to
Bill Brown, 760; Bill Vander Berg,
ist with a 76.
rad Knoll and Mrs. Halstead.
sister; Norma.
at the annual spring ejection serve the Grand Haven. Spring
760; Harvey Clements, 756; Chuck
In an extra match, Carole Lee
Duplicateprizes were awarded
Martin Kole Installed
Tuesday at the Holland Fish and Lake and Ferrysburg areas. Sta- Marriage Licenses
Rozema, 754; Glenn Brower, 742;
Evertse, JC’s first girl gofler, to Mrs. Ray Nykamp, Mrs. Albert
Game Gub house.
Uon call letters tall be WGHN and
^Warren St John, 742; Marve Wa- As
Ottawa County
Auxiliary Meets
played a match with Bill Sandahl Landauer and Miss Mary Jo Oonk.
Commander
Paul Barkel was named vice offices and studios will be located Dale Burton Reimink, 23, and of Hope. Each team picked up a
Guests included the Mesdames
At Home of Mrs. Vos r
The Henry Walter* Post 2144 president,G 1 e n q Brower, secre- in Grand Haven at 228% Washing- Alyce Deana dipping, 22, both of 1% points in the exhibition.
Don De Glopper, Albert Landauer,
Car Hits Deer
Veterans of Foreign War* Thurs- tary, Gene Hiddinga, treasurer, ton St The station is expected to route 4, Holljand; Glenn D.
Results with 18-hole total in par- Ray Schurman, Donald Schutt,
Diiabled American Veterans GRAND HAVEN (Special)
day night held Installationcere- and Webb Dalman. reporter. The be ready for operation June 18 Peterson, 28, route 1, Nunica, and enthesis: Bill Kramer (H76) def. Richard Brown, Ray Nykamp and
Auxiliary of Holland held its April A deer which was killed when
newly elected officers will begin and a 200-foot transmitting tower Mary Lou Zuidema, 23, Coopers- Frank Skestone (GR78), 2%-%; the Misses Fran Johnson, Marian
monies for their new officers.
meeting at the home of Mrs. struck by a car driven by Orland
Elected commander wa* Martin their terms of office following the is being constructed at the present ville; Eugene N A. Herrington, 22. Ray De Does (H83) def.. Jim Kud- Posma, Mary Jo Oonk. Marjlyn
Charles Vos Thursday evening. The R. Johnson, 31, of Muskegon on
Kole. Other officers are Ben Cup* annual archery banquet, May 2. time. The FCC authorized the sta- Grand Rapids, and Dolores lack (GR83) 34); Jim Sallk (GR79) Alderink, Ethel Jager, Carole Esmeeting was in charge of Mrs. US-31 in Grand Haven township at erus, senior vice-commander;Clif- A total of 38 member* were prestion to operate from sunrise to Baareman, 20, route 2, Hudson- def. Bob Burwitz (H83) 34); Bill senburg, Betty Smith, Betty
Cornelia Olin, commander.
8:30 p.m. Sunday, was turned over ford Dengler, Junior viqe-comman- ent at the election. Outgoing pres- sunset. Stockholdersare H. F.
ville; Roger Frank Emert, 19, Holt (H79) def. Arnie Junewick Brouwer, Carol Cook, Mary SchroAfter the business session, games to the county infirmary. Johnson’s der; Bill Ten Brink, quartermasident Bill Brown presided.Refresh- Wulf of Spring Lake; Joseph Deeb, route 1, Jenison, and Betty Jean (GR82) 2%-% and Joe Martin (H tenboer and Shirley Seidelman.
were played and lunch was served car was badly damaged in the ter; Henry Lerjjson,adjutant, and ments were served and games
Bob Runyon and Bob Kirby, all Van
in Ale
Aleter, 19, rout* ‘S, Hudson- 97) def. Marvin Jacoby (GR 100)
Miss Knoll will become" tbs bride
by the hostess.
front end.
Paul Dalman, <|>aplain.~
were played and prize* awarded. of Grand Rapids.
ville,
2-L
of Paul Sjfieur May 5.
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Maroon Himclads

Dr. Hatcher Emphasizes

EdgeHudsonviHe

Need

for Spiritual

1956

W. Boer

Unity

In

Is

Whiner

Speech Contest

"Whenever intelligent people

•
•Ily

r;
'(

Ready

to

InOpenmgMeet
A
»

I

iv ^

down

its

Warren Boer, son of Mr. and

together

and^hink a thing through, they
come to one conclusion— that spir-

surprising Holland Christian

High School track team got
;

I^Keg^^a.-

Let’s Plant Beauty - Soil

(of all races) sit

Auxiliary* Has

itual unity is the thing that is go-

ing to be necessary for survival in

world.”

Dinner Meeting

‘
season off to a good start on the a modern
That statement was made by Dr.
2lst street track, Monday afternoon
Members of the Junior Chamber
by upsetting Hudsonville, one of Harlan Hatcher, president of the
the Kbnewa League leaders, 50- University of Michigan, at the an- of Commerce Auxiliary held their
nual spring banquet of the Century annual spring dinner meeting
45. It was Hudsonville’s second
loss in four starts this season, Club Monday evening in Durfee Thursday evening.
Hall on Hope campus.
A beautiful spring bouquet centheir other defeat coming at the
Displaying great personal tered the dinner table and a spring
hands of powerful Sparta.
The weather was anythingbut charm, Dr. Hatcher recounted his flower corsage and m i n i at u r e
ideal for a track meet and ham- experiences of a trip to the Orient cornucopia at each mem ber’s
place carried out the spring motif.
pered the times set by both schools. last December and January.
His first stop was the Philippines The latter were gifts to the memHowever Coach Art Wyma, in his
first year at the Maroon helm, where he was tremendously im- bers from the president,Mrs. Don
was well pleased with his squad’s pressed by President Magsaysay, Gllcrest.
findinghim to be the most dynamAfter dinner, a regular business
performance.
"Consideringthe little practice ic and aggressivepersonality he meeting was held with annual rewe have had and the bad weather met in the Orient. He stressed the ports presented by Mrs. Gilcrest;
Monday, I am well pleased at this fact that the Philippines was the Mrs. Norm Wangen, secretary;
only spot where Communism has Mrs. Con Boeve, treasurer; Mrs.
stage," he reported.
Particularlygratifyingto Wyma really been put down. He viewed J. C. Petterj cards and flowers;
was the performance of several the war ruins and was happy to Mrs. Myron Van Oort, constitution,
Ettmueller,
underclassmenwho are competing have a part in the graduation of and Mrs.
a class of 4,000 young Filipinos membership.
for the first time. A freshmandash

If,
i

Must Be

Work Before You Plant

water and food), it should be worth
our best effortsto strive for the
proper things for our plants, especiallysince the warm brown
earth can be hard and cold and
grey if you let her.
Garden soil serves two main
functions:supplying plant-foodand
offering a foothold for -plant life.
Soil that is styny so that shoots
cannot push through it or rootlets
who had completed a public adOfficers elected for the 1956-57
are stopped In their tracks, soil man, Wayne De Young, and Jim ministrationcourse.
season are Mrs. Wangen, presiMeurer,
a
sophomore
880
runner,
that is so packed with water so
At Formosa, Dr. Hatcher spent dent; Mrs. Egbert Boer, vice
that air cannot reach through to came in for special plaudits.
working ground for rootlets?
considerable time with the president; Mrs. Tom Vander Kuy,
The
locals
showed
surprising
If the soil in your garden still the roots, or soil that is so loose
Chiangs. He was specially Im- •secretary;Mrs. Ettmueller, treaspacks like a snow ball, you had that water runs too fast for the strength in the field events where pressed with the educational sysurer; Mrs. Burke Field, two-year
they
took
first in all three events.
rootlets
to
slake
their
thirst
tends
better "put your feet in the stocks”
tem the Chiangs were promoting board member, and Mrs. Don
The
pole
vault
was
not
held
due
as your garden is not ready for to deter itself from serving effito repairing underway in the pit. on Formosa and was particularlyScholten, one-year board member.
planting. A soil that is friableis ciently.
AU in all the Dutch picked up thrilled with Mme. Chiang’s or- The group is making Dutch hats,
one that crumbles but has water- If your garden retainswater and
which will be sold during Tulip
seven firsts,four seconds and three phanages.
holding capacities:it is soil so well dries cpment-like In the blazing
At Hong Kong, Dr. Hatcher Time.
thirds. Hudsonville had four firsts,
aerated that plant roots may easily sun, it most likely has a lot of
The May 10 meeting will feature
six seconds and seven thirds. The found the greatestbuilding and
clay. Even though a garden should
penetrate it.
greatest rush of business in the a progressive dinner and installaTo understand the nature of soil become self-sufficientby producing biggest single point getter was the Orient. It is here where much tion of officers.
Eagles’ Rolan^ Schut who picked
better, we small-space gardeners large quantitiesof its own humus,
up 141 points on two firsts, a re- foreign capital is being invested.
should make it our duty to know you may have to add some from
At Japan, Dr. Hatcher visited the
lay leg and a second. Christian's
more about it. In a very broad other sources— such as w'ell-rotted
high
man
was
Rich
Hertel with prince who previously had visited
sense, it is composed of two ma- horse or cow manure, leaf mold,
firsts in the 100 yard dash and the University of Michigan in conterials— rock and organic matter. or best of all, loads of compost
th? 220. He was followed by John nection with the Phoenix project
It also classifies itself rather from one of your own pits. To the
While at Ann Arbor after all proNykamp with eight points.
steadily into three mflilffiypes— clay we would also' add some sand
tocol had been observed, the
Christian'snext meet will be
at
clay, sand or loam. TfoWype of in trying to acquire a loam condinight affair at Grand Rapids Chris- prince had expressed a wish to
rock matter in the soil of your tion. If your garden is made up of
tian on Thursday,run in conjunc- see the university football team
garden determineswhether it is shining sand, lots of humus and
Jay Rletberg, 63, of Grand
tion with the Calvin College - Fer- in practice.At the field, Coach
clay or sand. Clay is made up of clay must be added and thoroughly
Wally Weber was most informal in Rapids, father of Dr. Roger Rietris dual meet.
fine particles,which are powdery mixed toward making loam.
explaining football to the prince. berg of Holland, died Monday
Results in order of finish:
To these few general ideas we
when dry and which become sticky
evening in his home after a long
120 yard high hurdles — Schut On this visit, Weber was the one
illness.
and pack together when wet. Sand might add that many a gardener
(H), Huizenga (HO, Mohr (H); person the prince remembered and
For 44 years he had been emis made up of coarse particles and has saved himself a needless numinquired
about.
time — 17.9.
has little abilityto retain water ber of headaches and expense by
Dr. Hatcher’saddress to the ployed at the Boston store in
100 yard dash
Hertel (HC)
because the spaces between the planting things on olay that prefer
Japanese-Americanclub in Japan Grand Rapids, serving as display
Mohr (H), Vruggink (H); time
sand particles is greater. The clay to sand, and planting the
was tremendously well received. manager several years. Active in
11.4.
music .circles, he was one of the
organic matter in your soil is sand-loving plants in places where
Mile run — Brower (H), Kuipers Afterwards, the Japanese had told
humus, which is decomposed or they won't get wet feet. After all,
originalmembers of the Wolverine
him
that
all
previous
visitors
had
(HC), Nienhuis (H), time - 5:39:8.
Four, a men’s quartet organized
partiallydecomposed vegetable or there are people too who have their
880 yard relay — Won by Hud- told how the Americans build the
in 1919 which was in great deanimal matter. This teems with preferences— some like foam rubbest
highways,
best
communicasonville (Mohr, Wind, Schut, Vrugminute forms of life that are im- ber, some feathers,and others pretions systems, produce the best mand at appearancesin Western
gink) time 1:44.5.
Michigan.For several years, the
ftortant in the manufacture of food fer to roost on pine boughs in
. .and Dr. Hatcher had
440 yard dash — Voetberg(HC), engineers
group provided special music at
for plants. Added to clay soil it Sherwood Forest. Of importance
told
them
that
American
educators
Mannes (HC), Wiers (H), time
helps make it porous so water and then is to know your plant's preare interested and concerned CommunityGood Friday services
59.4.
in Holland.
food can reach the roots of plants; ference and be wise enough to heed
180 yard low hurdles —Schut (H) with teaching students spiritually.
added to sandy soil it helps it re- it.
"We must do more spiritual train- He was a member of Eighth ReMohr (H), Huisinga (HC), time
While mixing our soils, our
tain water by giving ft bulk which
ing in our universities, because formed Church in Grand Rapids
23.8.
organic matters, minerals, compost
acts as a sponge.
spiritual
unity is most necessary for 35 years. He taught Sunday
880 yard run
Meuer (HC),
School there, also served as an
Loam is of course the ideal pits, commercial fertilizers, and Brandt
for survival i . in this
(H), Orrell (H), time
elder and vice president of the
dream of every gardener as it what have you, we are reminded of 2:23.
world," he hid said.
consistory.
combines the working properties the English artist who, when asked
Banquet
arrangements
for
the
220 yard dash — Hertel (HC),
Surviving are the wife, Katherof all three— clay, sand and humus. what he mixed his paints with, reVruggink (H), De Young (HC), 120 guests were in charge of Dr. ine; two daughters, Mrs. Joe
Since the soil can supply most of plied, "I mix them with brains, time - 25.8.
and Mrs. O. van der Velde, Mr.
Vlietstraand Mrs. Jack Maguson
the necessary conditions(air, heat, sir."
High Jump
Nykamp (HC), and Mrs. Milton Hinga and Mr. of Grand Rapids; two sons, Roger
and
Mrs.
L.
W.
Lamb.
Selections
Schut (H), Ensing (H), height
by a piano duo, Mrs. Harold of Holland and Warren of Grand

t Now is the time of year when a
jjjrdener must exercise restraint.
l}ow easy it is to rush out, grab a
ie, then a rake, then a trowel,
immediatelybegin to plant,
ither this can be disastrousor
depends on this question: Hbw
Die is your tilth? To tell
whether your soil is ready for
working, take a handful,squeeze or
jJress it into a lump. Does it retain
this shape or does it crumble into
looseness that promises good

Norman

a

JayRietberg
Succumbs

—

63

—

.
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Samuel P.

modern

—

5'4".

Meeuwsen

Christian Nine

Scores First

Mrs. WilUam Boer of 575 Lawndale
Court was selected as winner of
the Holland-Zeeland
Young Calvinist League oratorical contest
and will compete in the District
elimination to be held in Holland

May

25.

The contest took place at the regular meeting of the league last
Tuesday in Bethany Christian Reformed Church. Boer, who is a
senior at Holland Christian High
School and is president of the student council, will compete with or-

Locals

Attend

—

—

Annual Confab

Committees

Supervisors

Maroons Defeat

Hospital Motes
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Monday were Robert Lundy, 175
East 18th St; Mrs. Hairy Griffin,
124K East Eighth St; Mrs. Carrie
Voltz, West Olive; Bradley Comport, 1116 Lakewood; Mrs. Carl

Sooth Christian
To Even Record

Holland Christian'sbaseball
Vliithum, 336 Third Ave. ; Mrs. Colleen Slager,49 East 35th St; Rod- squad registeredits first win of the
ators from Ohio, Wisconsin, Illi- ney Berkompas, West Olive; season, Monday afternoon at Rivernois, Indiana and Michigan.
Wayne Brower, M-40, Holland. view Park as it downed Grand
He won over Larry Dykstra the
Discharged Monday were Mrs. Rapids South Christian,7-3. The
only other contestantin a close de- John Straatsma, 552 West 17th St; locals’ record is now 1-1 for the
cision judger by the Rev. Paul Bert Slenk, route 6; Mrs. Colleen season.
Veenstra, pastor of Hamilton Slager, 49 East J5th St; Bradley The game was played in an icy
Christian Reformed Church, the Comport, 1116 Lakewood; Wayne wind with a few snow flurries but
Rev. Gerald Vanden Berg, pas- Brower, M-40, Holland.
the diamond was in good conditor of Pine Creek Christian ReHospital births include a daugh- tion. Despite the cold weather,
formerd Church, and the Rev. ter, Kathy Lynn, born today to Mr. both clubs staged a well played
Lambert Ponstein, professorof and Mrs. George Bone burg, 387 contest.
Bible at Hope College.
West 19th St; a daughter, Mary Both pitchers, Harvey WestenWinner of the district contest Beth, bom today to Mr. and Mrs. broek for the Maroons, and Kooiwill receive a round trip coach
Robert Veneklasen, 252 Cambridge ker for the invaders went all of
fare which will enable him to atAve.; a daughter bom today to the way. Westenbroekhad the bettend the national conventionof Mr. and Mrs. Grover Calvert, ter of the argument however, as
Young Calvinist Federation at route 4.
he scattered three hits while strikHamilton, Ontario, Canada, in
ing out U* batters. He had only
August and participatein the Infair control, giving up seven walks.
ternational Young Calvinist OraMeanwhile the locals,touched Kooitorical contest.
ker for seven walks. He struck
First place winner of the Intei^
out five Dutch batters.
nationalcontestwill receive a oneThe Maroons got things rolling
year tuitionaward at Calvin Colin their first frame as they counlege, Grand Rapids, and also an
tered twice without the aid of a
engraved trophy. A one semester
hit. After the first two batters
tuition will be awarded the second
walked, an Infield out and a costly
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
place winner.
Following a hearing before Judge error sent them around to score.
Last year Bruce Keuning, son of
Raymond L. Smith Mondav after- Holland's lead was short lived,
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Keuning of
noon on a case brought by Mr. however, as the Grand Rapids nine
27 West 32nd St., won first place
and Mrs. John A. Prawdzlk of collectedall of its runs in the secat the national convention at Rock
Spring Lake againstHeldema Bro*. ond inning. Three walks, an error
Valley, Iowa.
of Holland,the court ruled that and a timely single by First Basethe bill of complaint be dismissed, man Rozema accounted for the
the temporary injunction issued damage.
Cbach George Visser’s Holland
April 3, 1956 be dissolvedand that
an order providing for such reUef crew sewed up the victory In their
third with two more markers.
could be preparedand entered.
Three
straightwalks and a single
The injunctionsought to Itop acIn
tion to evict Mr. and Mr*. Prawd- by sophomore third sacker, Jim
zik, who operate a duck farm on Kool, accounted for the scoring.
The locals might well have had a
Holland High School students Spring Lake, and was issued April couple of more it it weren’t for
3
after
Prawdzik
posted
a
$5,000
who won first places in the district
some faulty base running.
forensic contest here on March bond.
Prawdzik claimed that a quit The Dutch added three insurance
27 will take place in the regional
markers in their half of the fourth
division of Michigan State Foren- claim deed signed a year ago by
Inning. With one out,. Catcher
sic Association competition April his wife, Anna, not under oath,
was thought to be a mortgage and Jason Alofs smacked a ground rule
26 In Zeeland.
double into the left center field
Bruce Van Leuwen of Holland that they never intended it would
stands to start the rally. Singles
placed first in the declamation be for losing right and interestIn by Westenbroek, Floyd Walters and
the
property.
They
also
claimed
contest and Keith Van Hoff of
an error gave the Dutch their final
Holland was first in extempore the court action was a fraud be- tallies of the contest
cause
the
property
involved
was
speaking at the districtevent,
Dan Bos, sophomore right fieldjudged by Dr. Albert Boeker, Dr. worth $200,000 and the Indebtedness er for the Hollanders, led both
John Pruis and Clara Bush, all of amounted to $100,000.
The Heidemas have been seek- clubs at the plate with two hits
Western Michigan College speech
in three trips. Christiannext traving possessionof the duck farm for
department.
els to Grand Rapids on Thursday
about
a
year.
They
purchased
the
Other participatingschools were
to meet Grand Rapids Christian.
Muskegon and Muskegon Heights. property a year ago Februaryfrom
Line score:
Winners were, in order of Pratt Food Co. of Pennsylvania,
R H E
which
foreclosed
on
the
property
finish:Declamation, Van Leuwen^
Holl. Chr ..... 202 300 x-7
3
Ken Smith of Muskegon and Ann* in 1954 for $40,260 due on a promlSouth. Chr. ...030 000 0-3
3
Herfst of Holland; extempore; sory note. Heidema Bros, have anBatteries
Westenbroek
and
Van Hoff, Harvey Workman of nounced plans to subdividethe lake .Alofs, Kooiker and Jager.
Muskegon and Ron Riaseckl of frontage of the 69 - acre farm.
Muskegon Heights; original oratory, Gordon Murray of Muskegon
Court of Honor Held
Branch to Meet
Heights, Nancy Miller,Muskegon,
For Two of Troop 20
and Ronald Chandler, Holland.
Thursday Evening
Humorous. Ed Wingler, MuskeA Court of Honor was held by
Holland Branch, American Asso- Troop 30 at their club room Mongon, Fred Titus, Muskegon, Claralou Bromley, Muskegon Heights; ciation of University Women, will day evening for Gary Evink and
dramatic, Mary Rodewald,Muske- Hold its April meeting Thursday Gary Smith who have been adgon, Kay Ten Brink, Holland and at 8 p.m. at Durfee Hall.
vanced to the rank of Star Scout,
Speaker will be William H. two steps below the coveted Eagle
John Allen, Muskegon.
Other Holland students partici- Thatcher, one of the founders and rank.
pating were Fred Protsman, a pas: president of the Wright L.
The Court of Honor ceremony
Mary Ellen Steketee, Kay Keane, Coffinberry Chapter of the Michi- was conducted by the Eagle Scouts
June Veldheer and Carol Nieuw- gan Archaelogical S o c i e ty in and Junior leaders of Troop 30
Grand Rapids. He will discuss"The with Dr. Eugene Oosterhavenofsma.
Miss Ruby Calvert and L. H. Mystery of the PrehistoricCopper ficiating.
Stillwell are Holland High Mines of Michigan."
After the Court of Honor an elecThatcher, who is one-quarter tion was held for Scouts eligible for
coaches.
Chippewa Indian, is a member of the Order of Arrow. This is one
the National Congress of Ameri- of the highest awards in Scouting
can Indians and the American In- representing all the p h a s e s of
dian Association.His hobby is seek- Scout Camping. Scouts elected
ing out little- known facts about were Arthur Dirkse, Martin Van
Indians. He has written some Dyke, Gary Smith and Gary Evink.
legends and poems on the subject At the close of the meeting
in City
which have been published in vari- plans were made for Explorers of
ous periodicals.
Troop 30 to enter a team in a
City streets will be cleaned by
Mrs. Donald Brown will preside canoe race, to be held May 5 and
the weekend, City Manager Herb at the business meeting. Mrs. 6 on Flat River. The Explorers
Holt said Monday. The Street De- Bryan Athey and Miss Marion are planning to get in condition
partment, working fulltimeon the Shackson are social hostesses.
by practicing on Lake Macatawa.
cleanup job, is moving towards
the south o' the city, which reCamp Fire Group Stages
Dr. Piet Shows Film
mains to be cleaned.
The deadline for the pick - up Party at Civic Center
At Gleaners9 Meeting
of refuse, Holt said, is Wednesday.

Court Dismisses

PrawdzikCase

-

HHS Students

Speech Event

:

Rapids; six grandchildren;two
Altena (HC), Ny- Karsten and Mary Ann Wildschut, brothers, John and Gerrit of
included
"Braziellera"
from
the
to
kamp (HC), Wind (H), distance —
Succumbs at Age 62
Grand Rapids, and three sisters,
suite Scaramouche, by Milhaud,
391".
Mrs. John Jagt and Mrs. John
and
"Anda
Lucia"
from
the
Anda
ZEELAND (Special) — Samuel Broad Jump
Baker (HC),
Mersman of Grand Rapids and
Lucia
suite
by
Lecuona.
Dr.
Lester
P. Meeuwsen. 62, died unexpected- Ensing (H), Heerspink (HC) disMrs. Minnie Bosma of Zeeland.
J. Kuyper gave the invocation.
ly following a heart attack at his tance — 17'9".
Before
he
handed
the
gavel
to
home northeast of Zeeland MonBetween 300 and 400 persons are day evening.
the new president, retiring President Marion de Velder paid tribute
expected to attend. the second anSurvivingare the wife, Josie;
Listed
to Adelaide Dykhuizen for her 11
nual IndustrialManagementCon- one son, Roger; two daughters,
years of service as secretary-treasference at the Pantlind Hotel, Darlene and Mary Ann, all at home
urer of the organization. Dr. J.
three brothers, John P. of AllenGrand Rapids, Friday, April 20,
Harvey Kleinheksel, chairman of For
dale, Dan P., Lewis P. and Ger*ponsored by the West Michigan
the nominating committee, prerit P. Meeuysen, all of Zeeland;
chapter of the IndustrialManagesented the slate of new officers.
two sisters, Mrs. Henry Velderman
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-The
ment Society.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)- New officersare Mrs. Edward following standing committees of
and Mrs. Gerrit Vanden Bosch of
They will represent Grand RapA Spring Lake couple was arrest- Donivan,president; Jonn F. the Board of Supervisorshave been
Zeeland.
ids, Kalamazoo, Muskegon, HolFuneral services will be held ed early Sunday morning coming Donnelly, vice president; ( Mrs. appointedby Chairman Roy H.
land, Battle Creek, Ionia and othFriday at 2 p.iji- at North Street home from a party which had Marian Stryker, secretary-treasur-Lowing of Georgetown township:
er West Michigan communities.
Christian Reformed Church. Rela- been given in their honor prior er; Mrs. Bruce G. Van Leuwen Ways and Means — Henry
Allen H. Mogensen,pioneer leadtives will meet in the church base- to their leaving this week on a and Henry Steffens,new members Slaghter, Gerritt Bottema, J. E.
er in work simplification,
will be
of the executive board.
ment at 1:45 p.m. The Rev. John five-week trip to Europe.
Townsend, Clarence Reenders, W.
featured speaker. Mogensen is diGuichelaar will officiate.Burial George W. Pardee, 40, was
L. Kennedy.
rector of work simplificationconwill be in Zeeland Cemetery.The charged with drunk and disBuildings and grounds — Dick
ferences held at Lake Placid,N.Y.,
Bridal Shower Given
body is at Baron Funeral Home orderly, and his wife, Nadaire,
Nieusma, C. Szopinski, M. Boon.
since 1937 and is a graduate of
where friends may meet the fam- with drunk driving. They were For Myra Beekman
School and educational—
Cornell University. He was apily Wednesday and Thursday from arrested by city police at 4 a.m.
Bottema, Robert Visscher, John
pointed expert consultant to the
and
first
lodged
in
the
detention
Miss Myra Beekman. whose Stap.
7 to 9 p.m.
Secretary of War during World
cell at police headquarterswhere marriage to James Tyink, Jr.,
Equalization — George Swart,
War II and his program was usMrs. Pardee broke four panes of will take place May 4, was honJohn Helder, Nieusma, William
ed throughout various theaters.
Driver Charged With
window glass. They were later ored at a bridal shower Thursday
Koop, John Hassold, A1 Stegenga,
Other speakers at the confertransferredto the county jail. evening at the home of Mrs. Ray
Negligent
Homicide
Wayne Murray.
ence will be: Victor K. Genger,
Arraigned in Municipal Court Beekman, 230 West 19th St. HostDrains — Szopinski,A1 Stegenga,
factory manager of the Florence
before Judge Jacob Ponstein here esses were Miss Elaine Beekman
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Chris Fedt, John Stephenson, J.
Stove Company, Kankakee, 111.;
Monday,
both
pleaded
guilty.
Parand Mrs. Roger Beekman.
Donald M. Farnquist, 19. MuskeClaver.
Lisle Hodell,general manager, gengon Heights, demanded examina- dee paid $10 fine and $5.10 costs
A yellow color scheme was used
Coordinatingand zoning — Swart. Lawn refuse after that date won’t
eral purpose motor department,
tion when he was arraigned on a and Mrs. Pardee paid $100 fine in decorations which included a
Taxes and apportionment— Koop, be picked up, he added.
General Electric Co., Fort Wayne,
and
$5.10
costs,
plus
restitution
of
negligenthomicide charge in Muniyellow umbrella. A two - course
Nick Cook, L. Vollink,John HeldInd.; Samuel A. Angotti, vice cipal Judge Jacob Ponstein's $15.10 for damage done at police lunch was served.
There has been more refuse on
er, Stap.
president of industrial relations,
the streets this year than in the
vcourt Monday afternoon. He furn- headquarters.
Attendingwere the Mesdames
Sutherland 'Paper Co., Kalamazoo.
Two others also were arraigned Gerrit Beekman, Art Beekman, Good roads — Reenders, Walcott, last, accordingto the Louis Dalished $1,000 bond for examination
on drunk drivine charges Monday. Ed Rooks, W. Bruner, Fred Beek- Nieusma, Murray, Harry Harring- man. He cited two reasons, first,
set May 10 at 9 a.m.
snow came too early last Fall to
The charge arose from a fatal Owen Russell Ratcliff, 59, route 1, man, Rogei Northuis, Jake Nagel- ton.
4 Suits Filed Against
Recreation — Reenders, Hassold, give people adequate time to get
accident April 6 on West Spring Vicksburg, pleaded guilty and paid kerk, E. Soper, Jim Veele, J. Van
rid of the leaves and twigs, and
Spring Lake Industry
Lake Rd. 3.7 miles north of the $100 ’fine and $5.10 cost*. He was Dorple, Roger Beekman, Ray Claver.
M-104 junction 'which claimed the arrested by city police at 5:15 Beekman, O. J. Blok and the Printing and stationery — Bot- second, the severe ice storm a few
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
weeks ago left a pile of refuse on
life of Carl Tufts, Jr., 16 of Mus- p.m. Saturday on Washington St. Misses Helene Van Klink, Bertha tema, Swart, Stephenson.
Four suits were filed in the Ottawa kegon. Tufts was a passengerin Pedro Rivera, 29, route 5, MuskeAgriculture — Henry Ver Meer, the streets.
Beekman, Connie Beekman,
Circuit Court Monday against the
Manager Herb Holt alleged that
the car driven by Farnquist.
gon, pleaded not guilty to a drunk* Shirley Beekman, Elaine Beekman Hassold, Vollink, Ervin Hecksel,
Anderson Bolling Co. of Spring
Kennedy.
some people had taken unfair adAlso injured were David Van driving charge and was unable and the guest of honor.
Lake. Suits by the Ford Motor Co.,
Abstracting— Koop, H. W. Faht, vantage of the Mayor's emergenDyke, 18. Muskegon, and Robert to furnish $150 bond for his trial
General Motors Corp. and Good- Temple, 19, Muskegon Heights.The
Fendt.
cy cleanup offer following the iceset May 2 at 10 a.m. He was aryear Tire & Rubber 'Co. were filed
Conservation — Reenders, Heck- storm. Refuse that did not result
latter received a fracture of the rested by sheriff’s officers Satur- Mrs. Margaret House
by affidavitand writ of replevin.
sel, Ver Meer.
from the ice storm was left for
sixth vertebra and was paralyzed day on US-16 in Polkton townDies at Age of 98
In the suK filed by Dryden RubPublic Health — Slaughter, R, pickup teams on the emergency
from the neck down. He is now in
•
ber Division of the Sheller Manucleanup job, Holt said.
Ann Arbor hospital.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) Cook, L. A. Wade.
facturingCo., an Indiana CorporaSheriff's committee — Boon, KenProsecutorJames W. BussaVd
Mrs.
Margaret
House,
98,
of
401
tion, proofs were taken late Monauthorized the warrant Monday Ladies’ Day Golf Events
Fulton St., died Tuesday at nedy, Ver Meer.
day afternoon and Judge Raymond afternoon. State Police officers
Rules and legislation— Town- Airman Roger Roelols
the
Little Village Rest Home in
Planned
at
Sangatuck
1+ Smith granted a consent judg- Dawn Wilson and Azel Mead made
Weds Miss Joan Lee
Nunica, after a long illness. She send, Fant, Wade.
ment in the amount of SI 30,030 the investigation.
SaugatuckLadies’ Golf day will was born Margaret Shuret Feb. County officers and employes —
plus 325 costs to be taxed. The
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Lee of
open the new season Thursday, 11, 1858, in La Grange, Mich. On Wade, Boon and Murray.
amount represents goods and chatApril 19.
May 22, 1881, she was married in Social Welfare — Harrington, M. Atmore, Ala., announce the martels delivered by plaintiff to de- Holland Man Pleads
riage of their daughter, Miss Joan
At a meeting held Wednesday South Boardman to Augustus R. Mohr, Walcott.
fendant at the latter’s request at
evening at the home of Mrs. James House, who died Jan. 29, 1956, ‘at
Finance
-- R. Cook, Mohr, Vis- Lee, to A-lc Roger Roelofs, son of
Gnilty
in
Car
Case
various times prior to April 14,
Mr. and Mrs. Del Roelofs of 552
Cook, the executive committee the age of 99.
scher.
195G. Plalntif alleged that defenGRAND HAVEN (Special)
West 31st St, HoUand.
made
plans for opening day at
They
came
to
this
vicinity
17
dant has not, though often re- Richard Franklin,31. hotel adThe newlyweds were scheduled
Saugatuck Golf' Club. Booklets years ago from Virginia. She is
quested, delivered the goods and
Kenneth Austin Feted
dress in Holland, pleaded guilty iq were made giving dates of coming
to arrive in Holland today to spend
survived by three sons, Thomas of
chattels to plaintiff,but has unlawCircuit Court Monday afternoon events.
a furlough with his parents.
Denver, Colo., William of Priest On Eighth Birthday
fully detained some.
to a charge of unlawfully driving
Any woman interestedin golf is River, Idaho, and Frank of
Airman Roelofs is stationed at
away an automobile, without in- welcome to join the* group on Nunica; six grandchildren; 18 A birthday party was given Fri- Maxwell Air Force Btse in
tent to steal. He has been unable to Thursdays at 9 a.m. at which
Mr. and Mrs. Baker to
great grandchildren;and seven day, April 13, honoring Kenneth Alabama.
furnish $1,000 bond and he will time Jim Unwin, new golf pro, will great great grandchildren.
Austin, who celebrated his
Celebrate Anniversary
appear for dispositionof his case give free group lessons.
eighth birthdayanniversary. The
Weight Restrictions
)
April 24.
Mrs. Bruce Fogerty, last year’s
party was given by his mother,
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Baker of
The alleged offense occurred in woman champion of the club, is Marriage Licenses
Mrs. L Austin, at their home, 272 Lifted Sooth oi M-21 *
route 1, Zeeland, will celebrate Holland April 12, and involved tak- presidentof the group. For further Kenneth C Russell, Jr., 21, HolEast Eighth St.
their 45th wedding anniversary ing a car of LeRoy S. Morphy of information she piay be called at land, and Marcia Boes, 18, ZeeGames were played and prizes Effective Tuesday noon, weight
Saturday, April 21.
Holland.
land; Hubert Rosema, 23, route 1, were awarded. Gifts were present- restrictions on' blacktop and gravel
They are planning a dinner at He is now serving a 45-day jail
Cheboygan, and Carol Lee Hen- ed to the honored guest and re- roads south of M-21 were lifted
Bosch’s restaurant with their -fam- sentence on a 'reckless driving
Some scientistsbelieve if the drych, 19, route 1, Grand Haven. freshments were served by the by the Ottawa County Road Comily.
charge, speeding and failure tc annual average tempeuture of the Charles Dale Hoezee, 18, route 3, hostess.
mission. Restrictions on blacktop
The Bakers’ children are Mr. have his car under control, as he earth were raised one aegree, arc- Zeeland, and Muriel Zwagerman, Attending were Ronnie Pettis,
and gravel roads north of M-21 are
rnd Mrs. Andy Klynstra and Mr. was unable to pay $104.70 fine and tic and antarctic ice would melt 21, route 2, Zeeland; Philip ThomTom M. Page. Dale Brower, James still in effect.Restrictionson all
and Mrs. Herman Essenberg. costs when arraigned in the Hol- enough to raise the. level of the as, 23, and Marilyn Vander Molen, Boyce, Mike Boyce, Dick Van Ness, concrete trunklinesway up- to the
They have six grandchildren.
land Municipal Court.
oceans as much as 50 feet
18, both of Grand Haven.
David Van Ness and Willie Bron. Straitswere lifted^ome time ago.
Shot Put

Win

7
3

AAUW

Cleanup Program
Continues

-

-

ship. >

•

-

>

,

•
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The Wahanka Camp
Lakeview School

Fire Girls
The April meeting of the Gleanentertained ers Class of Third Reformed
their parents and members of their Church was held In the church parfamilies at a supper Monday eve- lors Friday evening. Mrs. A. De
ning in the club room at the Civic Young conducted devotions on the
Center. The tables were attractive- love of God manifested in the life
ly decorated with daffodils and of believers who witness for him.
pussy willows.
A women’s trio of Third Church
After the supper games were choir, Mrs. Henry Voogd, Mrs.
played and the girls presented a Jack Leenhoutsand Mrs. Andrew
skit, "My Vacation." Rosalie De Vollink, sang "The Holy City." A
Graaf presented the leaders Mrs. film on the Holy Land was shown
Fred Lound and Mrs. Neil Mol, by Dr. John Piet, missionaryto
with gifts of appreciation.
India now on furlough and at preGirls present were Carol Lound, sent teaching Bible and Missions
Karen Homkes, Gail K o w a 1 k e, at Western Theological Seminary.
Rosalie De Graaf, Sharon Nickels,
Mrs. W. F. Young was program
Rita Harthorn, Joyce Timmer, chairman and Mrs. G. John KooiLinda Wiersma, Patty K u i p e r, ker presided at the business sesConnie Mol and Sherrll Wabeke. sion. Hostesses were Mrs. H. De
One member, Patsy Haynes, was Free and Miss GeorgiansLugers.
absent because of illness.

of

Miscellaneous Shower

New Organization to

Honors Miss Alfa Bain

Register Hemophiliacs
Miss Alfa Bain was guest of honThe new Michigan chapter of the or at a miscellaneous shower WedNational Hemophilia Foundation nesday evening at the home of Mrs.
has announced plans to register Harry Rozema, 81 River Ave. The
all hemophiliacs in x this area. party was given by Mrs. Charles
Michigan is the newest link In a Brinklow, Jr.
chain of 14 chapters affiliatedwith
Games were played and duplicate
the national organization.
prizes awarded. Refreshments were
Through registration, the Michi- served.
gan chapter hopes to make availGuests invited were the Mesable to the hemophilia sufferer and dames Justin Slotman, Veron
his family all the newest informa- Slotman, Victor Herring, Glenn
tion concerning the disease. The Ridlington,Marvin Ridlington,
group also hopes to raise funds to Nora Ridlington,Wayne Rozema,
support research and develop new Harry Rozema, Miss Margie Bain
and the guest of honor.
and improved therapy.
Next meeting of the Michigan
Chapter will take place Sunday in
Flint, at the YWCA on Harrison
and First St. Dr. Milton Panzer
AMBULANCE SERVICE
will speak on "Preventive Dentistry for the Hemophiliac.”Anyone
HOUAND, MICHIGAN
interested in the new group is
27 last
Fhor
asked to contact Mrs. L Antell,
2322 Kellar Ave.,
^

DYKSTRA
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Vi
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Boy Scout Circus Held

Tulip Festival

Friday in Civic Center

Plans Slowly

Gay circus atmosphere, complete with colorful costumes,ballons, wagons and carts, transformed the Civic Center Friday and^Saturday for the Boy Scout Circus.

Farm Bureau

Head

Civic Center to

The circus, held in Holland
every other, year, is sponsoredby
the Chippewa district of the Grand
Valley Council and Holland Rotary

Dies Unexpectedly

club.

Joseph G. Schipper, 69, route 5,
Holland (Overisel),died unex-

r
Purpose of the show is to present an action picture of the Cub,
Boy and Explorer Scout program.
A complete list of the circus
staff has been announced. William Gargano, WHTC announcer,
and Richard v Wilson, district
Scout Executive, will announce the
•

•

show.

House lighting is in charge of
Elden Moody and Lester Douma
with Tony Bouwman, Arie Vuurens and Nick Vukin, assisting as

^ape

Utilized for

Be

Three

Major Attractions
Program plans

for

Hiffland’k

pectedly of a heart attack late- Fri- annual Tulip Time
day at the farm home of his son. to- 19 are coming along ip fine
He had been in ill health for a shape, and promise one of the
few months but death came un- most interesting festivalsof all
time' TuliP Time Manager Earl F.

exnectedlv

.

r

A farmer all hl< Ufa, Mr. Friday afternoon. 01 dlrect0"
Schipper was a member of
Work has started at the Little
Overisel Reformed church and had
served as elder in the consistory Netherlandsunder the supervision

for several years. He was president of the Hamilton Farm Bureau and a member of the board of
directors for 22 years. He also
spotlightoperators.
Robert Rescorla, M.E. Evans, was a board member of the AlJoe Bender and Phil Frank, will legan 'County Farm Bureau for a
handle the action on the main number of years.

of Sid Jarvis, according to Robert

photo won’t be likely to forget tornado disasterswhen they return
J. Kouw, chairman of the com
to their homes in Paris and Algiers,North Africa. They were
mittee. Some new moving models
passing through Grand Rapids when the tornado struck and they
are being installed and outdoor
promptly volunteered their servicesin sorting clothes for disaster
landscaping will be completed
victims in the basement of the CIO #»all. At right from front to
next week.
rear are Gaston Aschour of Algiers, and Paul Tyrant and Andrew
Phil Osterhouse, director of
Mille of Paris. Others are also volunteers.
Dutch Fantasies, is working on an
Surviving are the wife, Gertfloor.
entirely new version this year.
L.A. Wade, president of the rude; two sons, Harris of Vries- This program, presented in (he
Rotary club, and club members land and Wayne of Overisel; two Woman’s Literary 'Club several
will assist as ushers. Otto Dressel daughters. Mrs. William (Cynthia) times daily, has been one of the
and Bernard Shashaguay will aid Knickel of Spearfish, S.D., and popular mainstays of Tulip Time
Mrs. Robert (Eunice) Vanden Belt
making
such
a
bust.
The
piece
of
fine
sculpture
Lumsden as spotters.
JEFFERSON BUST tlNVEILED
Students of
Festivals.
WlQe,
circus general chairman of East Holland;three grandchil- Wednesday night’s highlight in
was
unveiled
in
the
foyer
of
the
school
on
Mrs. Katherine Winter's seventh grade gather
listed the Scout units participating.dren; three sisters, Mrs. Henry Civic Center is billed as the third
Jefferson'sbirthday anniversary.
GRAND RAPIDS - Three in-i “Disaster victims have first
around the bust of Jefferson as the sculptor,
Brower and Mrs. Bert Tellman of annual Michigan Intercollegiate
They include:
(Holland
Illustrative photo)
ternational visitorswill have lots choice of this clothing,of course,
Leo Jungblut,explainswhat is involvedin
Hamilton
and
Mrs.
Steve
Dayton
Cub Packs: 3001, Van Raalte
Choral Festival, involvingsome 400
PTA; 3003, Lincoln, PTA; 3006, of Owosso; a brother, the Rev. college singers in a combined to tell their home folks in Paris but they can't begin to use all of
it," she said. “The surplus, clothWashington PTA; 3007, Jefferson Stanley Schipper of Gary, Ind., song test and programs. Choruses and Algiers, North Africa, about
ing will be turned over to the Red
their
trip
to
Michigan.
PTA; 3008, St. Francis DeSales and a sister-in-law, Mrs. Sena appearing are currently on exThey Were in this area when the Cross soon.” (The CIO agreed to
Local
Church, 3020, Zeeland Faith Re- Schipper of Overisel.
tended tours, and their selections
collectclothing for the Red Cross
formed Church; 3028, Saugatuck Funeral services will be held will be those that have been most tornado struck and got lost in the
as a disaster service).
CongregationalChurch; 3030, at 2 p.m. Tuesday from Overisel popular in their appearances in shuffle.
"Truckloadsof clothing arrived
The
trio, sponsoredhere by the
Reformed
Church
with
burial
in
HarringtonPTA; 3033; Hamilton
Several
many sections of the United U. S. State Department,their own on the day following the disaster
PTA; 3042, Lakeview PTA; 3043, Overisel cemetery. The Rev. A. States.
countries and the UAW, to study from places as far away as DeWaukazoo PTA; 3044, Maplewood Tellinghuisen will officiate. RelaA new feature Thursday night industrial and community rela- troit."
PTA; 3045. Ganges Methodist tives will meet in the church base- in Civic Center will be "Volk
Mrs. Reynolds said a big van
Friday the 13th was a day of I War II. explainedit took him After
tions, was in Muskegon when the
Church; 3(M9, Lakewood PTA; ment at 1:45 p.m.
Province” showing authentic cosof clothing arrived from Lowell,
special significance in Holland’s three weeks to make the initial
twister
hit.
Friends
may
meet
the
family
3055, Longfellow PTA; 3056, Montumes of provinces in the NetherInstead of beating a hasty re- 16 miles from here, and that packnewest elementary school, Thomas plaster cast which was sent to
Richard Franklin, 31, local hotel tello Park PTA; 3052, Beechwood at Langeland funeral home Sun- lands. Special attractionswill be
Italy.
Italian
artisans
there
treat to safer pastures, they head- ages are still arriving from Detroit
Jefferson School, for it marked
day
from
2
to
4
p.m.
and
7
to
9
address, waived examination on a PTA.
the Spartan Bell Ringers and the
Auxiliary members of the A Fiji
ed back to Grand Rapids and helpthe birthday anniversaryof the roughed out a sculpture in fine charge of unlawfully driving away Scout Troops: 2, Fennville Fire p.m. The body will be at the
Varsity Quartet of Michigan State
Italian
white
marble
and
then
ed
sort* clothing in the basement and CTO, together with the Leagiit
great patriot for whom the school
Schipper
home
in
Overisel
Monday
Dept.;
6,
First
Reformed
Church;
Universi'ty. The Thursday show is
Hillfl
of Women Voters and Ottawa Hill
forwarfed it to Jungblut. It took a car when he was arraigned in
of the CIO Hall.
was named.
Municipal Court Thursday after- 7, Third Reformed Church; 8, St. afternoon and evening.
in charge of the Woman's Literary
,i
The
men,
now
visiting factories High School children,worked
It also served as an excellent many weeks of painstaking labor
noon. The car was the property Francis DeSales Church; 10,
Club with Robert Chard as direcand
labor
centers
in
Flint. Mich., by side in sorting the clothes foi*
occasion for unveiling and dedi- to complete the final piece of art.
Methodist Church; 12, Trinity
tor
Friday’s program was prepar- of LeRoy S. Morphy of Holland.
cating a bust of the third president
are Gaston Aschour from North speedier distribution.
Bond of 5500 was not furnished Church; 21, Zeeland Second ReMain attractionFriday night at
ed
by
Principal
Caroll
Norlin,
of the United States,Thomas JefAfrica, Paul Tyrant and Andre "Volunteers came from all port*
formed
Church;
22,
Beechwood
Civic Center will be the annual
of Grand Rapids, Muskegon. D<?
David Scobie and Mrs. Harriet for his appearance in Circuit
Mille from Paris.
ferson.
Reformed Church; 29, Saugatuck
Court.
Parade of Quartets, arranged by
troit and Lansing to do the work,’’
All pupils gathered in the Emmons. Pupils of Mrs. Lucille
“The
trip
to
Michigan
gave
them
the Holland barbershopperschapOn another count. Franklin Is Congregational Church; 30,
she said.
school gymnasium for the event Van Dyke's class led devotions,
an
opportunity
to
practice
what
Harrington PTA; 33, Hamilton Marthena Bosch, sixth grade pu- ter.
which featured a motion picture and music was providedby the serving 45 days in the county jajl Reformed Church; 34, Pearl
they’ve been studying at Columbia Men joined the ranks of volunTraditional attractionson Saturon the life of Jefferson,a talk by school orchestra under the direc- in lieu of fine and costs of 5104.70 Methodist Church; 41, Pine Creek pil, was winner of the first silver
University, New York City, al- teers on a full time basis froni
day
will be the three-hourband reon
charges
of
reckless
driving,
annual
medal
contest
Friday
afterDavid Scobie on Jefferson, and tion of Carleton Kelch.
though I doubt the course covered two plants closed down because o(
PTA; 42, Lakeview PTA; 44,
view, the parade of bands and the
a talk by Leo Jungblut, sculptor Mrs. Anita Van Wyk offered the speeding and failure to have car Maplewood Reformed Church; 45, noon at the regular meeting of the
how to act in a disaster,” said electricalproblems caused by tha
Women’s Christian Temperance Saturday Evening Varieties. Chair- Mrs. Martha Reynolds, Community storm (Fisher Body Plant No. 2
who did the bust which now re- dedicatory prayer after which the under control.
Ganges Methodist Church; 57, Ho- Union.
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bart School; 56, Montello Park
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Clifford Marcus, the contest w a s the band review will be presented
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Mrs.
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that
Explorer Units : 2006, First
damage to the car. A search to Reformed Church 2007, Third held in the chapel of First Meth- this year at Riverview Park in- any persons who need clothingare all their possessionsin the tornado.
who came to Holland after World were present.
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The Mr. and Mrs. Club of HarGarlock, Betty Snyder. Nancy Van show in Holland Armory around
derwyk ChristianReformed Church Glenn Albert Gueren, 44, route 2,, Swift and Co., Richard L.
Oosterhout, Melody Wise, who was the theme. “Salute to the Amerimet Thursday evening in the Shelby, who had just completed Schlecht,agent, paid fine and
the only fourth grader taking part, cas.” Central attraction will be
to
church basement.Devotions were serving a 30-day jail sentence for costs of 543.90 in Municipal Court
Mary Groenewoud. Diane Marcus. an avenue of flags as well as
Adrqitted to II o 1 a n d Hospital
led by Mr. and Mrs. Bill Ooster- drunk driving in Flint, was return- Wednesday on a violationof the
Susan
Severson
and
Judy
Bos.
Thursday were Mrs. Nelson J.
ed to Grand Haven Thursday for meat law involvinglow protein.
baan.
Price also reported that scrubEach
contestant*vill receive a
Paying traffic fines were John
Kleinheksel, 3354 142nd Ave.;
The group of 38 enjoyed a film, arraignment on an old drunk drivA colorful garden, complete with year’s subscriptionto Young bers are being lined up for the In
ing charge dating back to last Nicholas Hoffman, 60, of 376 Pine
Henrietta Schierbeek,1621 South
opening ceremonies Wednesday
“The Story of Elim,” which told
Shore Dr.; Diane Sue MichmerAve., failure to report property brilliant “ingenuity blossoms’’ and Crusader.
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setting for the "spring garden Dressel and Mrs. Walter Van Saun,
1955, on a drunk driving count, and prudent speed, $12; Richard P.
monies by Governor G. Mennen and campus leader at Calvin Col- land; Mrs. John Pieper, route 6;
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Brian Kleeves. route 4; Mrs.
had posted 5150 bond for trial t^e Taylor, of 259 Dartmouth, speed- party” of Trinity Ladies Aid Thurs- and in thfc second contest, Mrs. Williams.
duet. Mrs. Shirley Waterway gave
lege, will be among those compelRozema, 45S West’ Main,
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department
reporta short reading.
Hulst and Mrs. Paul Hinkamp.
ing for honors in the Detroit Zeeland; Vernon R o t m a n, Jr,
feited when he failed to appear.
190 East 25th St., speeding, $12; torium.
Mrs. Lela Walters, county super- ed there have been more reservaThe presidents, Mr. and Mrs.
More than 100 guests were seatArraigned before Municipal Warren Johnson, of 168 East 31st
Times Tournament of Orators in 144
East 16th St.
Robert Boes, presided at a busi- Judge Jacob Ponstein late Friday, St., speeding, 515.
ed in conversational groupings at intendent of the WCTU, presented tions for bus groups than for any
Kalamazoo April 26. He is a vet- DischargedThursday were John
previous
festival.
ness meting. Mr. Boes closed with Gueren pleaded guilty and was senIvan Schrotenboer, of 24 East tables centered with potted geran- Mrs. Marcus with a pink carnation Float Chairman LaVerne Rud- eran of last year's Tournament of Vanden Heuvel, 7 West 17th St.;
a prayer.
tenced to pay 5100 fine and $5.10 Ninth St., stop street, 55; John A. iums. Gay flowers and plants corsage from the local union. She olph and his assistants.D.C. Han- Orators.
Mrs. toward Siebelink and baby,
Refreshments were served by costs or serve 30 days in jail. The Buursma. of 185 West 26th St., spilled from miniature wheelbar- also pinned the first winner. Mrs.
sen -and Art Peters, are urging
Van Dyke will team with Mich- East Saugatuck; Mrs. Harvey
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Witteveen fine had not been paid today.
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superintendrows
on
the
platform
and
arrangestop street, 55; Lawrence Burk,
local firms, businessesand or- ael De Vries, a freshman at Cal- Schipper and baby, Hamilton; Mrs.
and Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Klungle.
route 2, Hamilton,red light, 55; ments of forsythia completedthe ent of the WCTU, pinned the secGene Scholten and baby, 121 East
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contest
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vin, who is a native of Leeuwarden,
Kenneth Bouwman, East 26th St.,
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Time
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title
“Consider
the
nounced
that
the
district
WCTU
Thursday. May 10, when the Rev.
excessive noise, $5; John C. Hoogin doing so are urged to get in in the Friesland province of the Netten and baby. 925 Paw Paw Q
Ottawa County
convention
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held
May
8
at
Henry Baker will speak on ‘‘ChrisLilies,”
Mrs.
George
eveen, and Robert F. Schievink,
Dr.; Mrs. Clifford Cunningham and
touch immediatelywith any mem- Netherlands.
Bernard Kunnen, 22, and Ida both of Grand Rapids, obstructing gave an inspiring description of Rockford First Baptist Church.
tians Witnessing to Our Neighber
of
the
committee.
Borgerding, 18, both of Jenison.
Since appearing in the Detroit baby, 307 West 12th St.; Henry
bor.’-’
Miss Nettie De Jong's devotions
traffic in. connection with staging a woman’s place in the garden of
The tulips are coming along in Times contest a year ago, Van Banger, 200 East 16th St.; Joyce
life.
Like
seeds,
she
said,
each
life were from Ezekiel, “I have set
fight downtown, 512 each.
Robinson, New Richmond; Mrs.
fairly good shape, and it is hoped
Anthony Lievense, 41 East 21st has a wonderful potentialfor de- thee a watchman, therefore thou they will be at the peak of beauty Dyke has added to his laurels in Hazel Nusbaum, West Olive; Mrs.
Rites
intercollegiatespeech competition
shalt
hear
the
word
and
warn
velopment,
and
cultivation
of
St., right of w«^\ 512; Robert L.
for the four-day festival next by receiving high rating in the Jacob Van Voorst, 204 Hazel Ave.;
Miedema, Zeeland, speeding, 510; friendshipwith Christ,the master them.” Mrs. Edith Walvoord pre- month.
statewide interpretivereading con- Brian Kleeves. route 4.
Willis Dale Van Huis. 22, of 439V4 gardener, is essential.Christian sided at the meeting.
Hospital births include a son,
test this spring and at Wayne
women
must
deny
themselves
Hostesses
were
Mrs.
Dick
“I
Washington, no operator's^ license
University’sInvitational Speech Mervin Glen, born Thursday to Mr.
defective muffler, and passing on some alluring flowers in develop- Vander Meer and Mrs. D i c k Services JOT Baby
right, $39.70; John Holder, 45, route ing character and must learn to
Graveside services were held at Festival. He is a major in psycholo- and Mrs. Louis Tover, 148 Scotts
gy and plans to become a clinical
3, disorderly conduct, 54.70 costs differentiate between passing
North Holland Cemetery at 4 p.m.
Dr.; a son. Joel Henry, born Thurspsychologist when . he graduates
'pleasure and true happiness, she
and six months’ probation.
today
for
Christine
Ruth
Simenson
Miss Doris
day to Mr. and Mrs. Russell De
from
Calvin in 1957.
pointed
out.
The
undesirable
Paying $1 parking costs were
who was dead at birth at Holland
Harris Scholten, of 501 Plasman “weeds” of cynicism, bitterness Honored at Shower
Hospital late Thursday evening. Other colleges participating in Vette,,34East 14th St.; a daughter,
•y"
Paul Bowman, of 543 College Ave. and lack of appreciation must be
Mr. and Mrs.’ Simenson live at the western division contest are Christine Mae, born Thursday to
A bridal shower honoringMiss 333 Vander Sluis Ave. in Holland Mchigan State University. Albjon Mr. and Mrs. Reynold Banger,
Donald Adclberg. of 242 Pine Ave. eliminated.
$2; Alan Boudreau,of 410 Home- Mrs. Damson listed flowers Doris Buurman was given Tues- township. The Rev. G.B. Hilson College, Alma College, Ferris Inroute 4; a son born todgy to Mr.
stead. Larry Souder, of 242 East whose attributesmake up a pleas- day night by Mrs. Harry Koop at officiated at the service. Arrange- stitute. Hope College, Kalamazoo
and
Mrs. Iman Koeman, 206 West
13th St., and L. Rossel of 375 Cen- ing personality combiningservice, her home, 116 East 14th St. As- ments were by Dykstra Funeral College and Western MichiganColNinth
4
I lege at Kalamazoo.
tral, paid 52 each, and Douglas beautifulthoughts, good influence sisting the hostess were her daugh- Home.
Vander Hey, of 71 West 13th St., on others, contentmentand love. ters, Mrs. Jack Yeomans and Mrs.
“Blue Skies’’ and "Over the ClarencePott.
paid 53 for parking near a hydrant.
Rainbow" were sung by a sextet A pink and white color scheme
of Holland High School girls in- was used for decorations on the
Former North Holland
cluding Mary Dixon, Karen Han- fireplace mantel and about the
sen, Sylvia Slagh, Doreen room. A corsage of pink and white
Farmer Passes at 76
Lemmen, Betty Droost and Nancy carnations was given to the brideCornelius W. Brouwer, 76. for- Plewes. Their accompanist was elecL Duplicate prizes for games
were awarded to Mrs. Chester
merly of North Holland, died this Eleanor Ver Burg.
Janet Vanden Bos, Gail Moon, Warner, Mrs. Gene Elenbaas, Mrs 4
morning in the Irwin Convalescent
home in Jenison. He spent most of Ruthann Brondyke and Marianne Simon Koop and Mrs. Roger Timhis life as a farmer in North Hol- Walters composed a string quartet mer.
land and had been living with his playing two movements of “Fron- GuesU invited were the Mesdames Arie Buurman, Edward
sister, Mrs. George W. Dcur at tier Sketches" by Pyle.
Pouring at a tea table featuring Lautenbach,Tony Elenbaas,Wil14 West 18th St., before going to
violetsand pansy-decorated cakes liam Koop, John Koop, William
the convalescent home.
Surviving are the sister; a were Mrs. William Venhuizenand Sampson, Simon Koop, Gerrit
brother-in-law,John De Boer, and Mrs. Gary VandenBerg. Other Koop, Reynold Koop, Claude
a sister-in-law, Mrs. Benjamin hostesses were the Mesdames H. Timmer, Ties Pruis, Henry Koop,
Slighter,J. Slighter, P. Vander Gene Elenbaas, Earl Elenbaas,
Brower, route 2, Holland.
Funeral services will be held at Wege and R. Janssen.
Ivan Elenbaas, Gene Newenhouse,
2 p.m. Monday from Langeland Mrs. Jacob Westerhoff, presi- James Heyboer, George Van KoevFuneral Home with the Rev. Ells- dent, welcomed the guests. The ering, Jr., Hamilton McCallum,
worth' Ten Clay officiating. Burial affair was arranged by the pro- Chester Warner, Gene Wyngarden,
will be in North Holland ceme- gram committee including Mrs. Harvey Koop, Robert Koqp, Herm
William Jacobs, decorations chair- Slager, Harold Reed, Geneva
tery.
Friends may call at Langeland man; Mrs. John Boerama and Mrs. Duguay, Howard Koop, Roger
funeral home Sunday from 3 to Arthur Hoedema, program; Mrs. Timmer, Donald Timmer and
Marinus Cole and( Mrs. Lincoln Roger Pruis.
5 p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m.
Sennett. Mrs. John Van Oss and
Miss Buurman will be married
Mr. ond Mri.'Willord Serie
Mrs. Paul Vander Hill conducted a to Erwin Koop on April 21, in
(Simonsonphoto) Pays $50 Fine
nursery.
Maple Avenue Christian Reform
Miss Gladys Wedeven became the Miss Linda Serie, sister of the
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
ed Church.
groom,
attended
as
maid
of
honor.
bride of Willard Serie in a double
Watson L. Upton, 38, Grand
ring ceremony at the home of the Her street-lengthdress was fash- Rapids, paid fine and costs of $50 Cars Peppered
Divorce Granted
bride'sparents on Friday, April 6. ioned of a coral shade. She car- in Justice F. J. Workman’s court <1RAND HAVEN (Special)
The Rev. James Handley officiat- ried a cascade bouquet.
Friday night on a recklessdriving Sheriff’sofficers are seeking the GRAND HAVEN (Special)— A
Julius Wedeven, the bride’s charge. He was first arrested in person or persons responsible for divorce decree, to take imediate
ed at the rites before a settingof
brother, attended as best man.
ferns and spring bouquets.
Spring Lake villageby Deputy peppering two 1955 can with rifle effect, was granted in Ottawa CirA reception for 20 guests was Charles-K.Bugielskiwho turned shot late Wednesday night. The cuit Court Friday to Ernest DeParents of the couple are Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Wedeven of route (teld at the Hub Restaurant alter the maty over -to ’Village Police cars are owned by Floyd Johnson, Jonge, now serving with the armed
SPRINGTIME FOR KIDS
Getting a
waits for the some treatment for his yearOf fiper Richard Levingstone. Offi- route 1, Nunica and Fred Stewart, forces in Fiance, from Joyce Ar2. Hamilton, and Mrs. Louise Serie the rites.
For
a
southern
wedding
trip,
the
who
lives
in
a
trailer
on
the
Johnlene
DeJonge,
of
Holland.
There
license
for
a
brand
new
bicycle
is a great
-old model. They are Children of Councilof East Saugatuck.
cers said Upton, a diabetic wlio
The bride chose a ballerina- new Mrs. Serie chose for traveling had been drinking, was taken to son lot Both are employed by are no children and Mrs. DeJonge
experijpee for any youngster, and here
man and Mrs. Robert J. Kouw and the
length gown of nylon net over satin, a light blue suit with navy blue Municipal Hospital for treatment. Anderson-BoUingin Spring Lake, was restored her maiden name of
12-year-old Barbara Kouw gets expert,
family also boasts of three -month - old
which is on strike. The incident Joyce Arlene Buursema. Tcsti
featuring a fitted bodice of em- accessories.
attention
from
PoliQe
Officer
Bud
Borr,
(Sentinel photo)
Texas has more than 45,000 miles was reported to sheriff'sofficers mony in the case was taken last
broidered lace over satin. She carThe couple will make their home
hile
her
eight-year-old
brother,
Bobby,
October
19.
Thursday
afternoon.
in g[amilton.
of state - ma^tained highways.
ried a lavender orchid.
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